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FORORD
2012 har vært et godt år. Noe av det mest gledelige som har skjedd i året som
gikk er at to nye stipendiater har begynt avhandlingsarbeidene sine. Kevin
McGillivray skal skrive om ”Cloud computing — the use of contracts as a
means of governing networked computer services» og Darren Reads emne er
nettverksnøytralitet. Samtidig som vi kan ønske unge lovende forskere lykke
til, kan vi gratulere Arild Jansen med opprykk til professor. Selv om professor
Olav Torvund skal ha permisjon fra stillingen sin i to år for å prøve ut advokatlivet, er altså antallet professorer ved SERI som før.
Ved utløpet av året hadde vi 15 eksternt finansierte prosjekter i aktivt arbeid. Det er vanlig at flere medarbeidere samarbeider om slike prosjekter. I tillegg kommer en lang rekke mindre prosjekter i form av artikler og annet forskningsarbeid som fast ansatte utfører innenfor rammene av normal arbeidstid.
Særlig er vi fornøyd med at fire av prosjektene er EU-prosjekter som gir oss
anledning til å utvide og utdype det internasjonale forskningssamarbeidet.
Fra året som har gått kan vi også se tilbake på en rekke faglige arrangementer og publikasjoner. Særlig er det morsomt med bokutgivelser på internasjonale forlag som Emily M. Weitzenboecks bok «A Legal Framework for
Emerging Business Models: Dynamic Networks as Collaborative Contracts»
som denne høsten er utgitt på Edward Elgar Publishing. Vi er også veldig
glade for boken til Tommy Tranvik og Rolf Sture Normann om «Personvern
og informasjonssikkerhet i kommunen. En håndbok i risikovurdering»
(Kommuneforlaget). Boken er i stor grad basert på prosjektet Personvernskolen
som fremdeles er i arbeid. På arrangementssiden har eForvaltningskonferansen, Personvernkonferansen, seminaret om Ny æra for personvernet og symposiet i Internet governance prosjektet vært blant høydepunktene. Bare disse
arrangementene har samlet mer enn 400 deltakere. I tillegg kommer en lang
rekke andre seminarer vi har invitert til i løpet av året.
Bokutgivelser og arrangementer viser den store vekten vi legger på formidling. Denne lille juleboken er uttrykk for samme ambisjon: Årets Yulex viser
noe av bredden i den aktuelle forskningen ved SERI. Jeg håper leserne vil finne
stoff som pirrer nysgjerrigheten og skaper interesse for forskningen ved SERI
i 2013.
God jul og godt nytt år!
Dag Wiese Schartum

PREFACE
2012 has been a good year. Particularly gratifying is the fact that this year
two PhD-students started to work on their theses. Kevin McGillivray’s topic is
“Cloud computing — the use of contracts as a means of governing networked
computer services”. Darren Read will write about network neutrality. At the
same time as we are wishing these two promising researchers good luck, we
also extend our warm congratulations to dr. scient Arild Jansen on the occasion of his promotion to professorship. This means that the number of professors at the NRCCL still is three, even though Professor Olav Torvund will be
on leave from his position for two years to try out life as solicitor.
By the end of 2012, fifteen externally funded projects were under active
work at the NRCCL. In addition, various other projects are carried out by
staff in permanent positions. All together our research activity has left us very
satisfied. We are particularly happy that four of our projects are financed by
the European Union under FP7, something which gives us an excellent opportunity to extend and deepen international research collaboration.
Looking back on the past year, several conferences, seminars and publications have stood out. Particularly noteworthy is international publications, for
example Emily M. Weitzenboeck’s book “A Legal Framework for Emerging
Business Models: Dynamic Networks as Collaborative Contracts” (available
from Edward Elgar Publishing this autumn). We are also particularly pleased
that Tommy Tranvik’s and Rolf Sture Normann’s book on privacy and information security with emphasis on risk assessment was published this autumn
(“Personvern og informasjonssikkerhet i kommunen. En håndbok i risikovurdering” (Kommuneforlaget)). The book is to a large extent written on the basis of
our project “The Privacy School” [Personvernskolen] which is still under active
work. All together, the three largest conferences held by the NRCCL in 2012 (on
data protection and e-government) gathered more than 400 people. A very successful international symposium on Internet Governance and various other seminars and workshops completes the picture of a rather active research environment.
Book publications as well as seminars and conferences show the great emphasis we at the NRCCL put on communicate the results of our research. This
small Christmas book expresses that same ambition: Yulex 2012 shows some
of the breadth of current research of our centre. I hope readers will find that
the contributions will stimulate curiosity and create interest for next year’s
research at the NRCCL.
Merry Christmas and Happy New Year!
Dag Wiese Schartum
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MED BLIKKET MOT BRUSSEL1
Fellesskapspatent: så nært, men dog så fjernt? Aktuelle
immaterialretts-saker i EU
Helge M. Sønneland

I første halvår 2012 og helt frem til EU-ferien 1. august er det blitt tatt nye
initiativ med tilknytning til EUs såkalte digitale agenda. Først om to saker på
immaterialrettsområdet; «hitteverk» og fellesskapspatent:
I juni lyktes det danske formannskap med å oppnå enighet mellom Rådet,
Parlamentet og Kommisjonen om teksten til et direktiv om «hitteverk»( verk hvis
opphavsmann enten ikke er kjent eller ikke kan oppspores), som vil gjøre det
enklere for museer, arkiv og bibliotek å klarere rettigheter for digital tilgjengeliggjøring av materiale i samlingene.2 Det formelle vedtak ble truffet 25. oktober.
På toppmøtet få dager før EU-formannskapet ble overtatt av Kypros 1. juli,
så det ut til at også en annen topp-prioritert sak på Kommisjonens dagsorden
omsider hadde blitt løst, nemlig etablering av et felleskapspatent i EU. Men
den gang ei; selv om topplederne hadde funnet et kompromiss i spørsmålet
om hvor den europeiske patentdomstolen skal ligge, kom det få dager senere
fram at kompromisset var supplert med en endring i domstolsforordningen
som Parlament og Råd var blitt enige om før årsskiftet 2011/2012. Endringen
i forordningen, som kom etter britisk press, innebar at en henvisning til EUdomstolen ble fjernet. Patentdomstolen underlegges dermed ikke EU-domstolen
og skal heller ikke kunne forelegge spørsmål for EU-domstolen. Parlamentet
reagerte sterkt negativt utsatte avstemningen om saken. EU-kommisjonen tok
forbehold. Med hensyn til om denne endringen i forordningen gjør at den er i
strid med EU-retten (noe Kommisjonens juridiske tjeneste antar den nå er) – jfr
her at EU-domstolen underkjente den første planen fordi den ikke bygget på at
EU-domstolen er øverste juridiske instans.
1
2

Denne artikkelen er en oppdatert versjon av en artikkel i Lov & Data sept.2012
Direktiv 2012/28/EU, publisert i Official Journal of the European Union 27.oktober 2012 (
L 299 /6)
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Da danskene overtok formannskapet var det tilsynelatende enighet mellom
Kommisjonen, Parlamentet og alle de 25 landene som deltok i det forsterkede
samarbeid om denne saken (Spania og Italia deltar ikke, fordi de er uenige i
språkløsningen ), bortsett fra på ett punkt, nemlig om plassering av hovedkvarteret for patentdomstolen. Riktignok hadde man plassert et meklingsinstitutt i
Ljubljana og en voldgiftsdomstol i Lisboa samt ankedomstolen i Luxemburg,
men for hovedsetet var både München og London kandidater. Det polske formannskapet foreslo i desember 2011 Paris som kompromisskandidat. Det falt
ikke i god jord verken i Tyskland eller England. Saken var deretter fastlåst
fram til toppmøtet i juni i år. Kompromisset som ble bekjentgjort med stolthet
etter toppmøtet i juni, etablerer domstolen i alle de i tre byene: Hovedsetet
etableres i Paris ( og domstolens første president skal være fra Frankrike),
London får en seksjon som behandler alle saker vedrørende kjemikalier og farmasøytiske produkter og München får en seksjon som behandler saker relatert
til teknologi («engineering») og mekanikk.
I løpet av fjoråret ble det som kjent oppnådd enighet om hvordan fellesskapspatent etableres (man bygger på avgjørelser fra det Europeiske Patentkontor
i München, og patenter som gis av kontoret kan gis fellesskapsvirkning) og
om språkspørsmål: søknad om patent kan leveres på ethvert språk, men må
foreligge på ett av EPOs arbeidsspråk fransk, tysk eller engelsk. Patentkravet
oversettes til de to andre språkene. For søknader fra deltakende EU-land vil
EU subsidiere oversettelser. Etter hvert regner man med at det for informasjonsformål vil bli foretatt maskinoversettelser til alle deltakende lands språk.
Enigheten gjelder også økonomiske spørsmål, herunder hvordan midler fra
EPO skal kunne overføres til drift av nasjonale patentkontorer.
Også for norske bedrifter vil det være en klar fordel å kunne søke et fellesskapspatent, i stedet for å måtte søke beskyttelse i hvert enkelt land. Men for å
få patentbeskyttelse i Norge vil det stadig gjelde at det må søkes om patent hos
norske myndigheter, idet domstolsordningen i EU ikke vil kunne gjelde oss.
EU-kommisjonen er fortsatt optimistisk mht til at det kan oppnås enighet innen utgangen av 2012. Idet redaksjonen av Yulex 2012 avsluttes (26.
november) ser det ut til at Kommisjonens optimisme er velbegrunnet. Fra
Ministerrådets faste representanter (Coreper) foreligger et utkast til kompromiss. Kompromisset har fått betinget tilslutning fra EU-parlamentets juridiske komite. Dersom Konkurranse-ministerrådet på sitt møte 10.desember
stemmer for kompromissforslaget vil den juridiske komiteen behandle saken
den 11.desember, og saken kan behandles i plenum i parlamentet 21.desember. Kompromisset innebærer at forholdet mellom patent-domstolen og Den
Europeiske Domstolen reguleres i den mellomstatlige traktaten, og ikke i forordningen om fellesskapspatentet. Kommisjonens vurderer kompromisset til å
være i samsvar med EU-retten.
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Dersom kompromisset blir vedtatt i Råd og Parlament, vil den mellomstatlige avtalen som etablerer patentdomstolen bli undertegnet 18. februar 2013.
Denne må så ratifiseres av det enkelte land. Hvis dette tidsskjemaet holder, vil
det første felleskapspatentet kunne bli tildelt i april 2014, etter mer enn 30 års
arbeid.

«Hitteverk»-direktiv
Den enighet som danskene oppnådde i Råd og EUparlamentet om teksten i et
nytt direktiv om «hitteverk» (Orphan works ), innebar at det var tilstrekkelig
med én behandling i EU-parlamentet. Direktivet ble vedtatt 25.oktober og publisert 27.oktober. Direktivet må gjennomføres i de enkelte medlemsland innen
29.oktober 2014. Direktivet er EØS-relevant, og vil bli tatt inn i EØS-avtalen.
Direktivet angir hvordan arkiv, museer og bibliotek som ønsker å tilgjengeliggjøre materiale i sine samlinger i digital form, kan klarere rett til dette når
det er tale om et «hitteverk». Institusjonene må gjennomføre et grundig søk
etter opphavsmannen, og – om vedkommende ikke finnes – legge informasjon om verket og søket i en database som vil bli etablert i OHIM i Alicante.
Verket vil da være et «hitteverk» i alle medlemsland, og være klarert for grenseoverskridende digital bruk, for eksempel i portalen Europeana, hvor EU
har satset stort for gjøre tilgjengelig europeisk kulturarv i digital form. Det
skal betales vederlag for bruken, enten i forkant eller i etterkant, avhengig av
hva medlemslandene bestemmer. Opphavsmannen kan til enhver tid bringe
«hitteverk»-statusen til opphør. I motsetning til da direktivet ble lagt fram
av Kommisjonen, erkjennes det at det er tale om et unntak fra enerettene til
opphavsmenn.
Det lyktes det danske formannskap og våre øvrige nordiske EU-medlemsland
å få inn et helt avgjørende punkt i direktivteksten, nemlig at direktivet er uten
innvirkning på ordninger for klarering av rettigheter som finnes i medlemsland,
slik som avtalelisens-bestemmelser (Artikkel 1 pkt. 5 og fortalens punkt 24).

Det er min vurdering at dette direktivet ikke vil ha spesielt stor betydning, og
særlig ikke for massedigitalisering; hovedsaken for kulturverninstitusjoner er
at forholdene legges til rette for klarering av rettigheter generelt. Der har vi i
de nordiske land nettopp avtalelisens-ordningene til disposisjon, hvor en kollektiv avtale mellom rettighetshavere (for eksempel representert ved Kopinor)
og en bruker (for eksempel Nasjonalbiblioteket) utvides til å gjelde også ikke-
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medlemmers rettigheter av tilsvarende art. Men for enkelte mindre samlinger
kan direktivet by på nødvendige løsninger.

Nytt direktivforslag om forvaltning av rettigheter og musikk on-line
11 juli la Kommisjonen (sterkt forsinket) fram et forslag om regler som skal
gjelde for selskap som forvalter opphavsrettigheter og nærstående rettigheter,
som f.eks. TONO og Kopinor her i landet.3 Kommisjonen forutsetter at direktivet er EØS-relevant. Direktivet tar også sikte på å gjøre det enklere å klarere
rettigheter i musikkverk for on-linebruk på tvers av landegrensene i Europa.
Leverandører av musikktjenester har klaget over at rettighetene til å gjøre musikkverk tilgjengelig i Europa må klareres land for land. Kommisjonen legger
opp til at noen selskaper vil samle repertoar- portefølje for europeisk distribusjon, og foreslår at selskaper som tilbyr dette eller ønsker å tilby dette, ikke
kan nekte å påta seg å representere også andre selskapers repertoar, dersom et
selskap ber om dette. Rettighetshavere skal stå fritt til å velge hvem som skal
forvalte deres rettigheter.
For alle forvaltningsselskaper, uansett hvilke typer rettigheter eller vederlag de forvalter, skal det gjelde visse felles regler som skal sikre innsyn både
i regnskaper og utbetaling av vederlag, samt medlemmene deltakelse i viktige beslutninger. Kommisjonen mener den har sett eksempler på at vederlag
forvaltes uforsvarlig, kostbart og lite effektivt. For selskaper som forvalter
musikkrettigheter for grenseoverskridende bruk vil det i tillegg gjelde spesielle
regler som skal sikre brukere enkel oversikt over hvilket repertoar selskapet
har. Bl.a. stilles det omfattende krav om kapasitet for databehandling.
For kringkastingsselskapers bruk av musikk – også on-line – gjøres det
unntak, slik at tidligere ordninger med avtaler mellom selskapene om gjensidig
forvaltning kan opprettholdes, såfremt de ikke strider mot konkurransereglene.
Direktivet vurderer bruk av avtalelisens som løsning for tilgjengeliggjøring
av musikk over grensene, men avskriver dette som en ordning som gir usikkerhet med hensyn til hvem som er representert (Kommisjonen forutsetter at
rettighetshavere må kunne trekke seg ut av ordningen ).
Direktivet forutsetter at medlemslandene etablerer meklingsordninger,
både mellom rettighetshavere og selskapene og mellom selskapene og brukere.
I konflikter med brukere skal meklingsordningen gjelde både tariffspørsmål og
eventuell nektelse av å inngå avtale. Det er uklart hvor langt forslaget går på

3

Com (2012)372/2
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dette punkt, om det for eksempel gjelder tvungen voldgift, og om det i sin tur
kan lede til en de facto tvangslisensiering.
Kommisjonen tar i direktivforslaget utgangspunkt i at selskaper som forvalter opphavsrettigheter omfattes av tjeneste-direktivet4. Denne forståelsen
av direktivet vil nok bli bestridt i de nordiske land, og kan bli et viktig punkt i
de videre forhandlingene i Råd og Parlament. (Etter tjenestedirektivet kan det
ikke stilles krav om godkjenningsordninger av tjenesteytere. Direktivet gjelder
imidlertid ikke opphavsrettigheter, og ved gjennomføringen av tjenestedirektivet ble det i både Danmark og Norge lagt til grunn at direktivet heller ikke
omfatter forvaltning av opphavsrettigheter .Både Danmark og Norge krever
godkjenning av forvaltningsorganisasjoner som skal kunne inngå avtaler som
utløser avtalelisens ).
Direktivforslaget er svært detaljert, og bl.a. fra svensk hold er det hevdet
at direktivet strider mot både subsidiaritets- og proporsjonalitetsprinsippet,
m.a.o. at det regulerer forhold på EU-nivå som bedre kan løses på nasjonalt
nivå, og at det er for detaljert.
De generelle krav som direktivforslaget stiller er særlig på ett punkt stikk
i strid med de nordiske avtalelisensordningene: Direktivforslaget stiller nemlig krav om at rettighetshavere på forhånd og skriftlig må godkjenne at deres
rettigheter forvaltes av forvaltningsorganisasjonen. Avtalelisensmodellen er jo
som kjent kjennetegnet ved at avtalen med en representativ organisasjon ved
lov utstrekkes til å gjelde ikke-medlemmer, og at fordeling av vederlag skjer i
etterhånd.
Kommisjonen har i møte med EFTAs ekspertgruppe for immaterialrett gitt
uttrykk for at det ikke har vært meningen å ødelegge de nordiske ordningene.
For at dette skal bli den endelige løsning må det da gjøres unntak i direktivteksten, f.eks. ved at det tas inn en tekst på linje med den som er tatt inn i
«hitteverks»-direktivet, og som gjør unntak avtalelisensordningene.

Håndheving av rettigheter
Håndheving av rettigheter er et sensitivt område, og etter å ha lidd nederlag
i EU-parlamentet i spørsmålet om ratifisering av ACTA (Traktat om bekjempelse av forfalskninger) på forsommeren, utviser Kommisjonen varsomhet i
behandlingen av håndhevingsspørsmål.
I løpet av våren ble det enighet om å flytte Observatoriet for pirateri og
forfalskninger fra Brussel til Kontoret for harmonisering i det indre marked
4

Direktiv 2006/123/EC
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– OHIM – i Alicante, og finansiere det med overskuddsmidler fra varemerkeregistreringen. Observatoriet, som har fått navnet Observatoriet for immaterialrettskrenkelser – vil bli bygget ut. Norge har observatørplass.5
ACTA, som ble forhandlet fram mellom EU-kommisjonen og flere industrialiserte land, bl.a. USA, Canada, Australia, Syd-Korea, Japan og Sveits, var
sett på med mistro allerede før teksten ble fremlagt, og motstanden tiltok utover våren. Det ble bl.a. hevdet at personvernet til internettbrukere kunne
stå i fare. EU-kommisjonen ønsket at EU-domstolen fikk seg forelagt traktatteksten, for å kunne bekrefte at teksten ikke inneholdt annet og mer enn det
som EU-lovgivningen allerede inneholder. Men, EU-parlamentet var ikke villig
til å vente på domstolens vurdering og sa 4. juli nei til traktaten. Det er for meg
ikke lett å lese ut disse farene av traktat-teksten – og det sier vel sitt at USA for
sin del ikke mente det var nødvendig å legge saken fram for Kongressen for å
kunne gi sin tilslutning – men det er ikke vanskelig å gi tilslutning til at saken
ikke ble godt håndtert.
Det har vært drøftet om direktivet om håndhevelse av immaterialrettigheter
– IPRED 6 – burde revideres. Kommisjonen har arrangert konferanser om saken, og er kommet til at den vil bygge videre på gjeldende tekst, med erfaringsutveksling mellom medlemslandene.(Direktivet anses ikke som EØS-relevant).
Kommisjonen sendte i slutten av juli ut et spørreskjema om økt nettverksog informasjonssikkerhet7. Det var åpent for innspill om erfaringer og forslag
til mulige tiltak fram til 15. oktober. Et hovedspørsmål gjelder forståelsen av
e-handelsdirektivets bestemmelser om at datalagringsverter må aksjonere når
det varsles om at de håndterer ulovlig innhold, det som tidligere ble kalt «notice and take-down», nå «notice and action». De aktuelle bestemmelsene er
forstått ulikt i medlemslandene. Kommisjonen har også på dette punkt sagt at
de ikke ser det som nødvendig å endre teksten i direktivet – og dermed åpne
for forhandlinger –, men at de vil komme med klargjøring av gjeldende tekst
på grunnlag av høringen.

Nettnøytralitet
I slutten av juli la Kommisjonen også fram til høring spørsmål om nettnøytralitet8 – transparens og trafikkhåndtering i nettet. Kommisjonen ber om innspill
5
6
7
8

For informasjon se Kommisjonens hjemmeside Internal market/Intelletual property/enforcement
Com (2004)48/EC
Europalov.no/node/5680)
Europalov.no/node/5681)
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mht om tiltak er nødvendige for å beholde internettets åpne og nøytrale karakter, og for å gjøre det enkelt å bytte leverandør. Kommisjonen tar sikte på
å legge fram en anbefaling neste år. Høringen i denne saken ble også avsluttet
15. oktober

A LEGAL FRAMEWORK FOR EMERGING BUSINESS
MODELS: DYNAMIC NETWORKS AS COLLABORATIVE
CONTRACTS
EXTRACT FROM CHAPTER 1 “INTRODUCTION”1
Emily M. Weitzenboeck

1

Introduction

1.1

New organizational forms — the business reality

The growth of information and communications technology (ICT) — not least
the Internet — has fostered the development of new forms of entrepreneurial
cooperation such as dynamic networks. Although we have seen the merger of
large multinational companies in the latter part of the 1990s, an interesting
counter-phenomenon in the last two decades has been the disintegration of
a number of large corporations and the growth of dynamic networks. Many
large companies are re-organizing into smaller units, focusing on their core
competencies and finding it cheaper to outsource certain areas of business than
to keep them in-house. As explained by the economic theory of transaction
costs,2 when it is cheaper to conduct transactions internally within the boundaries of the company, organizations grow larger, but when it is cheaper to
conduct them externally with independent entities in the open market, organizations stay small or shrink. With the widespread use of ICT and the easy and
cheap access to digital communications, information can be shared instantly
and inexpensively among many people in diverse locations and thus, the value
of centralized decision-making and expensive bureaucracies (both features of
the large corporation) decreases.
1
2

Edward Elgar Publishing, 2012, Cheltenham, UK; Northampton, MA, USA (363 pages). The
book is available at: http://www.e-elgar.com/Bookentry_Main.lasso?id=14895
R Coase, ‘The nature of the firm’, (1937) 4 Economica 386–405.
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Two different types of networked organizations between independent firms
may be identified: stable and dynamic. A stable network employs partial outsourcing and is established to inject flexibility into the value chain. Assets are
owned by several firms but dedicated to a particular business. Very often, a set
of vendors is nestled around a large core firm, either providing inputs to the
firm or distributing its outputs.3 Asset ownership and risk are spread across
independent firms. However, in bad times, the core firm may have to protect
the smaller ‘family members’.4 Although stability brings with it the benefits of
dependability of supply or distribution, close cooperation on scheduling and
quality requirements, it also has disadvantages of mutual dependence and some
loss of flexibility.5 A typical example of a stable network is a supply chain.
On the other hand there are dynamic networks where anyone, from small
and medium businesses including freelancers, link up together or with larger
businesses, forming networks that are able to adapt relentlessly and respond
quickly to business opportunities in the market. Businesses, irrespective of size
but depending on their core competency, team up with other businesses to
carry out a business project together. Once this is completed, the temporary
network is disbanded but some of the individual participants would, in future,
come together again to work on new projects where their special competence
is required. This form of network has emerged in response to faster-paced or
discontinuous competitive environments.6 In the words of Manuel Castells,
‘the actual operating unit becomes the business project, enacted by a network, rather than individual companies or formal groupings of companies’
[his emphasis].7 Dynamic networks vary in shape and form, ranging from (i)
spontaneous virtual enterprises, (ii) virtual enterprises that are quickly created
out of a pre-established pool of firms, to (iii) those networks dominated by a
lead partner where there is extensive outsourcing. These are more extensively
explained below in section 1.3.
The above two types of network organizations are networks between independent business firms. However, a network organization may also arise within a business organization — what Snow, Miles and Coleman call an internal
network.8 An internal network is created when a firm’s component functions
3
4
5
6
7
8

CC Snow, RE Miles and HJ Coleman Jr, ‘Managing 21st century network organizations’
(1992) 20 (3) Organizational Dynamics 5, 13.
Ibid, 14.
See further on this, with detailed examples of stable networks like General Motors and
BMW, ibid, 13–14.
Ibid, 14.
M Castells, ‘The Rise of the Network Society’ (The Information Age: Economy, Society and
Culture, vol I, 2nd edn, Blackwell Publishing, 2000) 177.
Snow, Miles and Coleman (n 2), 13.
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are structured into different business units, with each unit focusing on one
area of competence or expertise. A business unit or division would thus become the expert within the business network at providing its specific product
or service and would cooperate with the other units in the business network
whenever appropriate. From a legal point of view, an internal network would
typically be formed either as one independent legal person structured in different business units, or as a parent company with different business units or
divisions organized as subsidiary companies.
The focus of this book is on dynamic networks.

1.2

Dynamic networks

In a seminal article published in 1986, economists Miles and Snow intuited the
development of what they called ‘a new organizational form’ in response to the
new competitive environment of that decade which saw an increased use of joint
ventures, subcontracting and licensing activities.9 They called this organization
a dynamic network ‘to suggest that its major components can be assembled and
reassembled in order to meet complex and changing competitive conditions’.10
They identified the following characteristics of the dynamic network:
• Vertical Disaggregation: Certain business functions such as manufacturing,
marketing and distribution are no longer performed in-house within a single organization but are farmed out to independent organizations within
a network. Firms thus focus on their core competence and other business
functions are performed by other firms within the network.
• Brokers: Since the abovementioned business functions are not necessarily
part of a single organization, the individual firms (or components) of the
dynamic network are assembled by or located through a broker. Brokers
may have different roles ranging from playing a lead role and subcontracting for required services, to assisting in identifying potential partners.
• Market Mechanisms: It is market mechanisms rather than plans and controls that hold together the major business functions. ‘Contracts and payment for results are used more frequently than progress reports and personal supervision.’11
9

10
11

RE Miles and CC Snow, ‘Organizations: new concepts for new forms’ (1986) 28 (3) California
Management Review reprinted in PJ Buckley and J Michie (eds), Firms, Organizations and
Contracts (Oxford University Press, 1996).
Ibid, 432.
Ibid.
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• Full-Disclosure Information Systems: ‘Broad-access computerized information systems are used as substitutes for lengthy trust-building processes based on experience. Participants in the network agree on a general
structure of payment for value added and then hook themselves together
in a continuously updated information system so that contributions can be
mutually and instantaneously verified.’12[/list]
Miles and Snow highlight two different perspectives of the dynamic network: the
level of each individual component and the network as a whole. From the perspective of the individual participant, the primary benefit for participating in the
network is the opportunity to pursue its distinctive competence. Each network
component can be seen as complementing rather than competing with the other
components. From the perspective of the network as a whole, each firm’s distinctive competence is not only enhanced by participation in the network but
is held in check by its fellow network members. This means that if a particular
member performs poorly or somehow takes unfair advantage of another component, then it can be removed from the network due to the independence (or
modularity) that allows the network to reshape itself when necessary.13
In a subsequent article, Snow, Miles and Coleman clarify further their
notion of dynamic networks.14 These are businesses which ‘have pushed the
network form to the apparent limits of its capabilities’ by outsourcing extensively.15 What happens is that a lead firm identifies and assembles assets owned
largely, or even entirely, by other companies. Such lead firms typically rely
on a core skill or, in some cases, pure brokering. The advantage of dynamic
networks, these authors explain further, is that they can provide both specialization and flexibility. The downside, however, is that dynamic networks
‘run the risk of quality variation across firms, of needed expertise being temporarily unavailable, and of possible exploitation of proprietary knowledge
or technology’.16 Thus, they hold that the dynamic network operates best in
competitive situations where there are myriad players, each guided by market
pressures to be reliable and to stay at the leading edge of its speciality.17
Since Miles and Snow’s seminal article, other configurations of dynamic
networks have emerged in practice. Business and management literature describe examples of spontaneous and temporary dynamic networks termed
12
13
14
15
16
17

Ibid.
Ibid, 432–3.
Snow, Miles and Coleman (n 2), 14.
Ibid.
Ibid.
Ibid.
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‘virtual enterprises’. Another model of dynamic networks is that of virtual
enterprises that are quickly formed out of pre-established enterprise pools or
clusters. These are examined in more detail in the next section.

1.3

Types of dynamic networks

The focus of this book is dynamic networks. Many terms have been used and
proposed in literature, particularly in business and management literature, to
describe these novel forms of networked organizations or certain aspects or
variants of them. Besides ‘dynamic network’, other terms like network enterprise, smart organization, virtual organization, virtual enterprise, virtual
company and virtual corporation have been used with some of them achieving
the dubious status of buzzwords for certain periods. These other terms are
examined in section 1.7.3 below.
The term used in this book to describe these new forms of entrepreneurial
organization is dynamic networks. This is also the terminology used by Miles,
Snow and Coleman.18 To clarify what is meant by this term, a categorization
of dynamic networks is proposed. Such a categorization is also useful and
helpful in the analysis of contractual and partnership law issues undertaken
in this book.
One may identify three different models of dynamic networks.

1.3.1 Spontaneous and temporary virtual enterprises
These are dynamic networks where anyone — from freelancers and small
firms to larger companies or partnerships — may collaborate and participate,
mostly through ICT, in small to large, temporary networks of tens, hundreds
and even thousands, of people. In practice, a spontaneous and temporary virtual enterprise is initiated by an individual or a firm that identifies a business
opportunity which it is unable to address alone since it lacks some essential
competence or competences. The firm or individual therefore looks for other
individuals or firms that have the necessary competence(s) or else identifies
such firms or individuals with the help of a third-party broker. Each participant brings its core competence to this temporary organization that will exist
until the project that brings the network together is completed. On project
completion, the temporary network is disbanded but the individual participants may, in future, come together again to work on new projects where
18

Miles and Snow (n 8); Snow, Miles and Coleman (n 2).
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their special competence is required. Through such collaboration, small and
medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) pool together their resources and expertise,
thus becoming capable of offering a common service to the customer that
each of them individually would not otherwise have been in a position to do.
Information and communication technologies usually facilitate the interaction
and collaboration between the parties, and may sometimes also form the backbone of the collaboration.19 The term ‘virtual enterprise’ is examined in further
detail in section 1.7.3.
A documented example of this type of dynamic network is the 1996
Atlanta Olympics, also known as the ‘Virtual Olympics’. The idea to bring the
Olympics to Altanta first occurred to Billy Payne and became a reality when,
through private support and without governmental aid, Atlanta won the bid.20
Payne remained as the head of the Atlanta Committee for the Olympic Games
(ACOG), serving as the chief administrator to organize the Olympics. He
secured funding from private banks21 and sponsorships from firms such as
CocaCola, Home Depot, UPS and Delta Air Lines. The ACOG sold the US television rights to NBC for $456 million and sold engraved bricks to the public
for $35 each to help defray building costs. The funding was also to be used
to help it organize and manage the Games. By July 1996, when the Games
officially opened in Atlanta, Payne’s virtual enterprise was supervising 88,209
workers for an approximate one-month interval. With the close of the Games,
this virtual enterprise and its entire staff vanished as the business opportunity
had by then disappeared.

1.3.2 Enterprise pools and virtual enterprises formed out of such pools
In practice, businesses like to collaborate in business ventures with other firms
or individuals that they trust. It may therefore be difficult, if not unrealistic, to
expect firms, especially SMEs, to enter into business ventures with parties that
they do not know, have never heard of before and whose reputation they are
unable to verify. For these fluid, temporary networks to work, there should be
19

20
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One example of the latter is where the parties communicate and work through an e-platform
such as Webcorp that was developed for the Virtuelle Fabrik. Another example is the software tool developed by and for VirtuellBau to help develop a solution for their customer. See
further Chapter 2.
The story of the Atlanta Virtual Olympics of 1996 and the facts stated here are taken from AE
Conaway Stilson, ‘The agile virtual corporation’ (1997) 22 Delaware Journal of Corporate
Law 502–5.
The ACOG secured a $300 million line of credit from NationsBank and an $8 million line
of credit from Atlanta banks — an impressive feat considering that the ACOG had no assets.
See further Conaway Stilson (n 19), 504.
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an underlying basis of trust between the individual participants that together
form the dynamic network.
One manner in which this need has been addressed is by the establishment
of relatively stable, long-term oriented pools of firms or enterprises. These
enterprise pools are usually set up at the initiative of one or more persons
— either individuals or firms — and are made up of different parties with different core competencies who are capable of and interested in collaborating
with each other in future projects or business ventures. By joining such an enterprise pool, a firm signals its long-term interest in future collaboration with
the other firms in the pool. When one of the members of this pool identifies a
business opportunity, a subset of these firms can be quickly selected to form
a virtual enterprise. Such an enterprise pool thus acts as a breeding ground22
for the fast establishment of virtual enterprises to react quickly to the market
opportunity, thereby achieving a competitive edge.
These pools therefore act as a sort of controlled environment for the establishment of dynamic networks and any virtual enterprises formed out of them.
In order to join such a pool, a firm would have to meet certain basic criteria
such as having a particular core competency and a good business reputation.
To remain a member of such a pool, it would have to satisfy other requirements such as establishing and maintaining a good track record when collaborating with other parties in business dealings, loyalty to the pool, and so
on. Such pools are thus a mechanism which enables, maintains and fosters
trust between future participants in a dynamic networked organization. They
provide a trust framework by setting up a number of basic ‘rules of the game’
for successful collaboration between the participants. These ‘rules of the game’
may take various forms and are usually meant to be binding on the parties.
They will be further examined in Chapter 3.23
A case in point is Virtuelle Fabrik, a network consisting in turn of three
networks of small and medium independent businesses in the electrical, electronic and mechanical market spread around three geographical areas in
Germany (Baden-Würtenberg) and Switzerland (respectively Lake Constance
and north-west Switzerland). Each of the three networks has its own website (which also has links to the other networks) that advertises the network’s
competencies and members.24 Upon a specific order from the customer, members of a network having the required skills are selected from a competence
database and brought together as a virtual enterprise to carry out that parti22
23
24

The term ‘virtual breeding environment’ was popularized by ECOLEAD, a project funded by
the European Community.
See, in particular, section 3.3.
See Chapter 2, section 2.2.1.
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cular project. All the parties communicate with each other through a common
Internet-based electronic platform (that is password protected and open only
to network members).

1.3.3 Long-term dynamic networks with a lead partner
Another manifestation of a dynamic network is where a firm (the lead firm)
keeps its core business functions such as product design and development,
marketing and finance in-house but assigns the remaining business functions
to other firms, which activities are coordinated by the lead firm. According
to Snow, Miles and Coleman these lead firms usually rely on a core skill such
as manufacturing (e.g. Motorola), research and development and design (e.g.
Reebok), design and assembly (e.g. Dell Computer) or, in some cases, pure
brokering.25 The parties in such a network are in continuous contact through
the latest information and communications technologies. The lead firm acts
as coordinator of the various dealings between suppliers, customers and other
service providers who join together their core competence to manufacture a
product. Very often the firms remain in various ways linked with the lead firm
even after a project would have been terminated. Thus, this type of dynamic
network is based on a longer-termed cooperation and is likely to have a more
rigid form than enterprises formed through a pool as mentioned in the previous section because the participant firms are not so easily interchangeable.26
The term ‘longer-termed’ here is not meant to imply collaborations lasting
over several decades,27 but is used to contrast these networks from the usually short-term virtual enterprises mentioned above.28 This type of dynamic
network fits the description of the dynamic network identified by Miles and
Snow, as discussed above (section 1.2). Indeed, I hold that a main characteristic of this category of dynamic networks is that the lead partner owns or
controls the brand of the product or service provided by the dynamic network,
and that, indeed, the dynamic network revolves around this brand.

25
26
27
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Snow, Miles and Coleman (n 2), 14.
See further on this KW Lange, Virtuelle Unternehmen: neue Unternehmenskoordination in
Recht und Praxis (Verlag Recht und Wirtschaft GmbH, 2001) 59.
Though there is nothing forbidding long-term arrangements between a firm and the lead
firm from also falling within this category of dynamic network, if the other elements of this
category also subsist.
Lange uses a similar adjective (dauerhafte i.e. long-term) to describe this category of dynamic networks. He calls them dauerhafte Virtuelle Unternehmen mit Zentrale (which can
be loosely translated as long-term virtual enterprises with a lead partner). See Lange (n 25),
58–60.
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A classic example of such dynamic networks is Dell Computers. Dell takes orders online through its website which allows its clients to customize
their product. It relies heavily on a network of suppliers which receives orders
online and supplies directly to Dell’s buyers. Overall, about 50 per cent of
Dell’s orders are processed through the web, without direct contact with Dell’s
managers.29
Another example described by Castells30 as being potentially the network
enterprise par excellance is Cisco Systems. The core of its operation is its website from which prospective customers can select products and make orders
online. These are then automatically transferred to Cisco’s network of suppliers who are also connected online. Products are shipped directly to customers
by the manufacturers. Cisco is thus an example of a manufacturing company
which does almost no manufacturing itself.

1.4

Background: trends of organizational evolution

The shift to such dynamic forms of networked organizations has not happened
overnight. In the last half-century, one can identify what Castells calls different
‘trends of organizational evolution’31 starting from the transition from mass
production to flexible production.32 As Castells explains, standardized products were mass produced through assembly-line-based machines, enabling
corporations at the beginning of the last century to achieve huge economies of
scale.33 Such corporations were large, vertically integrated, with rigid structures for the division of labour which led to the development of bureaucracies
within and between the different management and manufacturing levels of
the corporation. Eventually, technological change rendered single-purpose
production equipment obsolete and more costly to operate. The trend started
shifting towards more flexible forms of production, either in the form of flexible specialization such as occurred in the northern Italian industrial districts
where industrial craft and customized production by small and medium-sized
firms flourished or in the form of dynamic flexibility also known as highvolume flexible production which enabled economies of scale and customized,

29
30
31
32
33

Castells (n 6), 182–3.
Ibid, 180–4.
Castells (n 6), 166.
Section 1.4 is based on Castells (n 6), 166–80.
Castells (n 6), 166.
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reprogrammable production systems that are more sensitive to variations in
the market.
Another distinct trend identified by Castells is the crisis of the large corporation and the resilience of small and medium firms as agents of innovation
and sources of job creation. Indeed, SMEs play a central role in the European
economy. In the enlarged European Union of 27 countries, some 23 million
SMEs provide around 75 million jobs and represent 99 per cent of all enterprises.34 However, some authors are sceptical about the flexibility and economic
viability of SMEs, holding that these are often dependent on collaboration
with large corporations and thereby under their financial, commercial and
technological control.35 However, as Castells explains, small and medium-sized businesses are well adapted to the flexible production system of the informational economy, although their renewed dynamism comes under the control
of large corporations.36 Concomitant with the rise of small and medium firms
is what has been described as the crisis of the large corporation. However, as
Castells puts it, we are not witnessing the death of the large corporation but
rather a crisis of the traditional corporate model of organization based on vertical integration and hierarchical management with strict technical and social
divisions of labour.37 As a consequence, many corporations are changing their
organizational model and becoming horizontal corporations:
‘[t]o be able to internalize the benefits of network flexibility the corporation
had to become a network itself and dynamize [sic] each element of its internal
structure: this is in essence the meaning and the purpose of the ‘horizontal
corporation’ model.’38

New methods of management such as ‘just in time’ production, total quality
control of products in the production process to eliminate defects, and workers’ involvement in the production process through teamwork, are another
development mentioned by Castells.39

34
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See European Commission, The New SME Definition: User Guide and Model Declaration
(EU Enterprise and Industry publication 2005) 5; European Commission, ‘Commission staff
working document on the implementation of Commission Recommendation of 6 May 2003
concerning the definition of micro, small and medium-sized enterprises’ SEC (2009) 1350, 2.
See, for example, B Harrison, Lean and Mean: The Changing Landscape of Corporate Power
in the Age of Flexibility (Basic Books, 1994).
Castells (n 6), 168.
Ibid.
Ibid, 176.
Ibid, 169.
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Two other significant forms of organizational flexibility are characterized
by inter-firm networking: networks among SMEs and the licensing-subcontracting model of production under an umbrella corporation.40 The classic
examples of networks among SMEs are the industrial districts in northern Italy
characterized by networking relationships among small firms that have established niche markets for certain products. For example Carpi and Prato have
become well known for textiles, Arzignano for leather goods and Sassuolo for
ceramic tiles. Sometimes the network is structured differently through the use
of subcontracting or franchising by a core corporation to individual firms that
are often in different locations. Indeed these franchising networks have proliferated in the last two decades with activities ranging fromfast food to car hire
to the prêt à porter clothing business, to name just a few.
A sixth organizational pattern identified by Castells is the intertwining of
large corporations or what is commonly known as strategic alliances among
large firms.41 Such alliances enable them to cooperate on certain areas such
as research and development or certain aspects of their business, although
the alliance firms compete in areas not covered by the alliance. A well-known
example of strategic alliances is the Star Alliance42 between large airlines like
Scandinavian Airlines, Lufthansa and United Airlines, or the SkyTeam alliance
between, inter alia, KLM and Delta Air Lines,43 where airlines combine flights
(and consequently an increased occupancy level of their fleet), and are able to
offer more service points for alliance customers in airports.
The corporation has thus changed its organizational model to adapt to the
conditions of unpredictability brought about by economic and technological
change. The main shift is from the vertical bureaucratic corporation to the horizontal corporation44 where the business itself becomes a network in order to
be able to internalize the benefits of network flexibility. Castells describes it as
the rise of business networks, ‘[n]etworks are the fundamental stuff of which
new organizations are and will be made’.45 [his emphasis]
As Castells explains, it is important to note that the abovementioned different trends are relatively independent of each other.46 The formation of subcontracting networks is different from the formation of horizontal networks
of small and medium businesses. The web-like structure of strategic alliances
40
41
42
43
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Ibid, 172.
Ibid, 174.
<www.staralliance.com> accessed 15 February 2012.
See further <http://www.klm.com/travel/gb_en/about/company/skyteam_partners/index.
htm> accessed 15 February 2012.
Castells (n 6),176.
Ibid, 180.
Ibid, 178.
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between large businesses is different from the shift towards the horizontal corporation.47 As Castells notes:
‘… these various trends interact with each other, influence each other, but are
all different dimensions of a fundamental process: the process of disintegration
of the organizational model of vertical, rational bureaucracies, characteristic of
the large corporation under the conditions of standardized mass production and
oligopolistic markets.’48

Castells, like Miles and Snow before him, also sees ‘a new organizational form’
that has emerged as characteristic of today’s informational, global economy.49
Castells calls it ‘the network enterprise’ and sees its emergence as a result of
the interaction between organizational crisis and change and new information technologies. Although organizational change and evolution happened
in response to the need to cope with a constantly changing operational environment and independently of technological change, as Castells explains,[y]
et, on ce it started to take place, the feasibility of organizational change was
extraordinarily enhanced by new information technologies’.50
Thus, the shift to dynamic forms of networked organizations was accelerated exponentially by the growth and widespread penetration of ICT.51
‘The ability of small and medium businesses to link up in networks among
themselves and with large corporations also became dependent on the
availability of new technologies, once the networks’ horizons (if not their daily
operations) became global.’52

The components of the network are both autonomous and dependent vis-à-vis
the network, and may be a part of other networks.
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Ibid, 187.
Ibid, 185.
Castells refers to Bar and Borrus’ research which has shown that information networking
technology jumped by a quantum leap in the early 1990s, due to the convergence of three
trends: digitization of the telecommunications network, development of broadband transmission, and a dramatic increase in the performance of computers connected by the network, a
performance which had been determined by technological breakthrough in micro-electronics
and software (Castells (n 6), 186). Indeed, the role of computerized information systems
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‘The performance of a given network will then depend on two fundamental
attributes of the network: its connectedness, that is, its structural ability to
facilitate noise-free communication between its components; and its consistency,
that is, the extent to which there is a sharing of interests between the network’s
goals and the goals of its components.’53

1.5

Aim, orientation and outline of this book

One issue that kept reappearing during my research was the reluctance expressed by a number of businesses to set up dynamic networks by using one of the
traditional corporate or partnership forms such as a limited liability company
or a limited partnership. Dissatisfaction with the traditional, established corporate and partnership forms has also been expressed by some legal scholars
such as Cevenini54 and Van Schoubroeck et al,55 with the main criticism being
that the legal formalities required to set up one of these established corporate
and partnership forms run counter to the need for flexibility and temporariness of certain dynamic networks like virtual enterprises and would, indeed,
stifle such collaborative networks.
Nevertheless, it is also a fact that even if contractual parties have expressly
excluded the operation of corporate or partnership law, in a number of jurisdictions certain provisions of the default national partnership law regime
could still apply in certain situations.
In the absence of a choice by the network parties of one of the established
legal forms — whether corporate or partnership — the fallback position is
usually the use of a contract or of a network of contracts. However, even
here, it became obvious that the contracts used by these dynamic networks
are something other than the typically antagonistic discrete contracts of classical contract law. They are collaborative contracts and more, as is explained
further in this book.
This book is not a treatise on legal issues surrounding virtual enterprises.
Instead, it uses the different types of dynamic networks discussed above in section 1.3, including but not limited to virtual enterprises, to examine whether
53
54
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C Cevenini, Virtual Enterprises: Legal Issues of the On-line Collaboration between
Undertakings (Giuffrè Editore 2003) 123–78.
See Van Schoubroeck et al, Virtual Enterprise Legal Issue Taxonomy (2001) EU ALIVE
project deliverable, Report D03, 13–19 <http://www.kuleuven.be/ve/> accessed 15 February
2012.
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and how contract and partnership law regulate and cope with such networks.
In other words, how far is contract a useful and flexible tool to regulate such
new phenomena? When do default rules of national partnership law apply
and, so to speak, override the wishes of the contracting parties? These novel
organizational forms are thus used to illuminate and illustrate the main legal
discussion in this book, that is, the relative utility of contract and partnership
law in fostering and supporting emerging business models.
A number of case studies of dynamic networks which are used as empirical
background for and throughout this book are examined in Chapter 2.
The precontractual stage and its different phases is examined in Chapter 3.
The focus is on the role of enterprise pools as well as the stage from when a
market opportunity is identified up to the moment that a virtual enterprise is
formed out of members in an enterprise pool. Chapter 4 examines basic questions of contract law such as: the notion of contract, why parties use contract
as a regulatory tool, and the different types and theories of contract, i.e. from
the classical notion of the adversarial discrete contract, to the neoclassical notion of contract, to the view of contract as a collaborative and relational one.
The internal relationship between the participants in dynamic networks during the operative phase of such networks is the theme of Chapter 5. The legal
framework of dynamic networks is examined and the focus then turns to the
nature of the relationship between the members in such networks, in particular
during the performance stage.
Chapter 6 examines some basic questions of partnership law such as: the
consequences and effect of the application of overriding partnership law to
relationships that parties had intended to set up as ‘merely’ contractual, and
the standard of behaviour required of partners in a partnership. Moreover,
dynamic networks are not only created through the use of one multilateral
contract. Very often, there is a series of contracts behind or underlying such
complex networks. The notion of contractual networks is therefore also extremely relevant and is the subject of Chapter 7.
There is an abundance of literature on traditional contract law issues and,
similarly, on company law and partnership law. To give an example of this
with reference to English law, treatises on contract law include classics like
those by Treitel,56 Chitty,57 Cheshire, Fifoot and Furmston58 and Atiyah59 re56
57
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E Peel, Treitel: The Law of Contract (13th edn, Sweet & Maxwell, 2011).
Beale HG (gen. ed.), Chitty on Contracts, vol 1, General Principles (including 3rd cumulative
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spectively, to mention just some, and treatises on partnership law and/or company law include those by Morse,60 Gower61 and Farrar62 respectively. This
book does not attempt to regurgitate what has been so ably discussed by these
eminent writers. What this book does, however, is to focus on that area where
contract and partnership law intersect, that is where these disciplines overlap.
It seeks to examine the reason for this overlap which, very often, is because
one discipline supplements or ‘fills in gaps’ left blank by the other. There is a
dearth of legal literature on this, though there appears to be growing interest
in this area, again in works on networks.63 This book seeks to contribute insight into this little explored area of law.
There is some literature on company law as a contract law discipline, but
this has been mainly centred on issues such as the use of a shareholders agreement and the nature of promises to issue shares — issues which are not central to this book.64
A closely related question, which plays a central role in this book, is the
behaviour of the parties in the dynamic networks studied in this book. An
important characteristic of dynamic networks is the underlying basis of trust
between the firms forming part of the network. Trust plays an important role
at all stages — from the precontractual stage where a dynamic network such as
a virtual enterprise is being set up, to the performance stage, once it has been
set up. Although trust per se is not a legal concept, as is more extensively discussed in Chapter 3, an important behavioural criterion in civil law countries
is the requirement that contracts be negotiated and performed in good faith.
Notions of good faith in contract performance have also appeared in common
law jurisdictions, with the notable exception of English law. However, the
concept of good faith has different nuances depending on the jurisdiction, the
legal culture and even the legal relationship — contract or organizational form
60
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— concerned. Its scope varies, depending on whether the contract under examination is an adversarial spot-market contract, a collaborative contract or a
fiduciary one. Good faith can also come in different ‘guises’ such as fiduciary
duties in both partnership and company law. The notion of good faith and
its various nuances, as a behavioural criterion in contractual and partnership
relations, is an important and recurring theme which is discussed and probed
in a large part of this book, namely from Chapters 3 to 7.
It should also be highlighted that the focus of this book is on private law
issues, namely contract and partnership/company law issues that arise between
dynamic networks that carry out an economic activity. Public law issues such
as administrative law issues, public procurement and private-public partnerships are not per se the focus of this study.65

1.5.1 Hybrids, collaborative contracts and more
In the field of law and economics, there is a growing literature on certain
types of business relations which do not fit neatly into the legal classification of either contract or partnership/company and which have been called
‘networks’66 or ‘hybrids’.67 As elaborated further below, the term ‘network’ is
not a legal concept68 but a sociological one.69 Its meaning ranges from a group
of people who meet for social and contact-building purposes, to a loose or
more complex collaboration between firms in a particular business field, and
it also includes the legal notion of a group of (parent-subsidiary) companies
(an internal network).
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As some of the case studies show, many clusters are created through support from public
funding and some of them continue to receive partial public funding for a while. It is beyond
the scope of this book to look at the public law aspects in the structure of such clusters.
See WW Powell, ‘Neither market nor hierarchy: network forms of organization’ (1990) 12
Research in Organizational Behaviour 295–336.
See for example OE Williamson, The Economic Institutions of Capitalism: Firms, Markets,
Relational Contracting (The Free Press – Macmillian, Inc, 1985); for a legal discussion of
the concept see E Schanze, ‘Symbiotic contracts: exploring long-term agency structures between contract and corporation’ in C Joerges (ed.), Franchising and the Law: Theroritical
and Comparative Approaches in Europe and the United States (Nomos Verlagsgesellschaft,
1991); E Schanze, ‘Beyond contract and corporation: the law and economics of symbiotic arrangements’ in T Riis and R Nielsen (eds), Law and Economics: Methodology and
Application (DjØf Publishing, 1998); F Cafaggi (n 62); G Teubner (n 62).
The assertion that ‘“Network” is not a legal concept’ has been affirmed by other legal scholars such as Schanze, ‘Beyond contract and corporation’ (n 66) and Teubner, Networks as
Connected Contracts (n 62).
See, for example, Castells (n 6) and Powell (n 65).
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The analysis of hybrids began with studies in the discipline of New
Institutional Economics (NIE). In his seminal article on the nature of the firm,
the economist Ronald Coase saw firms and markets as alternative means for
organizing similar kinds of transactions. Where the costs of organizing certain transactions within the firm are greater than the costs of carrying out the
exchange transactions in the open market, then the firm will opt to contract
out (market) rather than to carry out the transactions within the firm (hierarchy). Where the contracting costs are higher than if the firm were to carry out
the transactions in-house, the firm will opt for the latter option:
‘… the operation of a market costs something and by forming an organization
and allowing some authority (an ‘entrepreneur’) to direct the resources, certain
marketing costs are saved. The entrepreneur has to carry out his function at
less cost, taking into account the fact that he may get factors of production at
a lower price than the market transactions which he supersedes, because it is
always possible to revert to the open market if he fails to do this.’70

The costs of negotiating are known as transaction costs and include things
such as the costs of identifying the other parties to the bargain, the costs of
getting together with them, the costs of the bargaining process itself and the
costs of enforcing any bargain reached.71 Four decades later, Coase’s insight
was picked up by Oliver Williamson72 and other proponents of transaction
cost economics. The essence of Williamson’s argument is that where a transaction is straightforward, non-repetitive and requires no transaction-specific investment, it will take place across a market interface (i.e. through contract).73
When transactions are complex, recur frequently and knowledge specific to
the transaction (known as asset specificity) builds up, they are more likely to
take place within hierarchically organized firms. This is the market — hierarchy dichotomy on which there is extensive law and economics literature. To
lawyers not familiar with such literature, put simply, it is the choice between
using contract as the regulatory vehicle as, for example, when outsourcing a
task, or whether to perform that task internally within the firm (by setting it
up as a company/partnership).
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Coase (n 1), 44.
For a detailed explanation of Coase’s theorem for lawyers see RP Malloy, Law in a Market
Context: An Introduction to Market Concepts in Legal Reasoning (Cambridge University
Press, 2004) 177 et seq.
OE Williamson, ‘Transaction-cost economics: the governance of contractual relations’ (1979)
22 (2) Journal of Law and Economics 233–61.
Ibid; see also Williamson, The Economic Institutions of Capitalism (n 66).
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In between these two polar opposites of market and hierarchy, law and
economics scholars of the NIE74 identified and examined various intermediate
or what were called ‘hybrid’ forms of organization. As Williamson explains:
‘whereas markets engage high-powered incentives, have little administrative
apparatus, and settle disputes in a legalistic way (in the courts), hierarchy works
out of low-powered incentives, has considerable administrative apparatus,
and settles disputes internally (the firm is its own court of ultimate appeal).…
The hybrid is a compromise mode of governance for managing bilateral
dependency.’75

Hybrid contracts are typically long-term contracts in which parties are bilaterally dependent. This bilateral dependency is supported by a variety of specialized governance features such as arbitration, tied sales, reciprocity and regulation.76 According to Williamson, in hybrid contracts, the parties ‘maintain
autonomy, but the contract is mediated by an elastic contracting mechanism’.77
There is extensive reference to the NIE notion of hybrids in this book in discussing the types and styles of contracting used by dynamic networks.
From a sociological perspective, Powell, however, sees networks — a term
he prefers to hybrids — as forming a distinctly different organizational form.78
‘When the entangling of obligation and reputation reaches a point that the
actions of the parties are interdependent, but there is no common ownership
or legal framework, do we not need a new conceptual tool kit to describe
and analyze this relationship? Surely this patterned exchange looks more
like a marriage than a one-night stand, but there is no marriage license, no
common household, no pooling of assets. In the language I employ below, such
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‘New Institutional Economics (NIE) is an interdisciplinary enterprise combining economics, law, organization theory, political science, sociology and anthropology to understand
the institutions of social, political and commercial life. It borrows liberally from various
social-science disciplines, but its primary language is economics. Its goal is to explain what
institutions are, how they arise, what purposes they serve, how they change and how — if at
all — they should be reformed.’ For further information on the NIE, see the website of the
International Society for New Institutional Economics (ISNIE) at <www.isnie.org/> accessed
15 February 2012. See also OE Williamson, ‘The new institutional economics: taking stock,
looking ahead’ (2000) 38 Journal of Economic Literature 595–613.
OE Williamson, ‘Examining economic organization through the lens of contract’ (2003)
12(4) Industrial and Corporate Change 917, 926.
See further OE Williamson, ‘Comparative economic organization: the analysis of discrete
structural alternatives’ (1991) 36(2) Administrative Science Quarterly 269.
Ibid, 271.
Powell (n 65), 299.
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an arrangement is neither a market transaction nor a hierarchical governance
structure, but a separate, different mode of exchange, one with its own logic, a
network.’79

Powell sees networks as having three critical components: (i) know-how in
the sense of intellectual capital or craft-based skills, (ii) the demand for speed
evidenced in their ability to access information fast, in their flexibility and
responsiveness to changing tastes, and (iii) trust between the network participants. However, from a juridical point of view, Powell’s thesis has been
criticized as not taking us much further than Williamson’s transaction-cost
theory, i.e. the market–hierarchy or contract–partnership/company dichotomy. Buxbaum argues that two of the components of networks identified by
Powell — speed and know-how — both relate to Williamson’s notion of asset
specificity. Network actors possessing such skills will tend to behave professionally with other network members, thus bonding on both a personal and
firm-to-firm level, and facilitating the creation of trust (the third component
identified by Powell) between them. To augment and sustain these bonds of
trust, Buxbaum holds that interfirm mobility of the human actors is important,
as is physical proximity. Thus:
‘[t]he same substantive conditions of speed and know-how, and the same
facilitative conditions of professionalism, proximity, and mobility that combine
to spell ‘trust’, also suffice to explain the relative complexity that differentiates
the ‘multilateral’ network from the ‘bilateral’ contract and the ‘unilateral’ firm.’80

Hence, as Buxbaum concludes, network is not a legal concept.81 Teubner concurs and adds that:
‘[t]he debate is on the appropriate form of regulation for business networks,
virtual business, just-in-time systems, franchising chains and other co-operative
contracts. They are generally established through bilateral contracts yet give rise
to multilateral (legal) effects. Hybrid networks are remarkably disruptive social
phenomena. They can neither be subsumed under the category of market, nor
under the category of organisation.’82
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Ibid, 301.
RM Buxbaum, ʻIs “network” a legal concept?ʼ (1993) 149(4) Journal of Institutional and
Theoretical Economics 698, 703.
Ibid, 705.
Teubner, ‘Coincidentia oppositorum’ (n 62), 13.
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I hold that, from a legal point of view, networks or hybrids do not create a new
legal form. To characterize the legal nature of networks like virtual enterprises
and enterprise pools, jurists will use the mechanisms of contract and partnership/company law. To set up such dynamic networks, lawyers will do the same,
depending on the specific type of collaboration their client wants to set up. In
most cases, the more flexible regulatory instrument is the contract or a set of
contracts but, as will be discussed in this book and as evidenced by some of
the case studies, sometimes a combination of contract and the legal form of
partnership, company or association has been used to set up enterprise pools.
However, traditional contract law notions, such as the common law perspective of contract as a bargain between antagonistic parties and the notion
of privity of contract, create difficulties when applied to network contracts.
Similarly, the legal forms of partnership and company are not really suitable for virtual enterprises which typically need to be set up very quickly in
response to a market opportunity and where the parties are not interested in
transferring their respective resources, assets or intellectual property into a
new legal entity (the partnership or company). There is therefore a need to
re-examine the notion of contract by also looking at modern contract law
theory, and to acknowledge that the term ‘contract’ embraces more than just
the exchange contract. In effect, one must choose and adapt the type of contract according to the type of transaction. The NIE movement, for example,
sees hybrids as being supported by ‘contract as framework’, ‘a more elastic
concept of contract’ which, within limits, promotes cooperative adaptation
through collaboration.83
The classical theory’s view of contract as a discrete transaction characterized by simultaneous exchange between antagonistic parties is problematic for
dynamic networks. In these networks, although some parties may be competitors and although each party would want to obtain maximum advantage for
its own business, there is an understanding that the parties will collaborate to
achieve the scope for which that dynamic network was set up. In this sense,
competition will be heavily diluted by a heavy dose of collaboration. A different type of contract than the discrete contract is required — the collaborative
contract. This book discusses these theories and different types of contracts
and examines their suitability for hybrids such as dynamic networks.
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See further OE Williamson, ‘The economics of governance’ (2005) 95(2) The American
Economic Review 1, 9.
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Methodological considerations

This book analyses the legal framework selected and used by businesses to
set up dynamic networks in practice. An empirical study was carried out and
a number of real examples of dynamic networks are examined in Chapter 2.
Their legal framework is examined both from a contract law and a partnership
and company law perspective. Through this, the relative utility and extent of
contract and partnership/company law in fostering and maintaining such dynamic networks is examined.
To examine basic questions such as the nature and role of contract, partnership and company law and the notion of good faith, this book takes account of legal rules in a number of jurisdictions, including England, Norway,
Italy, France and Germany. Reference is often made to contract law in two
other common law jurisdictions: Australia and the United States (US). To a
much lesser degree, reference is sometimes made to Swiss and Austrian law in
discussing certain legal forms such as the law on associations, which have been
very popular and much utilized by enterprise pools in those countries.
This choice was motivated by the wish to have jurisdictions from different legal families.84 The Anglo-American legal family, also referred to in this
book as the common law legal family, is represented primarily in this book
by English law, supplemented by American and Australian law with regard to
certain issues which have been developed differently or more extensively than
in England.85 The civil law system in this book is represented by jurisdictions
from its two main offshoots: the Romanistic legal family (viz. France and Italy)
and the Germanic legal family (viz. Germany).86 Finally, Norway is used as the
representative of what Zweigert and Kötz term ‘the Nordic legal family’, although with regard to contract law, it should be highlighted that German contract law has had a large influence on Scandinavian contract law.87 Pöyhönen
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I am here following Zweigert and Kötz’s groupings of legal systems into ‘legal families’. See
K Zweigert and H Kötz, An Introduction to Comparative Law (T Weit tr, 3rd edn, Oxford
University Press, 1998), in particular Chapter 5 ‘The legal families of the world’, 63–73.
Thus, for example, the discussion on promissory estoppel in Chapter 3 also investigates the
position in Australia and the United States where this notion has been more extensively developed than in England.
Zweigert and Kötz (n 83) 73.
See further on this Zweigert and Kötz (n 83) 281–282 who explain that the Scandinavian
drafters ‘kept an eye on the general private law doctrines of the German Pandectist School
as well as the texts of the German and Swiss codes’ but, due to Scandinavian reasonableness
and realism, without taking ‘the exaggerated passion for putting general rules “right out
front” … [like] the BGB [German Civil Code]’. See also G Cordero Moss, Anglo-American
Contract Models and Norwegian or other Civilian Governing Law: Introduction and
Methods (Institutt for privatrett Skriftserie 169, University of Oslo, 2007) 61–2.
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characterized the Scandinavian contract law systems as ‘semi-continental’. He
holds that they are continental ‘in the sense of sharing a legal culture based
on the idea of written laws’ and because of the influence of German contract
law discussions and theories; they are semi-continental because of the lack of
a civil code in the sense of the German Civil Code or the French Code Civil.88
Nevertheless, as Zweigert and Kötz put it:
‘it would be right to attribute the Nordic laws to the Civil Law, even although
[sic], by reason of their close interrelationship and their common ‘stylistic’
hallmarks, they must undoubtedly be admitted to form a special legal family,
alongside the Romanistic and German legal families.’89

To a certain extent, the choice of jurisdictions has also been influenced by the
countries which support flourishing dynamic networks and from which I have
obtained most of my case studies such as Germany, England, Italy, Norway
and the US.
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See J Pöyhönen, ‘Procedural and substantive fairness in Finnish contract law’ in R Brownsword,
G Howells and T Wilhelmsson (eds), Welfarism in Contract Law (Darthmouth Publishing Co
Ltd, 1994) 188–9.
See Zweigert and Kötz (n 83), 277.

THE UNDERSTANDING OF ICTS IN PUBLIC SECTOR AND
ITS IMPACT ON GOVERNANCE1
Arild Jansen

Abstract
The visions and goals for the use of ICTs in public sector are huge, both related to efficiency, effectiveness and for strengthening democratic functions. The
realisation of such diverse set of goals requires a broad range of means and
measures. However, do the managers really understand the many functions
and roles ICTs have and how they should be governed? This paper discusses what functions that ICTs have in the public sector, and analyses existing
ICT governance approaches in the Norwegian government. Our findings do
indicate that there exist a mismatch between the functions implicit in the objectives that are stated for eGovernment and the way ICTs are governed. This
mismatch, can, at least partly, be attributed to an inadequate understanding of
ICTs and its many functions.
Keywords
eGovernment, ICT Governance, ICT management, organisational functions.

1

Introduction

While much research has addressed on the relationship between IS development and organisation consequences of ICT, this paper will discuss the relation between the various conceptualisation of ICTs and how they are governed. Following Orlikowski and Robey (1991), we held that ICTs have both
material and social properties, being physical and socially constructed by subjective human actions. In a functionalist paradigm, ICTs can be seen as a tool
which is used to further some organizational goals. By adopting an interpretative paradigm, we can view ICT in its social setting, seeing the world as a
1
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social construct (Hirschheim 1986). Computer-based systems are in this view a
form of social organization, which is not at all neutral (Kling 1987). Similarly,
Orlikowski and Iacono (2001) argue that ICTs are not just tools, and they suggest a number of different conceptualisations.
Without subscribing to these specific conceptualizations, such analysis illustrate the many functions and roles hat ICTs may have in organisations, not
to say in the government. We would expect that such variety should influence
the actual ICT management approaches and practices, also in government ministries. However, when e.g. analysing egovernment policy documents, we find
that there are stated many different ICT related goals and objectives which
build on distinct assumptions about the character of the technologies to be
applied (Jansen and Jacobsen 2011). However, the same documents contain
few adequate means and measures to help achieving such goals, which we
believe can be attributed to a lack of deeper analysis of how the use of ICTs
may create the desired effects. Some of the stated goals may even be conflicting
if not the underlying assumptions are well understood. The aim of our study
is to contribute to a better understanding of how ICTs are conceptualized in
government organizations, and how these correspond to current management
practises. Our research questions are:
1. What are most typical ICT goals, means and measures in the different ministerial sectors
2. What are the dominating understanding of ICT in terms of stated ICTfunctions and roles
3. Are there any relations between ICT management practises and the dominating understanding of ICT in the different ministerial sectors?

1.1

Structure of the paper

First, we will briefly discuss different perspectives on technologies as well as
on organisations, and the possible links between technology and organizational
structure, leading to a framework for analysing the functions and roles of ICT in
organisations. Next, we present and analyse our empirical data that are collected
in a study of governance practises the Norwegian government, concluding by a
discussion of what our findings may imply for IT-governance in public sector.

1.2

Research approach

This study is based on an inductive and explorative research approach, aiming
at identifying important factors that may help understanding challenges related to IT governance. A short literature review has been conducted to explore
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how ICTs are conceptualized in eGovernment documents. The empirical base
has been the Norwegian government ministries and their subordinate agencies.
We have analyzed their use of ICTs and more specific their ICT governance
practices. Our data have been collected from (1) the ministries budget documents and the ministries assignment letters to selected subordinate agencies,
(2) relevant white papers and government reports and (3) interviews with key
officers representing the various ministries. The data result from interpreting
the budget document and assignment letters, in analysing what goals that are
defined and the type of measures that are stated. We have in particular identified texts that describe ICT-related goals, means and measures and what type
of management approaches that are applied. When interviewing managers in
the ministries, we have discussed our interpretation of the data. Our informants have also been invited to comment upon our analysis.

2

Theoretical perspectives

Below we will discuss different theoretical perspectives for understanding the
link between ICT use and organisational functions, leading to a framework
for analysing the relationship between stated goals in eGovernments and how
governance is being conducted.

2.1

An objectivistic perspective on ICT

In information systems research, the objectivist approach to technology is rather common, but not necessarily accurate. By presuming that technology is an
object capable of having an impact on social systems, such research treats both
technology and organization structures as objects. Kling (1987) describes the
“tool” view of information technology as: “A computing resource that is best
conceptualized as a particular piece of equipment, application or technique
which provides specifiable information processing capabilities”. He argues that
such a view conceives information technology independently of the social or
organizational arrangements within which it is developed and used. The objectivist approach overstates the importance of technology’s material characteristics and ignores the social interpretations and actions that may modify
the impact of particular software systems or hardware configurations. By contrast, the subjectivist approach to information technology is typified by those
assuming a “social action” perspective on information technology and that
the same technical solution may have various effects in different organisations
(Orlikowski and Robey 1991). In a traditional, objectivistic way (Ritchie and
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Brindley 2005) define ICT as “the array of primarily digital technologies designed to collect, organise, store, process and communicate information within
and external to an organisation”. They points to that ICT can fulfil a number
of business needs, such as strategic, operational or marketing needs, or a combination of all of them.

2.2

Interpretative approaches to understanding ICT

Kling and Scacchi (1982) in opposing the traditional “tool-perspective”, developed the concept of “web models” of computing in contrast to what they
saw as the dominant “discrete-entity” model of computing. In addition to
functional capabilities, computers are also social objects which may be highly
charged with meaning. They thus held that computer-based systems are a form
of social organization, which is not at all neutral. From their perspective, information technology is more than just the tools deployed on the desktop or
the factory floor.
Zuboff (1988) make an important distinction is the difference between automation and informating. The term informating was coined in her book «In
the Age of the Smart Machine», where she points to that it is the process that
translates descriptions and measurements of activities, events and objects into
information. By doing so, these activities become visible to the organization.
Informating has both an empowering and oppressing influence. On the one
hand, as information processes become more powerful, the access to information is pushed to ever lower levels of the organization. Conversely, information
processes can be used to monitor what Zuboff calls human agency. She thus
illustrates how same technical solution may be understood in different ways,
depending on e.g. where you are in an organization.
In the last 15–20 years, we have seen lasting importance of networks and
in particular Internet as a mean for communication and collaboration between
humans, as is symbolized by concepts like groupware and Computer Supported
Cooperative Work (CSCW), which emerged as separate fields in the early
90’thies. Interestingly, Orlikowski (2000) shows through her study of the use
of a specific computer application in a large organisation, how the same technical solution (a groupware system) was interpreted very differently by different
groups of employees in the same organisation. By identifying four different
technologies-in practises, she show how we better can understand how and why
people are likely to use their technologies and with what (intended and unintended) consequences in different organizational and technological conditions.
Another approach to understand the multidimensional character of ICT is
presented by Orlikowski and Iacono (2001). Based on their coding of a number
of research articles, they identified 14 specific conceptualizations of informa-
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tion technology. It may be disputed whether their specific conceptualizations,
being extracted from how researchers have conceptualised ICT in research, really reflect how ICTs actually are used and understood in organisations. Their
analysis does, however, nicely illustrate that ICTs and their application can be
interpreted in different ways, and we acknowledge their insightful contribution to a better understanding of the IT artefact. This type of analysis is even
more important when we are studying the increasingly use of social media,
which often have different functions and fulfil distinct roles in various organisational settings. This clearly shows how the same or very similar technologies
are being understood very differently across organisations and in society at
large; underscoring that also interpretative approaches are necessary.

2.3

Theories on the link between organisational functions and use of technology

These few examples on different interpretation of ICT use outlined above illustrate that a restricted functional perspective only represent one dimension of
ICT, while e.g. a informating or a technology-in-practise perspective show that
one technology has potentials for many organisational functions and roles,
some of them not necessarily clearly understood and predicted beforehand.
Thus, different perspectives of ICT usage are closely related to the understanding of the functioning and structure of an organisation. Crowston and Malone
(1988) are suggesting four different perspectives on organisations: rationalist,
information processing, motivational and political, which can be used to interpret organisation structure. While the rationalist perspective assumes that organizations are composed of rational agents, operating towards some defined
goals, e.g. efficiency. The information processing view shares many of these
characteristics, but focuses instead on the organizational processes and communications patterns of the firm. The motivational perspective recognizes that
workers may have different interests than the management of an organization,
but typically assumes that these goals can be matched by properly designing the jobs of individual workers. The political view assumes that different
groups within, the organization may have conflicting goals that can not be
reconciled. Power determines which group achieves its goals, and IT may be
used as a means to increase power.
Similar perspectives are presented by Dahlbom and Mathiassen (1992),
claiming that there are (at least) three approached to understand develop and
use systems in organisations; hard, soft and dialectic system thinking. “Hard”
system is conceived as a hierarchically organised set of element, usually developed through a functional analysis, emphasizing ordering, stability, consistency and completeness etc. At the contrary, “soft” system thinking emphasizes
that systems and organisations are shaped by our experiences from using them.
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We see different things, have different perspectives and structure the world differently. Interpretation then becomes important to understand how systems
and organisations should be conceived and designed. Their third, “dialectic”
thinking departs from the soft thinking in emphasizing that multiple view and
perspectives do exist at the same time. However, it differs in that it emphasize
that different perspectives are expressions of irreconcilable conflicts and power
struggles. The claim of this approach is that we need to think in terms of contradictions in order to understand, explain and control change, implying that
we have to identify interests, roles, structures, and processes in organisations.
These perspectives are not mutual exclusive, but rather coexist in an organisation and imply varying and partly confliction conceptions of ICT functions
and their governance.

2.4

Different functions and roles of ICTs in public sector

The discussions above, which shows that there are many different understandings of what functions and roles how in organisations, have not addressed
the role of ICT in public sector in particular. Even if public organisations do
resemble a number of similarities to other organisations, there are some specific characteristics of the public sector that may influence they way they use
ICT, which we will discuss below. Government agencies have a large variety
of functions. One overall responsibility is to ensure the fundamental right as
democracy, openness and transparency, privacy and to improve citizen’s quality of life.
By reviewing a selection of documents on eGovernment, we have identified
a number of ICT functions and roles that are typical in the literature. For the
purpose of this paper we have grouped them into the following metagroups:
i) tool, ii) control and management, iii)service, iv)information and knowledge management, v) interaction and collaboration, and iv) information infrastructures. Below we describe these metagroups in more detail
The tool function, as e.g. the traditional office automation and case handling functions. ICTs are here usually regarded as value-neutral artefacts,
expected to do what its designers intended them to do, corresponding to
Orlikowski and Iacono (2001). A tool, therefore, has no value beyond its capability to support the necessary production or administrative processes. In
this perspective, the technology is primarily understood as a technical matter
that is separate from, but controlled by human actors (Kling 1987). Tools are
usually neither complex nor very flexible, and require limited, or mostly moderate organizational integration.
Somewhat related to this category is the control and management function,
where ICTs are used for reporting, supervision, monitoring and controlling
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purposes, i.e. in collection of data on performance of the individual public
agencies. Such uses of ICTs are normally characterized by moderate complexity, implying limited need for flexibility and organizational integration. It has
in that way similarity with the tool function, but support specific management
approaches.
Both functions represent primarily a rational and functional perspective
on technology, and hard system thinking. They can often, but not always be
linked to an organisational imperative, in that they need not lead to substantial organisational changes. Such functions will be used in all parts of an organisation, but mostly for administrative and management tasks and will in
particularly linked to efficiency objectives.
Our next category is the service function, where ICTs are integrated in the
core production, which in the public sector mainly implies activities related to
the provision of information services. An essential characteristic is that service
provision involves ICT-based communication with actors outside the organisation, and includes both technical and organizational elements. ICT-based
services will imply a significant level of complexity and flexibility, and organizational reorganisation is crucial (Ritchie and Brindley 2005).
Further, we find that ICT is being used extensively in information and
knowledge management, which comprises a range of strategies and practices
used in an organization to identify, collect, manage, distribute data and enable
adoption of insights and experiences by facilitating the sharing of knowledge.
Examples in public sector are data collection and analysis in resource management, GIS systems, data on climate change, pollution, petroleum reservoirs,
etc. This perspective differs from the tool function in even if it include data
handling processes that can be automated, it involves intellectual activities based on insights and experiences either embodied in individuals or embedded in
organizations as processes or practices. We see that both can be associated with
an information processing perspective, and a motivational perspective, too.
Out next category include systems that support interaction and collaboration. ICTs are increasingly being used for communication, interaction and
cooperation, both internally and externally. Typical examples are groupware
systems and computer supported cooperative work, which implies changes in
division of tasks and organisation of work. This use of ICTs is less structured
and it requires significant organizational flexibility (Bratteteig 2004). It is also
seen as a way that citizens and organisations can interact with and influence
on public sector. The development and use of social media/web2.0 represent
a further development of these functions, and offers quite new ways of using
ICTs for collaboration and co-creation. Even though these types of use have
similarities with CSCW applications, they differ in that such systems are open
to many and its use open is not controlled by any organisation.
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As [information] infrastructure, ICTs comprise the basic technical and organization capabilities necessary for supporting application systems and solutions across organisations and society at large. In addition to the technical
systems and networks, it includes basic data resources that many public agencies rely on in its daily work. An information infrastructure must be open,
standardized and flexible in order to support the large variety of systems and
services that run on top of it (Hanseth and Lyytinen 2010). In particular, infrastructures are “sunk into” the organisation (Star and Ruhleder 1996) and
shall be used by a large variety users and fulfil many different, partly conflicting functions and roles, Thus, ICTs as infrastructure implies a high degree of
complexity and a need for organizational adaptation.
Table 1: Different categories of ICT functions and roles and associated perspectives on ICT
Metagroup

Typical Fuctions and roles

Office Automation , Case handTool
ling, etc.
Control and
Supervision , Auditing, Inspecmanagement
tion
Service proviICT s integrated in products and
sion
services
Information
E.g. data collection and analysis
& Knowledge related to resource management,
Management
GIS systems, etc.
Interaction &
Groupware, CSCW-systems, Socollaboration
cial media,
Information In- Networks, support services, mafrastructure
nagement of shared facilities etc.

Perspectives on ICT

Rationalistic and mostly hard
systems thinking

Includes also information
processing, and soft systems
thinking

Includes various perspectives
and many way of thinking

These different metacategories and their respectively perspectives are, however
not mutually exclusive in an organisation (rather the opposite), but we argue
that they require different management approaches in planning and development as well as in implementation and operations.
How do these ICT functions relate to goals and objectives that are stated
for eGovernments? When reviewing different national policy documents, we
find rather ambitious visions and goals. E.g. Norway has defied these values
and goals: i) democratic values, ii) efficiency, iii) rule of law and proper case administration and iv) quality and integrity, v)innovation in private sector. Thus,
by using the overall eGEP Measurement Framework Analytical Model (EU
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2006), but including innovation as a fourth goal, we may illustrate these relationships between goals, indicators and ICT functions and roles as in table 2:
Table 2: Relation between objectives, indicators, effects and ICT perspectives
in eGovernment
Overall goals

Indicators (examples)

Public value

Dominating ICT functions
and roles*)

Efficiency

Financial gains
Financial & Orga- Tool
Better organisational nisational value;
Control and management
structures
Effectiveness: More inclusive public Constituency Value Service provision
services
Knowledge management
increased user value
& satisfaction
Democracy
Openness, Transpa- Political Value.
Interaction and collaborency
ration
Participation, citizens
Service provision
empowerment
Innovation
Better access to inValue creation in
Knowledge management
formation
society
Service provision
*) Information infrastructures are important for all type of goals

We may then assume that governance structures will be influenced by the type
of organ isations and in particular the managers understanding of ICTs functions and roles. This type of influence will not be uniform, but rather having
great variation, also being influenced by other factors.

3

Management of ICTs in Norwegian Government

Norway is a highly computerized country, and so is the public sector. However,
the management structure of the public sector is not particularly influenced by
ICT, as our public administrative policy is still characterized by rather strict
sectorization and line responsibility (Jansen 2008). This means that each ministry is responsible for their specific choice of governance approach. Thus, the
organizational and management structures resemble a silo; vertical integration
within and horizontal separation across ministerial areas of responsibility. The
Minister for Administration and reform coordinates public sector reform and
is responsible for the government’s administrative policy, including ICT policy.
One directorate has the mandate to act as an initiating agency, promoting
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coordination and cooperation. This implies that there are only few overarching principles and methods for the governance of ICTs and each ministry has
a large degree of freedom when it comes to the choice of IT governance approach. We may assume that there is significant variation of management approaches across the different sectors and areas of responsibility, implying that
they are utilizing ICTs in different ways.

3.1

Current ICT management practises in Norwegian ministries

During 2010 and 2011, we have collected data on how ICTs is being managed
in the various ministerial sectors in Norway, focusing on how each ministry
carry out their individual ICT management. We have identified ICT-related
goals and accompanying means and measures that are defined in steering documents (assignment letters etc.), complemented by interviews in each ministry
and some subordinate agencies. Below we present some of our finings.
Table 3 shows the ICT goals in the different ministerial sectors (column
2), and their ICT focus in management (column 3) and the primary ICT functions and roles (column 4). The identification of ICT related management approached has been done by i) surveying ICT usage within the different areas
of responsibilities, ii) assessing the specification of ICT means and measures
that are found in the budget documents and assignment letter to subordinate
agencies, iii) how the ministry representatives in interviews describe how they
control their subordinate agencies. The categorization of ICT functions and
roles are according to how ICT goals are specified, supplemented by analysing
the various core activities and the role ICTs have in such activities.
Table 3: ICT goals, means and dominating ICT functions in Norwegian government
(selected)
Ministry

Labour and
Welfare

Primary ICT goals in the ICT-managesector
ment focus and
means
Increase quality and ef- Limited ICT
ficiency in case handling focus, no specific
and control functions.
goals or means

Dominating ICT functions and roles
Office aut. & case
handling
Control and management
Service provision
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Government
Administration, Reform

Finance

Health and
Care Services

Justice

Strengthen infrastructure
functions and ICT-based
collaboration. Quality in
service provision.

Well-defined
ICT-goals, infrastructure focus,
ICT agency and
strategy
Increase quality and
Well-defined
efficiency in service pro- ICT-goals, infravision, case handling,
structure focus,
Strengthen infrastructure ICT agency
function
Strengthen CT-based
ICT goal and
interaction& colstrategy for inlaboration. Improve
teraction with
infrastructure Increase
private actor.
control.
ICT agency
Increase quality and ef- Significant ICT
ficiency in case handling. and interaction
Strengthen collaboration, focus, ICT goals/
strategy

Education and Increase quality in serResearch
vice provision. Strengthen infrastructure functions. Better control
Culture

Environment

Trade and In
dustry

Increase quality in service provision Stimulate
cooperation. Improve
infrastructure functions

High ICT service
and infrastructure focus, ICT
agency

ICT goals and
strategy. Service
and infrastructure focus, ICT
agency
Increase quality in infra- Significant ICT
structure functions and
and infrastructuservice provision Stimu- re focus, ICT
late information sharing strategy and ICT
agency
Strengthen infrastructure ICT goals, inand services. Better con- frastructure and
trol
service, ICT
agency
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Information infrastructure
Interaction and Cooperation
Service provision
Service provision
Control and management
Information Infrastructures
Interaction and Cooperation
Information infrastructure
Control and management
Interaction and cooperation
Office Aut. & case
handling
Control and Management
Service provision
Information infrastructure
Control and management
Service provision
Information infrastructure
Interaction and Cooperation
Infrastructure
Service provision
Knowledge management
Information Infrastructure
Service provision
Control and management
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Transport and Strengthen infrastructure Some ICT focus,
ICT strategy in the
Communi
support and cooperatransport sector
cation
tion. Better supervision
and control

Control and management
Interaction and Cooperation
Information infrastructure

Our first research question is: What are most typical ICT goals, means and
measures in the different ministerial sectors?
Column 2 and 3 in table 3 describe the main ICT goals and – means in each
sector. We found that these goals and measures are to a large extent integrated
in their general policies. Few ministries explicitly mention ICT in their budget
document, and ICT-related goals or means are vague and usually not operationalized to any significant extent in their assignment letters. Less than half
of the ministries specify measurement indicators for the use of ICTs, and such
indicators are for the most part qualitative and vague.
We see furthermore that less than half of the ministries have defined a general ICT-plan or strategy that affect the whole sector. Those ministries that
have a coordinating ICT-body do also stimulate sector-wide cooperation and
coordination. This illustrates important differences between the ministries
regarding their IT governance styles. However, other ministries argue that a
sector-wide strategy is not considered relevant because the individual subordinate agencies have defined their own strategies which the ministries would
follow up and monitor. Some ministries have adopted a softer management
approach through more informal forums or coordinating mechanisms, where
the subordinate agencies can congregate and discuss issues of mutual interest,
i.e. the interoperability of different ICT-systems.
Our second research question is: How are the stated goals and objectives
understood in terms of ICT functions and roles?
Column 4 in table III shows our assessment of the 3 most important ICT
functions and roles within the individual ministerial sectors, based on how
they have described ICT goals, means and measures. We find that there is a
large variation across the ministries. Office automation along with control and
management functions seem to be important/most important for 11 ministries.
This is not surprising, as we would expect that ICTs primarily are used for
supporting administrative and management processes. It is more interesting
that the cooperation and interaction functions as well as infrastructure are
explicitly mentioned as important by 9 ministries, while the service function
are mentioned by 7 ministries. Knowledge management is listed as important
in only 5 ministries. Interestingly, the use of social media is not mentioned by
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any ministry, contrasting the overall goals where ICT is seen as an important
mean to strengthen democracy and citizen participation.
Our third research question is: Are there any relations between ICT management practises and the dominating understanding of ICT in the different
ministerial sectors?
Our data show that the different ministry’s ICT governance approaches,
in terms of defining goals, implementing strategies and means have significant
variance. Our interpretations indicate that their understanding of ICT functions and roles may explain at least parts of this diversity. As there are a lot
of similarities between tool and management and control functions, we will
below cluster these functions into a larger tool+ meta-category. Furthermore,
as we may assume that knowledge management imply the same perspective as
that of information infrastructure in collecting and sharing data, we will merge
these two into another meta-category.
Table 4 shows that in those sectors where the tool perspective are dominating, many of the ministries appear as having a low ICT focus in their management approach. Contrary, in those sectors where ICT-services and information
infrastructures perspectives seem important for their ICT–use, the respective
ministries do have a strong ICT-focus.
Table 4: The correspondence between ICT management focus and most important ICT functions
Dominating TOOL: OfICT functions fice Aut. and
control

Interaction
and cooperation

ICT-based
Service provision

Information
infrastructure
&KM

6

6

1

1

2

3

5

6

ICT-focus
in management
No or low ICT
focus
Strong ICT focus
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When analysing the use of overall management instruments in detail (Jansen
and Berg-Jacobsen 2011) we find that those ministries who emphasize a tool
perspective, also practise a rationalistic management approach. On the contrary; in the sectors where the service and interaction functions dominate,
these ministries’ management approaches are mostly in accordance with an
information processing perspective. Similarly, the knowledge management and
information infrastructure functions correspond with political perspectives,
where one accept that there are many, partly conflicting interests and goals
that have to be handled in constructive ways.
Thus, returning to our initial claim that there is a mismatch between the
goals that are stated for eGovernment and the way it is governed, which can
be attributed to an inadequate understanding of the various functions and
roles of ICT in government. Table 5 below shows the relation between overall
goals and the specific ICT functions mentioned by the different ministries. We
see that in those ministries where efficiency is the primary ICT goal, the tool
perspective is dominating, while in ministries where effectiveness and citizens’
needs are the primary focus, service and infrastructure functions are dominating. However, few ministries focus on democracy or innovation as specific
goals for their use of ICTs.
Table 5: The relation between states objectives and the conceptualization of
ICT functions
ICT functions Tool
Overall
goals
Efficiency
Effectiveness
Democracy
Innovation

8
3
0
0

Interaction and ICT-based Ser- Information
cooperation
vice provision infrastructure
&KM
3
5
0
1

1
4
0
1

2
4
0
1

Thus, we find some correlation between the ICT goals that are stated in the
individual ministries and their understanding of ICT functions. However,
when considering the government in its entirety, we find a weak connection.
The overall policy documents states that ICTs should help improving the quality and accessibility of services through sharing of resources and stimulate
more efficient cooperation and division of tasks. We would expect that ICT
governance should focus on service provision, information management and
infrastructure functions and not primarily on efficient use of ICTs for case
handling, control and management purposes. But our data strongly indicate
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that less than half of the ministries do have such focus in their ICT governance
approaches. Our conclusion is thus that the Norwegian government lacks an
overall ICT policy including efficient means and measures that can strengthen
more strategic uses of ICTs.
This may be illustrated by The Norwegian Population register, which in the
past was designed and has been used by one agency. It is now being regarded
as an infrastructure component, being used by a growing number of both public agencies and private organisations. Its data quality and availability are not
at all adequate. But so far, no adequate governance model based on a more holistic and interactionist perspective has been implemented. There is, however
a growing understanding of the existing management challenges, and changes
both in its organisation and management structure are being considered. We
believe that political and dialectical approaches is becoming more important,
as the degree of interaction and information exchange is increasing, along with
that traditionally individual information systems are increasingly becoming
part of a common information infrastructure.

4

Conclusions

Our findings reveal a diversity regarding how ICTs are understood and governed in the Norwegian government, but at the same time they show that few
ministries focus on other goals than internal efficiency and quality in their
management approaches. This picture can be attributed to several reasons.
Firstly, many ministries do have a limited understanding of how to realise
other values from ICT investments that efficiency. Secondly, such other goals
require that adequate means and measures are implemented across ministries,
which is difficult to achieve.
There are, however other factors than the ministries’ lack of ICT maturity
that can explain their IT governance approach, not least that the specific characteristics of the individual sectors and their use of ICTs may imply different
governance approaches. Furthermore, their history of traditions and norms related to management principles do vary significant; some ministries have been
rather unchanged for more than 100 years, while other are less than 10 years
old. Lastly, this picture is rather dynamic, and our data represent only the
present state, which most likely will change over years, such that the different
ministries may gradually adopt new governance approaches accommodating
the increasing importance of ICT in society.
Finally, we have to admit that the assessments of the dominating ICT functions and roles are not ambiguous, as one ministry may define different goals
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and apply varying measures and instruments due to that their subordinate
agencies may require different management styles. Thus, there is a need for
more research which can improve our analytical framework.
We will, however fully agree with the conclusions of Orlikowski and
Iacono (2001) in claiming that ICT artefacts are by no mean natural, neutral,
universal or given, as they are always embedded in some time, place, discourse,
and community. Furthermore, ICT artefacts are neither fixed nor independent,
but they emerge from ongoing social and economic practices in dynamic ways.
Our overall conclusion is however that the top level management (and the
politicians) in Norway lack an understanding of the many functions and roles
ICTs have in the government, and what means and measures that are required
to make the most of these potentials.
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NETWORK NEUTRALITY1
Darren Read

1

Introduction

Network Neutrality is a network design principle which has become the centre
of attention in the field of Electronic Communications regulation. This subproject of R2D2 is tasked with outlining network neutrality and discussing
any potential regulations which already go some way to maintaining a neutral
Internet. I will be concentrating mainly on the privacy related issues concerning the Network Neutrality debate, but other issues and regulations will also
be dealt with. As part of the R2D2 project, the aim is to relate any findings to
the media-aware user-dependent self-adaptive networks that are the subject of
the main project.
This piece of work will be split into four parts. In Section 2 there will be
a short introduction to Network Neutrality. Section 3 will look at the arguments for and against the Network Neutrality principle, attempting to show
the arguments from both sides. The final section, Section 4, will look at the
extent to which Network Neutrality is supported by the current law; this will
concentrate on the European privacy regulations (Data Protection and privacy
of electronic communications).

1.1

Method

Researching Network Neutrality has shown up some issues. The most notable being the lack of legal academic work on point, this is especially the case
regarding academic work, in the English language, emanating from Europe.
What literature there is out there is mainly from the US where the Network
Neutrality debate is far louder than it is currently this side of the Atlantic.
Therefore, I have had to use research methods conducive to this situation.

1

Originally published in “To arbeider i prosjektet road to media-aware user-dependent selfadaptive networks (R2D2)”, Oslo, Senter for rettsinformatikk, 2012 (Complex 2/12).
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Sections 1 and 2 are based on a study of the literature that does exist. These
sections do have a slight bias to American sources and does highlight the state
of the debate in the US. This is down to the situation as stated above. This,
however, doesn’t affect the applicability of the piece to the European based
R2D2 project as the principle is the same throughout the world; it is just the
possible regulations which are different.
Section 4, which deals with the regulation of Network Neutrality, is obviously based in the European context. Due to time restraints the project has
concentrated on the legislation emanating directly from the European Union,
rather than how that legislation has been applied in the member states. This
provides an indicative viewpoint on the desired ends of the legislation, but it
is important to note that there may be differences between the application of
the EU legislation in the member states. This section has had to rely heavily on
the text of the directives and reports coming from the EU rather than academic
literature as, as noted above, there is very little of this coming from Europe.
Where such literature does exist I have made as full a use of it as possible.
Throughout the piece I will be referring to R2D2 networks and to the R2D2
project. To gain a fuller insight into the actual issues regarding these networks
I have conducted some informal interviews with other project members.

1.2

The R2D2 Project

The R2D2 project, to which this subproject is part of, is looking at the media-aware user-dependent self-adaptive networks in the provision of content
over the Internet. It looks at networking methods of providing Quality of
Experience (QoE) over the Internet by improving the Quality of Service (QoS).
In short, the project is looking at ways that content providers can provide that
content to its users in a better way considering the current architecture of the
Internet. Network Neutrality concerns are relevant here as methods of improving the QoS to improve the QoE is through prioritising preferred content
which potentially goes against the Network Neutrality principle.

Network Neutrality

2

Network Neutrality

2.1

What is Network Neutrality?
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The current Internet is neutral, in the sense that there is no discrimination
between legal content2 available to all end users (bandwidth and geographical
constraints aside). A user accessing the Internet with Telenor as their ISP in
Norway can access the same range of websites and view generally the same
range of content as a user in the UK who gain access through BT. There are
some exceptions to this, for example, some content is only viewable in certain
geographical areas due to copyright and licensing restrictions. Other content
is filtered out by ISPs due to its illegal nature, for example child pornography.
However, “there is no way that the Net has to be; no single architecture that
defines the nature of the Net.”3
First and foremost Network Neutrality is a network design principle.
However, more recently it has begun to take on aspects of law, politics, economics and sociology. This has lead to it being discussed as a legal principle, however, when in the legal and political field it is still at the stage of being more
an aim, something which is part of policy, but yet to be enshrined in law.4 The
term “Network Neutrality” is fairly recent, having been coined by Tim Wu
in 2003.5 However the main concepts of the principle existed through other
design principles upon which the Internet was based. The end to end (e2e)
principle requires that the intelligence in a network is concentrated at the edge
of it. The actual network itself should be dumb, this is the total antithesis of
the older telephone networks where the network is “smart” and the ends (the
telephone) are “dumb”. The Internet was originally built with e2e in mind.
The network that carries the communications between end points originally
just transported the packets of data from one end to the other; it did not do
anything else. A network that follows the e2e principle is necessarily a neutral
network as there will be no means of the network discriminating between data
packets.
2

3
4
5

Legal content as opposed to content prohibited by law. This can be hard to ascertain considering the global nature of the Internet and the different laws in different countries. A further
discussion is not warranted here, but suffice to say some things are almost universally prohibited around the world due to international agreements, for instance copyright infringement
and the viewing of child pornography.
L Lessig, Code v2, (New York: Basic Books, 2006) at pg 32.
However, in some places, most notable The Netherlands and Chile, it has been enshrined in
law already.
T Wu, “Network Neutrality, Broadband Discrimination” Journal of Communications
and High Technology Law, 2: 141 (2003) available at http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.
cfm?abstract_id=388863.
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Due to Network Neutrality transcending boundaries between network design, law, politics, economics, and sociology, it is hard to define totally and
completely in a single definition. There have been a number of attempts but
these vary subtly from one another over both scope and wording. The best
definitions have generally come from governmental sources and academics,
sources from those involved directly with the provision of Internet services or
content tend to define Network Neutrality in a way that best suits them, so
these should not be generally viewed as authoritative. In a US Congressional
Report the Congressional Research Service wrote:
Most agree that any such definition should include the general principles that
owners of the networks that compose and provide access to the Internet should
not control how consumers lawfully use that network; and should not be able
to discriminate against content provider access to that network.6

Whilst in the UK the telecommunications regulator Ofcom has defined the
outer limits of the principle as:
The purest version of ‘net neutrality’ assumes that:
• There should be no prioritisation of any type of traffic by network operators; and
• Those providing content, applications and services via the open Internet
should not be charged by network operators/ISPs for the distribution of
that content to the network operator/ISPs’ customer base7
The Federal Communications Commission (FCC), the US telecommunications
regulator, has set out four elements on Network Neutrality. These were released in a policy statement so were intended to act as a form of guideline to ISPs
over what behaviour is expected. However, following the Comcast decision
(which I come back to later) the courts have made it clear that the FCC has no
legitimate basis to enforce these. So, in practice, these four elements merely act
as a further definition of what the FCC believes Network Neutrality to be. The
four elements are that consumers are entitled to:
1. Access the lawful content of their choice.
2. Run applications and use service of their choice, subject to the needs of
law enforcement
6
7

CRS Report for Congress, Net Neutrality: Background and Issues, 2008, available at: www.
fas.org/sgp/crs/misc/RS22444.pdf.
Ofcom, traffic Management and ’Net neutrality’, 2010, available at: http://stakeholders.ofcom.org.uk/consultations/net-neutrality/.
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3. Connect their choice of legal devices that do not harm the network
4. Competition among network providers, application and service providers,
and content providers.8
Finally, from an academic standpoint, Tim Wu suggests that “a maximally useful public information network aspires to treat all content, sites, and platforms
equally.”9 Going further than most, Christopher Marsden considers Network
Neutrality as two distinct sub-principles. “Positive” Network Neutrality
looks at the prospect of charging more for better access, for instance on Next
Generation Networks (NGNs). “Negative” Network Neutrality concerns
throttling, degrading or blocking users’ access to Internet content. This can
be summarised as “charging more for more and charging the same for less”.10
Marsden suggests that it is just the negative backward facing element that
should be restricted.11
These definitions all agree on one thing; that the blocking of content is in
violation of Network Neutrality. However, beyond that there are unassailable
disagreements between them. The definitions emanating from US governmental sources (Congress and the FCC) specify that Network Neutrality extends
only to legal content, this will obviously lead to rather large loopholes for
ISPs to exploit as “legal” can be open to interpretation. Including legality of
content in the definition could allow ISPs to block, for instance, all P2P traffic
due to it being apparently mainly used for copyright infringement. The other
differences are best described using Marsden’s classification of positive and negative Network Neutrality. The Congressional Report and Ofcom definitions
both go on to prohibit any discrimination of Internet traffic at all, regardless of whether this is done on a non-price-discriminatory basis. This accords
with both the negative and positive aspects as defined by Marsden. However,
the FCC and Tim Wu concentrate on the provision of competition and nondiscrimination between similar content providers. This allows for prioritising
some traffic as long as this is done on a non-discriminatory basis, that the
same terms are offered to all content providers. This will usually be offering

8

9
10
11

FCC Principles, available at www.publicknowledge.org/pdf/FCC-05-151A1.pdf. The FCC
has made another attempt at regulating Network Neutrality through a Report and Order
released on 23rd September 2011, the result of which has yet to become fully apparent.
“Preserving the Open Internet; Report and Order; FCC” 76 Federal Register 185 (23rd
September 2011) p 59192 – 59235.
http://timwu.org/network_neutrality.html.
C Marsden, Net Neutrality (Bloomsbury, 2010). Kindle edition: (A&C Black, 2010) at 1116
(Kindle Ref).
Marsden ibid.
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the same price to all content providers who wish to reach customers on the
ISP’s network.
These two definitions are impossible to consolidate into one catch all definition. Therefore throughout this piece I will use Marsden’s two part definition as the basis for the discussion on network Neutrality. Negative violations
of Network Neutrality shall mean blocking access to certain content, or degrading or throttling specific content for any purpose. Positive violations of
network Neutrality shall mean any non-discriminatory prioritising of certain
Internet traffic. Although this will inevitably leave less bandwidth for all nonprioritised traffic, that restricted bandwidth will have no discrimination on it
and all non-prioritised traffic will be treated equally. R2D2 networks which
use prioritisation as a means to providing improved QoE are mainly concerned with the positive aspects of Network Neutrality. That is providing over the
top prioritised services to the end user. Therefore, they go against the design
principle as enunciated by the Congressional report and Ofcom, but would be
acceptable following the FCC and Tim Wu’s work.
In accordance with the definitions which will be used throughout this piece,
I will take the situation where ISPs have totally autonomy and freedom to do
as they will with regards to discriminating between content as my point of departure. As Network Neutrality is a design principle and not a legal principle
in its own right there is no general legal rule saying that they cannot do as they
will. So, with total ISP autonomy and freedom as the presumption I will look
at the various legal rules on point which exist as restricting this ISP freedom
with regard to Network Neutrality. The areas of law that will be looked at
are data protection and privacy, electronic communications regulation, and
e-commerce law.
It is necessary here to distinguish between traffic management for the
smooth running of the network, and traffic management for economic gain.
The Internet is getting busier and busier, there is a finite capacity and at times,
especially in bottlenecks such as the ISPs’ networks going to the customers,
they can become clogged. In these situations the network operator will have
to perform some traffic management to keep the network running. This, most
people agree, is a perfectly acceptable practice as long as the choices made in
managing the traffic are non-discriminatory. That is that the network routers
don’t drop packets from low value customers or from certain content providers, but delay all traffic the same. The other form of traffic management is
that for economic gain through discriminatory or non-competitive behaviour.
This is where traffic management is not neutral, where packets are differentiated by content, sender, or receiver, generally for added economic gain by the
network provider. Even though reasonable traffic management has an economic gain for the operator in terms of a smoothly running network is a more
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valuable network, the economic gains referred to in the discriminatory system
are those above and beyond the economics of running a network. The economic gain can come from activities which are either against the negative or positive aspect of Network Neutrality. Relating this back to R2D2 networks, the
added economic benefit here would be a guaranteed service for providing high
bandwidth content; something that is likely to be very attractive to consumers.

2.2

Deep Packet Inspection (DPI)

Before I go into the advantages and disadvantages of a neutral Internet it is
important to introduce the technology behind any potential discrimination
of Internet content. The group of possible filtering methods are known as
Deep Packet Inspection (DPI). This is not just one technology, but the general term for a number of different techniques which categorise data type and
actual content. The alternative, Shallow Packet Inspection (SPI, or just packet
inspection),12 is only capable of looking at information required to route the
packet to its destination, this is only appropriate for the blocking of communications by port number.13
When ISPs have decided that they wish to discriminate between some types
of content for whatever reason14 they must first have knowledge of what sort
of data the packet contains. The most likely form of discrimination to take
place will be either on data type: for instance whether a packet is associated
with a P2P file sharing application or WWW traffic; or whether the sender
(content provider) has an agreement in place for better service. The data for
this type of discrimination is not self-evident from the packet header; data used
for the routing of the packet only, and is thus not ascertainable using SPI only.
So, for ISPs to gain knowledge of what type of data a packet contains in order
to decide whether to favour or discriminate against it they must look deeper
into the packet to enable them to correctly categorise it, hence the name deep
packet inspection.
The use of DPI is controversial due to its ability to “essentially eliminate
online privacy as it exists today”.15 When an ISP utilises DPI technology to
categorise traffic on its network it potentially has the ability to monitor and
catalogue all of its end-users’ communications:
12
13
14
15

For more information see http://www. Thetanetworks.com/resources/shallow_packet_inspection.html.
Which is susceptible to spoofing, this is discussed later.
These will be discussed further below.
Alissa Cooper, The Singular Challenges of ISP Use of Deep Packet Inspection, 2010, available at http://www.deeppacketinspection.ca/the-singular-challenges-of-isp-use-of-deep-packetinspection/#more-68.
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it is possible to tell whether a packet stream is VOIP, email, web browsing,
instant messaging, video streaming, file transfer, or peer to peer file sharing.
It is possible to examine in detail the content of the email, or web page, or
downloaded file. It is possible to distinguish music files from text from pictures.
It is possible to search for keywords within any text.16

DPI is required regardless of whether the Network Neutrality involved is positive or negative by Marsden’s categorisation.
DPI works by recognising the signature that a certain application makes
when it is travelling over the Internet. A DPI system creates and stores signatures for different types of traffic and then compares any communications’
signatures with the resulting database, thus identifying what application is
being used. This signature creation process can take a number of forms,17 for
instance, the simplest method constitutes SPI and is analysing the port that
the packet is using. However it is relatively easy to use non-standard ports
for certain applications so that a router cannot identify it, for instance some
P2P file sharing applications have been known to use port 80, the port commonly associated with web browsing.18 Other methods include looking at the
sizes of packets; larger packets tend to mean that it is file sharing of some
description. The most advanced method of DPI involves tracking the behaviour of packets in very fine detail. This includes looking at size of packets, the
header information, and any responses which may result from it. Different
applications will have a different response to receiving a packet and this can
be detected and used to categorise the traffic type. Finally, some techniques
involve looking at the actual content inside the packet. This is a very useful
technique for both surveillance by security services and behavioural advertisers. For instance, the much maligned Phorm advertising system which is
based on detailed user traffic surveillance to create hugely detailed user profiles
is based on DPI technology.19 This system is currently under investigation by
the European Commission20 with respect to Data Protection regulations and
communications surveillance rules, both of which I will come back to later.
DPI is the primary method used by police and intelligence services to monitor
16
17
18
19
20

Jon M. Peha, The Benefits and Risks of Mandating Network Neutrality, and the Quest for a
Balanced Policy, International Journal of Communication, Vol. 1, pp. 644–668, 2007.
See e.g. Allott Communications, Digging Deeper into Deep Packet Inspection, 2007, available at https://www.dpacket.org/articles/digging-deeper-deep-packet-inspection-dpi.
Jerome Tollet, Myth 3: Applications Respect Well Known IANA Ports, 2008, available at
https://www.dpacket.org/articles/myth-3-applications-respect-well-known-iana-ports.
http://www.phorm.com/.
Commission launches case against UK over privacy and personal data protection at http://
europa.eu/rapid/pressReleasesAction.do?reference=IP/09/570.
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communications over the Internet. For instance in the US the NSA has utilised
it to create a comprehensive monitoring policy over international communications to and from the US. The privacy concerns which this can cause will be
discussed in section 4.1 which looks at issues revolving round data protection
law and privacy of communications.

3

Pros and Cons

There are different viewpoints on how desirable the network neutrality principle is. On the one hand there are those who support enshrining Network
Neutrality in some form of regulation and view it as a cornerstone of the current Internet and required for further innovation. Some of the most important
academic proponents of network neutrality are Tim Wu,21 Lawrence Lessig22
and Yochai Benkler.23 The fear is that if ISPs and access providers no longer
treated traffic from all content providers equally they could start discriminating against certain content or applications for a number of reasons. They
could discriminate against high bandwidth applications such as P2P file sharing to enable the network as a whole to function better. However, they could
also start charging content providers for access to their customers and block
or degrade the connections to others. The worst case scenario is the balkanisation of the Internet with some websites only being available through some
ISPs; this would create walled gardens of content and restrict end user choice
dramatically.24 For example Amazon could do an exclusive deal with ISP A to
ensure it is the only book seller available to ISP A’s customers, or ISP B could
degrade the traffic speed to all search engines other than Google if Google pays
them more money for access to their network and customers. This is the very
worst case scenario; a more realistic approach might be for an ISP to favour
its own content over other content providers. This is becoming more and more
of a risk due to the vertical integration and consolidation of content providers
and access providers. In this scenario ISP C could have its own video streaming

21
22
23
24

See no. 8 above.
See e.g. Code v2, (New York: Basic Books, 2006); Future of Ideas, (New York: Random
House, 2001).
See no. 1 above.
J Stanley for the American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU), “Network Neutrality 101: Why the
Government Must Act to Preserve the Free and Open Internet”, October 2010, available at
http://www.aclu.org/files/assets/NetNeutrality_report_20101019.pdf.
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service and could either speed up the access to this service or degrade the access to competing services such as YouTube.25
Another worry would be the pace of innovation. At the moment, with a
neutral Internet, anyone can create a website or service on the Internet and it
is automatically available to everyone with relatively small start up costs (for
distribution). If ISPs were to start charging everyone for access to their customers the barriers for market entry would suddenly be huge. It would be hard
enough to pay for access to ISPs in one country, but to be required to do it for
ISPs throughout the world would be prohibitively expensive and confusing.26
So the fertile conditions which lead to Facebook, Google, or Skype would be
far more barren.27
On the other hand, it can be argued that not allowing ISPs and access providers to discriminate will lead to more and more congestion on the Internet.
More and more rich content is becoming available and this has the potential
to clog the pipes of the Internet and bring it to a standstill. To enable ISPs to
charge content providers, content providers who some ISPs accuse of “free
riding”,28 would lead to much needed funds and incentives to upgrade the
infrastructure, thus providing more bandwidth. An alternative, or in addition,
to charging content providers there is also the possibility of allowing consumers to purchase a guaranteed faster service. This would replace the best effort
service currently available with a guaranteed bandwidth which would be attractive to those users who access high bandwidth services such as HD video,
gaming, or Voice over IP (Internet telephony, such as Skype). These services
are more susceptible to delay, unlike email or normal web browsing. However,
the neutrality proponents would argue that this would provide a disincentive
to the ISPs as it would be in their best interests to keep the basic service reasonably slow to entice people to buy the “premium” service. If they invested
enough in infrastructure to make the basic package useable for all but the most
bandwidth hungry applications then there would be no reason for all but the
heaviest users to pay the extra for a faster service.
Currently the threats which I have briefly described above are only perceived threats. There is, as yet, no evidence of any widespread systematic throttling, degrading, or blocking of access to services. There has been no systematic
breaching of the Network Neutrality principle, either negatively or positively.
25
26
27
28

Marsden (2010) at 1147.
Over time the problem of signing agreements with all ISPs might disappear with a service for
registering with all ISPs for a certain one off (probably still large) cost.
ACLU (2010).
See e.g. At&T’s, Ed Whitacre’s comments to the Business Week magazine in 2005, quoted in
Marsden at 1107 (Kindle).
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However there have been two US cases on point which has lead to the perceived threat becoming more real with the FCC being declared impotent with
regard to regulating Network Neutrality under its current authority. In the
Madison River case29 the ISP, Madison River, was blocking access to VoIP services provided by another company. This was settled out of court, but it was
the first time the FCC had shown willing to enforce Network Neutrality. The
most important case, however, is FCC v Comcast.30 Here the ISP was blocking
P2P file sharing applications. Again the FCC decided to act and try to enforce
its Network Neutrality principles through the courts. This went to court, but
the FCC lost on grounds that it had no basis for regulating ISPs in such a way.
The Comcast decision is regarded as something of a watershed moment with
the New York Times suggesting that it could allow “Internet service companies to block or slow specific sites and charge video sites like YouTube to
deliver their content faster to users.”31 It is this that has lead to the emergence
of Network Neutrality as a mainstream issue, no longer just a theoretical problem without any real relevance. To my knowledge there have been no court
cases concerning Network Neutrality in Europe.
Following the Comcast decision the FCC has been holding a series of confidential meetings with the largest companies on both sides concerned with
Network Neutrality.32 These broke down towards the end of July 2010.
Following these talks Google and Verizon, a large US Internet Access provider,
released a joint paper with their views on what should be done to maintain
Network Neutrality. This document suggests that Network Neutrality should
be enshrined in law, to an extent. It provides two, rather large, exceptions. The
first being an undefined group of services called “additional online services”
which are just other services which could cover most new applications over the
Internet. The second being wireless broadband connections. These two areas
discrimination would be allowed.33
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See http://hraunfoss.fcc.gov/edocs_public/attachmatch/DA-05-543A2.pdf.
See http://hraunfoss.fcc.gov/edocs_public/attachmatch/FCC-08-183A1.pdf.
“U.S. Court Curbs F.C.C. Authority on Web Traffic”, New York Times, April 6th 2010,
available at http://www.nytimes.com/2010/04/07/technology/07net.html?_r=1.
”’Transparent’ FCC Continues Secret Meetings”, Daily Finance, June 22nd 2010, available
at
http://www.dailyfinance.com/story/company-news/public-interest-groups-appalled-byclosed-door-fcc-web-meeting/19527046/.
See the Google Policy Blog, August 9th 2010 at http://googlepublicpolicy.blogspot.
com/2010/08/joint-policy-proposal-for-open-internet.html.
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4

Current legal standpoint

4.1

Privacy

4.1.1

Data Protection

There are some obvious privacy concerns relating to DPI and thus to the potential discrimination of Internet traffic. These can be split into two main areas
which I will discuss in turn. Firstly there are concerns relating to data protection, that is informational privacy concerns about data collection, processing
and usage. The second area I will look at is privacy of communications.
The European data protection regulations are amongst the toughest in the
world and the collection and processing of personal data is heavily restricted.
The following discussion will relate directly to the contents of the European
Directives on point. Although these are not directly applicable to national law
they give well founded expectations of the main structure of the laws of the
nation states. The aim and outcomes of a directive must be incorporated into
national law, but there is some flexibility over exactly how this is done.34
To discern how relevant to Network Neutrality the EU data protection
regime is it is first necessary to discuss the basics. For the Data Protection
Directive (DPD)35 to be relevant there needs to be the processing of personal
data. As I have discussed above, the data which is being processed when DPI
technologies are utilised is both traffic data and content data of the Internet
communications. This could potentially involve ISPs building up a record of
the history of natural persons web browsing and their use of any other Internet
services (such as VoIP or P2P file sharing). Personal data is defined by Article
2(a) of the Data Protection Directive and is “any information relating to an
identified or identifiable natural person ...; an identifiable person is one who
can be identified directly or indirectly...”. When identification is done indirectly it must be “likely reasonable”36 that such identification will happen with
the use of other data available to the data controller.37 There are two types of
data which may be captured by the monitoring systems required for packet
discrimination.
Firstly there is the traffic data. This is the data concerning the IP addresses and port numbers related to the packets of data monitored. Depending on
34
35
36
37

For a full discussion of the Norwegian Data Protection regime I refer to Dag Wiese Schartum’s
paper on point relating to the R2D2 project printed in this book.
Directive 95/46/EC on the Protection of Individuals with Regard to the processing of Personal
Data and on the Movement of such Data.
Recital 26 Data Protection Directive.
“Data Controller” is defined by Art 2(d) of the DPD as a natural or legal person who “determines the purposes and means of the processing of personal data”.
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where on the route from sender to recipient surveillance takes place, this may
or may not be classified as personal data in itself. There is also the possibility
to flag certain packets as prioritised in this packet header. Take the situation
where User A is viewing a video on YouTube. User A’s ISP will be able to associate the IP address that it sees on a packet as belonging to User A as they
have allocated him that IP address, they have that additional information so
will be able to identify him indirectly, but quite easily. Therefore the IP address
here is personal data in itself. If the surveillance happens upstream of the users’
own ISP then associating an individual, or group of individuals, (in the case
of a household Internet account) will be much harder as the data on who has
which IP address assigned to them at a certain point in time won’t be readily
available. If this is the case then the chances of it being associate with an identified data subject will not be “likely reasonable”.
However, in certain circumstances it has been shown to be possible to
identify individual users simply from search terms input into Internet search
engines. For instance, a 62 year old Georgian widow called Thelma Arnold
was identified by The New York Times following the release of supposedly
anonymised search data by AOL.38 Each user was given a unique ID, and from
the searches done by user 4417749 it was possible to identify who that person
was. With a list of websites that a specific IP address visits it may be possible
to identify the individual who was using that IP address at the time. However,
given that in the AOL case the process was very labour intensive and took a
lot of time, and the likelihood that one person will only have one IP address
at a time being low, it is not likely reasonable that someone from an upstream
ISP would go to the effort to identify individual users in this way and thus
traffic data here will not be classified as personal data and the Data Protection
Directive will not apply.
So, in summary, the traffic data associated with the Internet communication is likely to be classified as personal data when it is processed by the users’
own ISP due to the relative ease in which the user can be identified from it.
However, an upstream network operator, for example a tier 1 backbone operator, would not be likely reasonable to identify the user from traffic data
alone as they do not easily have access to further data to identify the user.
I will now move on to the actual contents of the Internet communication.
When DPI is used the amount of data which the ISP monitors will vary, but
the potential is there for them to monitor everything that is contained within

38

“A Face Is Exposed for AOL Searcher No. 4417749”, The New York Times, August 9th
2006, available at
http://select.nytimes.com/gst/abstract.html?res=F10612FC345B0C7A8CDDA10894DE404482.
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the packet.39 To what extent they have the motivation to do such monitoring
is, however, slightly more questionable. To instigate a regime of monitoring to
enable discrimination of Internet traffic not all aspects of the data contained
is necessarily required. For instance if the ISP is using the behaviour40 of the
packets as their basis for determining if it is P2P, WWW, etc. then there is no
need to look at the contents of the communication in detail. That it behaves
like an email is enough to determine that it is an email without looking at the
text of the email itself. The amount of data that an ISP collects is important
over whether it is classified as personal data. As stated above, traffic data alone
constitutes personal data for the users’ own ISP, so delving deeper into the packet makes no difference with the decision for contents. However, depending
on the depth, the monitoring of content data using DPI may be classified as
processing personal data for upstream ISPs. This will depend on the depth that
the inspection takes, but it would seem clear that if the upstream ISP is looking
at the actual contents (text of an email, etc.) then this would be personal data
and be within the scope of the DPD, as will any data collected which relates
to email addresses, postal addresses or, most definitely, names. Behavioural
monitoring is less clear cut, without access to the actual contents or who the
IP address is associated with, it will still be very difficult for an upstream ISP
to identify the user.
Beyond the normal category of personal data Article 8 of the DPD sets
out “special categories of data”41 which have a tougher set of rules relating
to their processing. These special categories of data are data which reveals:
“racial or ethical origin, political opinions, religious or philosophical beliefs,
trade-union membership, and the processing of data concerning health or sex
life”. When being processed by the user’s ISP, the combination of the traffic
data (identifying the individual) and content data, could sum up to this sensitive data. Again, depending on how deep the monitoring goes, any website
which a user visits could give away certain facts about themselves. For instance
they could be looking up a certain political party’s website or searching for
information relating to a disease. Although this is not proof that the user is a
follower of that certain political party or that they have that disease, it could
be a strong indication which can become stronger over time depending on
the future browsing. Obviously, more detailed profiling of a user could result
in there being no doubt as to the sensitivity of the data. A user being able to
login using a personal username and password to certain websites would be
very strong proof of an affiliation to that websites content or views. Without
39
40
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the user being identified by the traffic data, as is the case with other network
operators other than the user’s which transits the communication, the same
problems persist here as with normal personal data. However, where the data
is identifiable and relates to one of the above classes (racial or ethnic origin etc)
then it will be sensitive data also.
Finally there needs to be some form of processing of this personal data.
Article 2(b) of the DPD defines processing as: “collection, recording, organisation, storage, adaptation or alteration, consultation, use, disclosure by
transmission, dissemination or otherwise making available, alignment or combination, blocking, erasure or destruction.” Using the personal data (if it is
classified as such) as the basis for discrimination of Internet traffic would constitute processing of the data. It would satisfy “collection”, “consultation”
and “use” and depending on what is done after the discrimination process has
taken place, possibly “recording” and “storage”.
When a network operator manages traffic without discrimination, normally to keep the network running smoothly during times on congestion, there
need not be any DPI. Packets can be delayed without prioritisation, and as
such, there need be no further inspection of packets other than the normal
routing protocols.
When these rules are related to R2D2 networks, there is the potential for
there to be some processing of personal data, however, the extent to which
this is the case can be limited. If a network can work efficiently enough using
just flags and IP addresses then the amount of personal data being processed
is kept relatively low, for example the user’s IP address. If, however, prioritisation is done solely on the content provider’s IP address then there will be no
processing of personal data at all (the DPD only relates to natural persons).42
In the circumstance where a content provider has an agreement with the user’s
ISP that content coming from IP address 123.123.123.123 shall be prioritised
but content coming from IP address 234.234.234.234 will not then the user’s
IP address will not be processed above and beyond the normal routing protocols. The same will be the case if flags are used, whether on their own, or
in conjunction with the content provider’s ISP address. If this is the case then
there will be no privacy concerns as there is no way of identifying the user who
is accessing the content, in this case the DPD will not come into play. As there
is some potential for the processing of personal data in R2D2 networks I will
now look at when such processing can be allowed.
If a certain set of data has been classified as personal there are then restrictions on whether it can be processed or not. The DPD splits these restrictions
into two aspects, first there are principles relating to the data processed itself
42
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(as set out in Article 6) and then there are legitimate reasons for processing any
personal data (article 7), I will discuss the two in turn.
Article 6 of the Directive lays down principles relating to the data that is
processed. The most pertinent here are 6(b) and 6(c). Article 6(b) states that
“data must be collected for specified, explicit and legitimate purposes and not
further processed in a way incompatible with those purposes”. Collecting the
data for means of discrimination and prioritisation may well be a legitimate
purpose if it is explicitly specified as such. However, where the equipment is
installed for one purpose, for behavioural advertising for instance, the data
collected for that purpose cannot then be used for traffic management and
discrimination without that other purpose being specified explicitly also. The
same would be for data collected for national security, or, indeed, any other
reason not contiguous with discrimination. That data could not legally used
for discrimination without disclosure of that fact.
Article 6(c) states that the data must be “adequate, relevant, and not excessive in relation to the purposes for which they are collected/further processed”.
Firstly, it must be ascertained whether the personal data which is necessarily
processed when using either DPI is adequate and relevant for discriminating
against content on the Internet. The data used, such as IP addresses and any
content which may be monitored, is necessary for DPI to work. Therefore it is
clear that some of the data which is processed is adequate and relevant for the
task at hand. However, in some cases, depending on the DPI techniques being
employed, there may be some irrelevant data collected. ISPs and network operators, therefore, must be careful to only monitor to the depth that they need
for their particular discrimination requirements and not collect extra data,
such as the actual text of an email, when it is not strictly required for the discrimination process. These extra data would then be irrelevant to the purpose
for which they are processed. So, as long as ISPs are careful not to collect data
just for the sake of it then the data processed should be considered adequate
and relevant. However, for it to be considered as not excessive it must be a
necessary technique for implementing such discrimination regimes. Here we
must use the least drastic means test: “it must be established whether the measure is necessary to achieve that aim, namely, whether there are less restrictive
means capable of producing the same result”.43 A less drastic means than DPI
would be Shallow Packet Investigation, as noted above this only looks at traffic information such as IP addresses and port numbers. This can involve the
processing of personal data (IP addresses) or not (port number), but it is less
privacy invasive than monitoring the contents, therefore is a less drastic means
of achieving the end aimed for. However, as Marsden has stated, this techni43
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que will not be effective in categorising content for discrimination at all times
as it is a relatively simple process to use non standard port numbers such as
disguising P2P as WWW content using port 80. Therefore DPI would appear
to be the least drastic means (but still quite a drastic means) of achieving the
end of categorising packets to enable discrimination. Therefore, using DPI as a
means for discrimination of Internet traffic will fulfil Article 6 of the Directive
as long as certain precautions are taken. These being, firstly that the data be
collected directly for discrimination, or if not it must be disclosed that the
data collected for some other purpose will be further used for discrimination.
And secondly, there must not be more data processed than is strictly necessary
for the aim of successfully categorising Internet traffic for discrimination. As
stated above, R2D2 networks may not need to utilise DPI techniques if IP addresses and flags can suffice. But if such over the top services become popular
with consumers there is likely to be some attempts to get prioritised service
without paying for it. Companies might fake flags on their packets or copy a
privileged IP address. Then using non-personal data will not be sufficient and
DPI techniques may be required to make the system work correctly. In this
arms war scenario the least drastic means would slowly ramp up in correlation
with the sophistication of parties who scam the system.
The data processing operation also has to fulfil Article 7 of the Directive.
This lays down several specified situations were processing will be allowed, the
presumption being that processing will not be allowed unless at least one of
these is fulfilled. The most relevant of these are (a), (b), (e) and (f).
Article 7(a) states that processing can only take place when the data subject
has given their “unambiguous” consent to the processing. Article 7(b) runs
along similar lines in that processing can take place if it is necessary for the
performance of a contract. In the case of the relationship between ISPs and
their customers, any consent will be in the form of a contract setting out the
user’s consent to the processing of their personal data, so these can both be
taken together.
If the data is judged as coming under a “special category of data” as defined by Article 8(1), as discussed above, then the processing of these data is
even stricter. There are five reasons why such data can be processed, the only
relevant one being 8(2)(a) which requires “explicit” consent from the data
subject. This goes further than “unambiguous” consent as required for the
processing of normal personal data under Article 7(a). If the data are classed
as falling into one of these special categories then the legitimate reasons under
Article 7 no longer apply, so the only valid reason for processing these data
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for discrimination of Internet content, pursuant to the DPD, would be 8(2)(a),
namely explicit consent.44
Consent is defined by Article 2(h) of the Data Protection Directive, and
states that consent must be “freely given specific and informed indication of
his wishes... to personal data being processed.” Various factors must be taken into account when deciding whether an indication of consent can satisfy
those criteria. For consent to be informed there must be sufficient notice of
the processing that is going to take place.45 In the case of ISP discrimination
of Internet traffic this would have to lay out the data which will be monitored
by the ISP when using their particular DPI system. Freely given consent means
that there must be no coercion to agree to a certain processing operation. This
implies that there must be real alternatives to the data subject which won’t see
them incur penalties.46 However, as Bygrave and Schartum put it:
The degree of choice presupposed by these mechanisms will often not be present
for certain services or products, particularly those offered by data controllers in
a monopoly (or near-monopoly) position.47

The level of competition in the ISP market differs between jurisdictions.
However, for a market such as that in the US, where the vast majority of
home users have to choice of just two providers, there clearly isn’t the choice
of ISP to be able to give consent freely. European markets are generally more
competitive, but in some rural areas the choice afforded to the user will be severely limited. Given the (ever growing) importance of an Internet connection
in the modern world the choice between Internet that processes vast amounts
of personal data and no Internet connection is not an equal choice. The user
will definitely be at a severe disadvantage if they choose not to allow personal
data processing in such a situation. Where there is more competition consent
may be able to be freely given depending on the choices available. However
if monitoring becomes the norm and all ISPs utilise the same DPI technology
then the choice afforded to the users will once more be non-existent.
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Where monitoring is done by an access provider other than the users ISP
(for instance a tier 1 backbone provider) then there will be no direct relationship between user and provider and thus consent will not be evident. It can
be argued that there would be some form of implied consent by users as they
know that their Internet traffic will be transited by a number of other networks,
even if there is no way of predicting which networks exactly. However, implied
consent cannot constitute a valid consent under the DPD. Even if implied consent could constitute consent this is not a valid argument, as the user has no
choice regarding the route their data takes across the Internet. They cannot
specify a route which doesn’t have any monitoring technology installed. Here
the choice would again have to be Internet connection or no Internet connection, which is not a valid choice for the user to make. Further to that, as I have
stressed above, some data will be sensitive personal data, and this requires the
higher standard of explicit consent. Given that the user will not know over
which networks their communications will travel it is impossible for them to
give their explicit consent to the processing of that data. Therefore, due to
the existence of some sensitive data amongst Internet traffic, consent cannot
be given for categorising data for discrimination of any kind when done by a
network other than the user’s ISP en route from sender to receiver. Consent
can only be a justification for processing personal data when it is conducted
by the user’s ISP.48
If a user has paid for prioritised service, as would be the case when accessing over the top services on an R2D2 network, then this should be considered
as them consenting to that service. If there is full disclosure by either the content provider, or more likely the user’s ISP, then this will be entirely sufficient to
allow the data processing to take place. If however, the processing that might
take place (again this is presuming that personal data processing is required
for R2D2 networks) is not explained to the user then consent is not informed
and thus not valid. When we are talking about content there is less of an argument that the choice between accessing the content and not accessing the
content is not a real choice. There are always going to be some services which
people aren’t going to access either due to cost or privacy concerns, but these
are by no means as fundamental to society as an Internet connection. This assumption can, however, be tempered depending on the content on offer. Public
broadcasters (NRK, the BBC) are in a different situation to private entities and
such content providers will likely have to provide the same range of content
to users without any prioritisation as well if they decide to offer prioritised
services.
48

P Ohm, “The Rise and Fall of Invasive ISP Surveillance”, University of Illinois Law Review
2009, available at http://ssrn.com/abstract=1261344at pg 63–65.
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Article 7(e) provides for processing where it is “necessary for the performance of a task carried out in the public interest...”. For this to be valid grounds
for processing the smooth running of the telecommunications network would
have to be considered as in the public interest. Even if that were the case this
would only prove a valid grounds when the data was processed to make the
network run smoothly (traffic management) not when the processing is for
the economic interests of the controller (discrimination). This further discrimination would be considered a secondary purpose to the primary intention
of a smooth running network and thus the data could not be processed for
discrimination in accordance with the specification principle in Article 6(b).
Article 7(f) states that:
Personal data may be processed only if processing is necessary for the purposes of
the legitimate interests pursued by the controller or by the third party or parties
to whom the data are disclosed, except where such interests are overridden by
the interests for fundamental rights and freedoms of the data subject which
require protection under Article 1(1). (emphasis added)

This catch all clause introduces a balancing exercise between the interests of
the controller and the rights of the user. In the case of network discrimination,
ISPs have a legitimate interest in processing the data for traffic management.
However this interest must be deemed greater than the users’ fundamental
right to “privacy with respect to the processing of personal data”.49 The balancing test would have to take into account the degree to which the technology
involved interferes with the user’s privacy. As I have stated earlier, there are
different methods of categorising packets for discrimination. From the literature on DPI there seems to be a correlation between privacy invasiveness and
effectiveness of the technology. For instance the least privacy invasive method
of categorising packets is looking at the port number. This port number is not
privacy invasive in itself as it is simply a number relating to application that
is being used. However, this isn’t a very effective method as spoofing of port
numbers is relatively easy. The most privacy invasive method is a very deep
monitoring of the contents of the packet to determine what kind of data it is.
This also happens to be the most effective form of discriminating which can
only be beaten with the use of encryption tools. So the privacy concerns of the
users fall on a continuum between the two extremes and this then has to be
balanced with the interests of the ISP.
ISPs have two main interests, although these do overlap considerably. The
first is the smooth running of their network. This has obvious economic be49

Article 1(1) Data Protection Directive.
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nefits as a functioning network attracts more customers. This is also in the
interests of the users as they want and will be paying for access to a working
Internet which isn’t clogged up with traffic. The second interest of ISPs is to
maximise their profits by extracting money from different markets. This would
be creating the walled garden Internet described in Section 2. Here they can extract money from content providers and users who want a guaranteed quality
of service above and beyond simple Internet access. In this case there is little benefit to the users as they will not be able to access the content that they wish to.
It will be even more disadvantageous to users who are not willing, or cannot
afford, to pay for a guaranteed service. However in these situations, everyone’s
personal data will need to be processed even if this is to the users’ detriment. In
short, the ISPs’ interest in extracting more money in this way is directly contradictory to the users’ interests in a fully open and accessible Internet.
Therefore, considering the interests of both sides, it is hard to see that the
most privacy invasive methods of DPI used to garner an extra income for ISPs
will ever outweigh the interests of the data subject. On the other hand, utilising shallow packet inspection techniques, such as using the port number as
the basis for discrimination, is not at all privacy invasive as port numbers are
not personal data. There can be no argument against this method. The difficulty lies in between these two extremes, within the range of techniques there will
become a point where the privacy interests of the user will begin to overtake
the interests of the ISP and it is at this point where the processing of personal
data is no longer justified. Where this point lies is not clear, and I would suggest that any privacy invasion for the extra profits for ISPs would be hard to
justify as there is a clear detriment to a large number of users. This applies to
both positive and negative discrimination as defined by Marsden, even where
positive discrimination is utilised, all traffic must still be monitored to discover
which packets should be put into the fast lane. But, again, in terms of over the
top services, there won’t be very many situations where such services will be
offered without payment and thus the consent of the user. This may not be the
case where over the top services are offered free of charge, but this would seem
an unusual business model, unless it is a public broadcaster such as NRK or
the BBC that are using R2D2 networks to deliver their content. Here consent
might not be apparent as any user could access it any point without having
entered into a contract with the content provider and thus consented to their
ISP prioritising services from that particular content provider.
Therefore, it seems to follows from the DPD that, the only justification for
processing personal data for discrimination of Internet traffic (except for reasonable traffic management) is with the users’ consent. And this can only be given where there is a suitable choice for the user to make. At its most basic, the
choice between having their personal data processed and having no Internet
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connection is not a suitable choice, but the choice between accessing or not
accessing certain content could be considered as a valid choice, depending on
the type of content. This means that any other networks which transit the traffic between sender and recipient will not be able to process personal data for
reasons other than reasonable traffic management because it would be impossible for them to have the users unambiguous, or indeed explicit consent, to
such processing. There may be an argument that some forms of DPI should
be allowed for categorising data without the need for consent, these being the
least privacy invasive available. However, as I have mentioned earlier some
communications on the Internet will contain sensitive personal data. If some
of the data is classed as sensitive then no monitoring can take place without
consent as any monitoring will necessarily catch the sensitive data as well.
If the continuous monitoring of communications becomes standard, either
through government mandate for security reasons or for the purposes of ever
more fine-grained user profile creation for behavioural advertising, the most
privacy invasive techniques will likely be used for traffic management and
discrimination. If the technology is already installed in the network and being
used for one purpose then it will be very tempting for the ISPs to utilise this
technology to their own ends as well as others.

4.1.2 Privacy of Electronic Communications
Paul Ohm has written about the potential for DPI to constitute an illegal search under US federal and state wiretap laws,50 no such analysis has been done
in Europe. I will therefore use the US example as indicative of what could be
expected in the EU, the two provisions on either side of the Atlantic are similar
in scope.
Ohm notes that, although Network Neutrality and “Network nonScrutiny”51 don’t match up perfectly, there is a significant enough overlap
to enable wiretap regulations to restrict ISPs in “total monitoring” which is
required for full scale discrimination. The US wiretap laws still allow some
scrutiny to take place. They only apply to the actual contents of the packets
involved, so shallow packet inspection is still allowed under the wiretap rules.
This enables ISPs to monitor data in the packet header such as IP address and
port number, but not the actual content of the communication:

50

51

See e.g. The Federal Wiretap Law 1968 Pub. L. No. 90–350. 82 Stat. 197. as amended by the
Electronic Communications Privacy Act 1986 Pub. L. No. 99–508. 100 Stat. 1848; and the
Pen Register Act 18 U.S.C. § 3121.
Wiretap regulations applied to electronic communications networks.
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In a sense, net non-scrutiny gives the ISP one bite of the apple. ISPs may scrutinise
(and thus discriminate) between packets so long as the level of scrutiny is low,
which may work before the arms race has begun. But once low scrutiny fails to
work – because users have started using counter-measures – providers lose the
ability to discriminate legally.52

Similar provisions on the privacy of communications can be found in the
Directive on Privacy and Electronic Communications.53 Article 5(1) of the
Directive states that:
Member states shall ensure the confidentiality of communications and related
traffic data by means of a public communications network and publicly
available electronic communications services... In particular, they shall prohibit
listening, tapping, storage or other kinds of interception or surveillance
of communications and the related traffic data by persons other than users,
without the consent of the concerned.” (emphasis added)

A user is defined as “any natural person using a publicly available electronic
communications service...”.54
There are exceptions to the rule laid out in Article 5(1). These are contained within Article 15(1) of the same directive. They are the usual exemptions
to the European privacy regime including those measures which are “necessary, appropriate and proportionate within a democratic society”. This includes national security concerns and the “prevention, investigation, detection,
and prosecution of criminal offences or of unauthorised use of the electronic
communication system.”
DPI clearly falls under the remit of Article 5(1). It is both intercepting and
‘listening’ to the users’ communication on the Internet. Therefore, for DPI to
be allowed it must fall under one of the exceptions in Article 15(1), or be with
the consent of the user. There will be times when a network operator becomes
aware of certain specific illegal activities going on in their network. In these
cases the monitoring, listening, and recording of the content will be legitimate
as it will be in the process of investigating and prosecuting a criminal offence.
ISPs may also be able to rely on the exceptions for prevention and detection of
criminal offences if they wish to maintain constant monitoring of communications, rather than as a response to a confirmed threat. However this would
then have to be necessary, appropriate and proportionate in a democratic so52
53
54

Ohm, 2009 at 1493.
Directive 2002/58/EC.
Article 2(1).
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ciety. It is hard to see that monitoring all communications of all Internet users
just in case they are performing some illegal act, such as copyright infringement, being judged to be proportionate. This is following the interest balancing test as describe under Article 7(f) of the Data Protection Directive. It may
be reasonable to allow DPI to be utilised if the ISP, the police or a copyright
holder have a reason to suspect a certain user is performing illegal acts and gets
a warrant from court, but it would not be reasonable to monitor everyone at
all times. The threat to users’ privacy is too great for mere economic benefits
for network access providers. However, again, it could be argued that DPI
for reasonable traffic management to combat the threat of congestion on the
network could be seen as “necessary, appropriate and proportionate within a
democratic society”. As mentioned earlier, when considering this test under
the Data Protection Directive, the Internet has become a fundamental part of
modern life in a democratic society, so keeping it running is in the interests
of society as a whole. Discrimination and economic benefit for ISPs is not.55
Article 5(1) will still prevent positive discrimination as well as negative discrimination unless consent can be found.
Consent is a justification for monitoring a user’s communications as is stated in Article 5(1) above. Article 2(f) of the Directive makes it clear that consent
is to be understood in the same way as in the Data Protection Directive, which
is discussed above.56 It is, however, not clear whether the distinction between
personal data and sensitive personal data is recognised under the Directive on
Privacy and Electronic Communications. Again, as with the DPD, consent can
be given between the user and their ISP as long as there is a real alternative to
the data processing carried out by that ISP. This consent can cover both classes
of data as long as it is explicit. As stated above, there can be no consent for
monitoring by other network providers en route from sender to receiver. This
is either due to the lack of choice the user has over the route their data will take
or due to the requirement for explicit consent if the distinction between personal data and sensitive personal data is recognised. They cannot choose to have
their data sent over networks which do not monitor at all. For monitoring to
occur on, for example, tier 1 backbone networks, it will have to be through the
exceptions listed in Article 15(1), most notably for national security.

55
56

See section 4.1.1 above.
See section 4.1.1 above.
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Electronic Communications Law

The provision of Internet access by an ISP falls in the definition of Electronic
Communications service as defined by Article 2(c) of the Framework Directive.57
Therefore Internet access is covered by the Electronic Communications regime in the EU. The regime includes the Framework Directives and the
specific directives;58 the most pertinent for this section are the Framework
Directive and the Access Directive. The Directive on Privacy and Electronic
Communications has been discussed alongside the privacy concerns related
to Network Neutrality above. The whole regime has recently gone through a
comprehensive review and after much political disagreements over what shape
reforms should take59 a package was agreed to in December 2009. Two directives60 update the old directives in accordance with the review on the performance of the Directives since their inception. These reforms came into force
on the 26th May 2011.
To begin with it is important to contrast the position of ISPs and other
Internet access providers and content providers. As mentioned above, ISPs fall
under electronic communications service providers (Article 2(c) Framework
Directive) and, depending on the situation, electronic communications network
providers (Article 2(a) Framework Directive). An electronic communications
service is a service which “consists wholly or mainly in the conveyance of signals on electronic communications networks... It does not include information
society services... which do not consist wholly or mainly in the conveyance
of signals on electronic communications networks.” It is clear that ISPs fall
under this definition. Their role, at its most basic, is to convey data between
content providers and end users. An ISP will also be an electronic communications network provider where it owns the means through which the signals
reach the user. So, for example, the old incumbent telecommunications provider (Telenor, BT, etc), Mobile network operators (Telenor, Vodafone, etc), and
cable network owners (Canal+, Virgin Media, etc) all fall under this definition.
This can be important when it comes to imposing Significant Market Power
regulations which I will come back to later.

57
58

59
60

Directive 2002/21/EC on a common regulatory framework for electronic communications
networks and services.
Directive 2002/19/EC, the Access Directive; Directive 2002/20/EC, the Authorisation
Directive; Directive 2002/22/EC, The Universal Service Directive; and Directive 2002/58/EC,
the Directive on Privacy and Electronic Communications.
See Marsden, 2010, Chapter 5.
Directive 2009/136/EC, reforming the Universal Service Directive and the Directive on Privacy
and Electronic Communications; and Directive 2009/140/EC, amending the Framework
Directive, the Access and Interconnection Directive, and the Authorisation Directive.
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Some ISPs also create and host their own content, this, however, along with
content providers in general does not fall into this definition. Content providers receive and initiate signals on an electronic communications network,
they do not convey them.
Information society services are defined in Article 1(2) of the Information
Society Directive61 which states:
2). “service”: any Information Society service, that is to say, any service normally provided for remuneration, at a distance, by electronic means and
at the individual request of a recipient of services. For the purposes of this
definition:
–– “at a distance”: means that the service is provided without the parties
being simultaneously present,
–– “by electronic means”: means that the service is sent initially and received at its destination by means of electronic equipment for the processing (including digital compression) and storage of data, and entirely
transmitted, conveyed and received by wire, by radio, by optical means
or by other electromagnetic means,
–– “at the individual request of a recipient of services”: means that the service is provided through the transmission of data on individual request.
These definitions covers activities which are carried out over the Internet,
for instance access to content on the WWW, VOD services provided over the
Internet such as TV2 Sumo or the BBC iPlayer, and P2P file sharing such as
that using the BitTorrent system.
So, in short, ISPs are providers of electronic communications service providers and possibly electronic communications network providers. Content
providers fall under the category of information society services.
With those definitions in mind I can now look at whether there are any
provisions in the regime which attempt to enshrine Network Neutrality as a
legal principle, in other words, protect the current neutral Internet. It has been
suggested by the European Commission that it is already possible for National
Regulatory Authorities (NRAs)62 to “prevent any blocking of information society services, or degradation in the quality of transmission”.63 The commission suggests that Article 5(1) of the Access directive is where such protection
61
62
63

Directive 98/34/EC laying down a procedure for the provision of information in the field of
technical standards and regulations, as amended by Directive 98/48/EC.
The national bodies responsible for regulating the electronic communications regimes.
Review of the EU Regulatory Framework for electronic communications networks and services.
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can be found. However, it is unclear whether this is actually the case.64 Article
5(1) of the Access Directive states:
“National regulatory authorities shall, acting in pursuit of the objectives set out
in Article 8 of [the Framework Directive], encourage and where appropriate
ensure, in accordance with the provisions of this directive, adequate access and
interconnection, and interoperability of services, exercising their responsibility
in a way that promotes efficiency, sustainable competition, efficient investment
and innovation], and gives the maximum benefit to end users.” (emphasis added)

So for NRAs to act under Article 5(1) they must be promoting one of the aims
set out in Article 8 of the Framework Directive. These are split into three main
categories: Article 8(2) concerns promoting competition at the level of electronic communications networks and services; Article 8(3) concerns promoting
the development of the internal market; and Article 8(4) deals with promoting
the interests of European citizens. Network Neutrality cannot fit into either
of the first two categories. As I stated earlier content providers are not classified as electronic service providers so cannot be protected by provisions dealing solely with those services, associated facilities does not include content.65
Previous to the review and the subsequent reforms, nothing in Article 8(4)
helped with Network Neutrality either. This subcategory deals with things
such as data protection and privacy (Article 8(4)(c)) and the provision of clear
information (Article 8(4)(d)). However the, following the amendments, a new
aim has been added, Article 8(4)(g) states that:
8(4). The national regulatory authorities shall promote the interests of the
citizens of the European Union by inter alia:
		(...)
(g) promoting the ability of end users to access and distribute information
and run applications and services of their choice.
This clearly pertains to Network Neutrality. It indicates that, to an extent,
negative network neutrality concerns should be protected by the NRAs.
However, it would appear to only go so far as promoting simple access to
content, so could only covers outright blocking rather than throttling or de64

65

A view shared by the IERG in its Response to Review of Regulatory Framework: “there is
some uncertainty about whether existing provisions of the Access Directive are sufficient to
deal with the blocking of information society services, especially in cases when these information society services could not be classified as electronic communications services”, Pg 26.
Framework Directive, Article 2(e).
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grading. It could be argued that degrading access to a type of content below
which is necessary to make it function satisfactorily would also constitute denying access to the content. Positive network neutrality concerns are not affected by this aim except possibly where the Internet connection is so poor as
to not leave enough bandwidth for access to other services when a prioritised
service is used. I will now go on to look at what NRAs can do to promote the
aims in Article 8.
Article 5(1) gives the NRAs the responsibility to “encourage and ... ensure
access and interconnection, and interoperability”. Access is defined by Article
2(a) of the Access Directive:
2(a) “access” means the making available of facilities and/or services, to
another undertaking, under defined conditions, ... for the purpose of providing
electronic communications services, including when they are used for the
delivery of information society services... (emphasis added).

This is obviously an attempt to give NRAs the power to promote 8(4)(g) above. However, the wording is far from clear in giving them the power to force
access to ISPs’ networks by content providers. “[I]ncluding when they are used
for the delivery of information society services” defines a subcategory of electronic communications services, and as I have stated above, “electronic communication services” does not include information society services. An electronic communications service which is used for the delivery of information
society services is basically an ISP. So, following the wording directly there are
no powers attributed to NRAs to force access to an ISP by a content provider.
An alternative potential avenue for Network neutrality regulation can be
found in Article 22 of the Universal Service Directive. The third paragraph of
the Article states that:
3. In order to prevent the degradation of service and the hindering or slowing
down of traffic over networks, Member States shall ensure that national
regulatory authorities are able to set minimum quality of service requirements
on an undertaking or undertakings providing public communications networks.

Again, this does not create any concrete legal obligations on Member States or
NRAs, save that member States must allow NRAs to set minimum quality of
service requirements if they so wish.66 It is still unclear as to how NRAs will
66

The Article goes on to give the NRAs the responsibility to notify the commission of any requirements that may be put in place and to ”take the utmost account” of any feedback from
the commission.
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respond to this provision, whether they will be eager to provide such a minimum requirement; let the market do its job; or feel that it is yet more work an
underfunded, understaffed organisation so are unwilling act on it.
If NRAs do act upon this Article then this has the potential to enshrine
the entire of Marsden’s negative network neutrality concerns into law. Thus
making Negative Network Neutrality a legal principle in itself in those jurisdictions where NRAs have acted. Of course, such minimum requirements are
likely to be lower than the capacity of an Internet connection will allow, thus
permitting throttling a connection to an extent. But if the minimum level is set
high enough then the ability to throttle a connection to the extent required to
effect user choice, either to be able to extract more money from the consumer
or from the content provider, then there will be less or no motivation for ISPs
to throttle connections in the search for new revenue streams.

4.2.1 Norway
One NRA which has taken the opportunity to act on Network Neutrality concerns is Norway. The Post- og teletilsynet (NPT), the Norwegian telecommunications regulator, has released a set of guidelines “to ensure that the Internet
remains an open and non-discriminatory platform”. There are three principles
which should be followed, these generally follow the definitions of Network
Neutrality given by the Congressional Research Service and by the FCC. They
can be summarised as follows:
1. Internet users are entitled to an Internet connection with a predefined capacity and quality
2. Internet users are entitled to an Internet connection that enables them to:
a) Send and receive content of their choice
b) Use services and run applications of their choice
c) Connect hardware and use software of their choice that do not harm the
network
3. Internet users are entitled to an Internet connection that is free of discrimination with regard to type of application, service or content or based on
sender and receiver address.67
In the guidelines, under principle 3, the non-discrimination principle is qualified by a number of exceptions. These are for, amongst others, normal traffic
67

“Network Neutrality: Guidelines for a Neutral Internet”, 24th February 2009, NPT, available at http://www.npt.no/ikbViewer/Content/109604/Guidelines%20for%20network%20
neutrality.pdf. Norsk: http://www.npt.no/ikbViewer/Content/109607/Retningslinjer_for_
nettn%C3%B8ytralitet.pdf.
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management and, most importantly for R2D2 networks, for quality of service for certain applications and where the user has consented to the prioritisation of traffic over their connection. Firstly, where a certain application
requires quality of service an ISP is not prohibited from doing this under the
Guidelines. The Guidelines give two non-exhaustive examples of such applications, namely video and telephony. Secondly, when it comes to the consent of
the user, the NPT’s definition of consent seems to be in agreement with that of
the Data Protection Directive. There must be full notification of the prioritisation services available and that “the users have a real opportunity to choose an
Internet connection without prioritisation”.68 But, again, because of the need
for consent there can only be prioritisation over the ISPs network, not other
networks, such as tier 1 backbone networks, which happen to transit the data
packets on their way from sender to recipient.

4.3

E-Commerce Law

In a number of jurisdictions69 ISPs have been granted a certain limit in their
liability when it comes to the content which is delivered over their networks.
The E-Commerce Directive70 sets out 3 areas where an ISPs liability will be
limited: “Mere Conduit” (Article 12); “Caching” (Article 13); and “Hosting”
(Article 14). It also explicitly states that there shall be no general obligation
placed upon ISPs to monitor its users’ use of its network (Article 15). This pattern is followed in The US under the Digital Millennium Copyright Act 1998
(DMCA), ISP liability is dealt with in Title II of the Act.
The most relevant of these provisions for Net Neutrality is Article 12 of
the Directive; that is treating ISPs as a mere conduit through which data pass
to the user.
The whole ISP limited liability regime has been implemented on the
presumption that ISP’s have no knowledge of what is travelling over their
networks and that to impose a duty to monitor all communications is both
technically infeasible and would have a major effect on end users privacy and
data protection rights. Recital 42 of the E-Commerce Directive states that the
“information society service provider has neither knowledge of nor control
over the information which is transmitted or stored.”

68
69
70

Principle 3 paragraph B.
EU, US, and Australia have been looked at.
Directive 2000/31/EC on certain legal aspects of information society services, in particular
electronic commerce, in the Internal Market.
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The same reasoning is given for providing ISPs with limited liability in
Australia. In the case of Roadshow Films v. iiNet,71 a case dealing with copyright infringement by means of the BitTorrent protocol, the ISP was held to
not be liable for the infringement on the grounds of its limited liability as a
mere conduit. In his judgement Cowdrey J alluded to the rationale behind the
liability rules a number of times, both in respect to the general nature of the
workings of the Internet and any reasonable steps that may be taken to prevent
copyright infringement by ISPs. “The [ISP] cannot monitor them [infringing
copyright] or prevent them from doing so”.72 “Whether the alleged authoriser
has the relevant control or power to prevent the infringements will be determined by the factual matrix present in each case”.73 Knowledge and the power
to prevent illegal acts are heavily relied on throughout the judgement.74 Finally
“due to the transitory nature of the transmission, [an ISP] cannot independently verify the infringing nature of the transmission”.75
Even though this area of law isn’t directly applicable to Net Neutrality
as such, if ISPs were to begin discriminating against certain types of traffics
as described above it could easily be argued that the situation which enables
them to enjoy limited liability may be negated. If DPI were to be deployed as
standard throughout the network for the purposes of content discrimination
then ISPs would have knowledge of the content being transmitted over their
networks and with the ability to block, throttle, etc they would have the power to prevent such infringement. By implementing a regime of discrimination
ISPs may unwittingly be opening themselves up to increased liability over the
content which passes over their network. As Christopher Marsden puts it: “As
mere cyphers (sic) for content, [ISPs] are protected; should they engage in any
filtering of content they become liable. Thus, masterly inactivity except when
prompted by law enforcement is the economically most advantageous policy
open to them”.76
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Roadshow Films Pty Ltd v. iiNet Limited (No.3) [2010] FCA 24.
Ibid at 403.
Ibid at 419.
See e.g. ibid at 465, 505 & 561.
Ibid at 594.
Marsden, 2010, at 2739.
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5

Conclusion

Generally Network Neutrality is not protected by any specific regulation in
Europe. Norway is the exception here where Network Neutrality is voluntarily protected by the NPT’s Guidelines. However, this does leave the door open
for discrimination with the consent of the user, thus not prohibiting R2D2 style networks form providing over the top content services on a prioritised basis.
This form of regulation, by national NRAs rather than by the EU as a whole,
could become more prevalent when the new Electronic Communications reforms are incorporated into national law in 2011.
Network Neutrality is regulated indirectly by a number of different areas
of law. Some of these have yet to be rigorously applied to the circumstances,
either through court decisions, or further academic research. However, from the
plain reading of the various Directives relating to privacy (the Data Protection
Directive and the Directive on Privacy of Electronic Communications), it seems clear that Network Neutrality is indirectly regulated to an extent. Only
the customer’s ISP will probably be allowed to use personal data to prioritise
traffic for financial gain, and then only with the consent of the user (which
requires there be “open Internet access” available to the customer also). Other
ISPs in the chain between sender and recipient will probably not be allowed to
use personal data to discriminate for financial gain as there will be no means
of garnering consent from the user. Such actions cannot be justified as being
more important than the users interests in privacy so will fall foul of the Data
Protection rules and constitute and illegal interception under the Directive on
Privacy of Electronic Communications.77 So, for R2D2 networks, an improved
QoE through prioritisation, and thus going against some views of Network
Neutrality, will have to pay attention to the privacy related rules. Account will
have to be taken of where the prioritisation takes place and exactly what data
is required to provide services. Obviously, the less data required for prioritising some data the better and if no personal data is required at all, then the
privacy concerns are not at all relevant.
The Electronic Communications regime will regulate against certain forms
of negative network neutrality breaches by instigating a minimum quality
of service below which ISPs will not be allowed to degrade communications
over Internet. This will, to an extent stop ISPs from blocking content and
degrading too far, but will still leave considerable scope for degrading below
the quality of other services available over the network. Finally, whilst not
affecting Network Neutrality directly, the limited liability provisions under
77

The situation regarding illegal interception by DPI technology without consent will be clearer
after the Phorm proceedings of the EU Commission are completed.
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the E-Commerce regime in the EU78 may provide some solace for Network
Neutrality advocates as ISPs may be reluctant to implement the kind of monitoring for the worst cases of discrimination as such monitoring may lead to
them being liable for, amongst other things, breaches of copyright perpetrated
by their customers.
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ANTICIPATING CONFLICT – AN EVALUATION OF THE NEW
GTLD DISPUTE RESOLUTION SYSTEM
Kevin McGillivray1

Abstract
The Internet Corporation for Assigned Names and Numbers (“ICANN”) has
implemented an ambitious programme to expand the domain name system.
The programme will make available new generic-Top-Level-Domain names
(“gTLDs”). New gTLDs, the letters after the last dot in a web address (i.e.
<.org>), will be available to applicants able to meet ICANN’s demanding application requirements. As part of the expansion, ICANN has drafted a guidebook (“AGB”) providing the rules and standards for obtaining a new gTLD.
The AGB includes dispute resolution measures aimed at protecting parties
with existing legal rights in the expansion process. The following paper considers the dispute resolution systems in the AGB for objecting to or blocking
new gTLDs. The AGB contains systems for resolving disputes prior to the
launch of a gTLD, and after a gTLD has been issued. The focus of this article is
largely on the rights of parties to challenge new gTLDs during the application
process, prior to delegation or “launch” of a new gTLD.

1. Introduction
After much discussion, planning, and conflict, the Internet Corporation for
Assigned Names and Numbers (“ICANN”) has implemented a programme
with the potential to greatly expand domain name offerings on the Internet.
1
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Expansion of generic-Top-Level-Domain names (“gTLDs”), the letters after the last dot in a web address (i.e. <.com>), has been a long-term plan of
ICANN. ICANN’s goals of increasing competition, fostering innovation, and
providing users with greater choice are some of the central reasons for making available new gTLDs.2 The expansion of gTLD offerings is interesting to
brand owners, communities, and trade associations, among others. The new
gTLD expansion has also been a source of concern for trademark owners and
other rights holders.
Securing a new gTLD will require an extensive application process and
considerable capital.3 The requirements for obtaining a new gTLD are provided for in the Applicant Guidebook (“AGB”), which has been drafted by
ICANN to provide the “rules of the road” for the upcoming launch.4 The rules
provided in the AGB include guidelines for applicants, costs, and clarification
of much of the new gTLD delegation process.5 Among other systems designed
to protect parties and limit risks to users, the AGB provides a system for resolving disputes. In an attempt at effective dispute resolution, the AGB provides
for both ex ante and ex post dispute resolution procedures for new gTLDs.
In this paper, the focus is largely on the rights of parties to challenge new
gTLDs during the application process, prior to delegation or “launch” of a
new gTLD. Specifically, the paper provides analysis of “Module 3” of the
AGB, which contains the AGB’s objection-based system for dispute resolution.
The paper considers the present launch in the context of past expansions, concerns and tensions in the current expansion, and provides some comparison
to systems of online dispute resolution currently being used. The paper further
evaluates the standards and procedures provided for in the dispute resolution
procedure contained in Module 3 of the AGB. This evaluation considers practical aspects of the available objections and attempts to predict the challenges
they may present in expanding domain names.

2

3
4
5

Z Efroni, “Names as Domains, Names as Marks: Issues Concerning the Interface between
Internet Domain Names and Trademark Rights” in P Yu (ed), Intellectual Property and
Information Wealth: Issues and Practices in the Digital Age (Praeger Publishers, 2007), at 375.
The application window will last for 90 days while it may take between 9 to 20 months to
obtain a new gTLD. AGB, at 1.1.3.
ICANN, “gTLD Applicant Guidebook, Version 2012-06-04” (2012) available at http://
newgtlds.icann.org/en/applicants/agb, (accessed 6 Jun 2012).
Steps to delegation include an administrative check, initial evaluation, possible extended
evaluation, string contention check, and potential dispute resolution proceedings. ICANN,
“New gTLDs FAQs, v. 2.7.” available at http://newgtlds.icann.org/en/applicants/customerservice/faqs/faqs-en, (accessed 24 May 2012).
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2. Background: The Domain Name System
On the Internet, computers find each other using a string of numbers known as
an Internet Protocol (“IP”) address.6 IP addresses are essential to routing packets of data over the Internet.7 The Domain Name System (“DNS”) operates
based on a hierarchy of names and acts as a central system for routing traffic
on the Internet.8 The well-worn, but useful analogy is that the DNS system
operates as the Internet’s phonebook. Internet users can find the IP address
they need by locating the corresponding domain name.
By typing a domain name into a browser, an Internet user is able to locate websites with words or phrases instead of numbers. Although domain
names are not essential for finding locations on the Internet, they do provide for a more user-friendly method of navigation.9 For example, to access
the search engine Yahoo® an Internet user has the option of entering either
<209.191.122.70> or <www.yahoo.com>.10 A top-level domain (“TLD”) refers to part of a web address making up the two or more letters after the last
dot.11 For example, in the address <www.google.com>, <.com> is the TLD.
A second-level domain (“SLD”) name is directly to the left of the TLD, for
example <www.secondlevel.com>.12 Traditionally, the second level has been
the section of a domain name where a trademark such as Nike® is displayed
(i.e. <www.nike.com>). However, a trademark may also be placed at the Third
Level Domain (“thLD”) (i.e. <www.nike.free.com>).

6
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8

9

10
11
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L Bygrave and J Bing, Internet Governance: Infrastructure and Institutions (Oxford: OUP,
2009), at 150.
Ibid, 147–48.
S Alikhan and R Mashelkar, Intellectual Property and Competitive Strategies in the
21st Century 2nd ed (Alphen aan den Rijn: Wolters Kluwer, 2009), at 194; B Borchert,
“Imminent Domain Name: The Technological Land-Grab and ICANN’s Lifting of Domain
Name Restrictions” (2011) 45 Valparaiso University Law Review 505–549, at 508 available at http://scholar.valpo.edu/vulr/vol45/iss2/3 (accessed 28 Sept 2011) (stating that the
DNS is not a singular file, but is made up multiple networks).
L Bygrave and J Bing, Internet Governance: Infrastructure and Institutions (Oxford:
OUP, 2009), at 47. See also J Kesan and S Rajiv, “Fool Us Once Shame on You – Fool Us
Twice Shame on Us: What We Can Learn from the Privatizations of the Internet Backbone
Network and the Domain Name System” (2001) 79 Washington University Law Quarterly
89–220, at 89.
Yahoo! Inc., “Company Information” available at http://info.yahoo.com/center/us/yahoo/
(accessed 11 Nov 2011).
E Schierman, “Make Room for Trademark: What You Should Know About the New
Global Domain Names” (2010) 53-Feb Advocate 25–29, at 25.
L Bygrave and J Bing, Internet Governance: Infrastructure and Institutions (Oxford: OUP,
2009), at 148.
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Currently, available open gTLDs, among others, include <.com>, <.net>,
and <.org>.13 Not all gTLDs are open. For example, <.gov> is limited to the US
government.14 Specialised or “sponsored” top-level domain names like <.pro>
or <.jobs> represent a specific community and are only available to qualifying applicants.15 In addition to gTLDs, country code Top Level Domains
(“ccTLDs”) are also available. There are currently 250 ccTLDs while there
are only twenty-two gTLDs.16 Unlike gTLDs, the use and terms of ccTLDs are
controlled, to a certain extent, by agencies in individual countries.17 Countries
with catchy abbreviations, like <.co> (Columbia) and <.tv> (Tuvalu) have
made their ccTLDs available for registration by private parties located outside
of their boarders.18
Like the IP numbers they represent, domain names must also be unique.
The more memorable or well known a domain name is, the more valuable
it generally becomes.19 Domain names may also have significance outside of
their commercial application for culture, language rights, and multilingualism
on the Internet.20 New gTLDs, along with Internationalized Domain Names
(“IDNs”), could provide new avenues for cultural and linguistic expression.21
Domain names corresponding with well-known or famous trademarks are
highly sought after by both trademark owners and parties wishing to profit
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ICANN, “Top-Level Domains (gTLDs)” available at http://archive.icann.org/en/tlds/ (accessed 11 Nov 2012) (stating that “[d]omain names may be registered in...<.com, .net, and
.org> without restriction”).
Both .gov and .mil predate ICANN.
ICANN “Information Page for Sponsored Top-Level Domains” available at http://www.
icann.org/en/tlds/stld-apps-19mar04/ (accessed 22 Sept 2011).
Ibid.
J Swinson, “Domain Directors PTY Ltd v .AU Domain Administration LTD” (2010) 16
Computer Law Review 147–148, at 147. The actual management of the ccTLD may be carried out on a private basis.
Pfanner, Eric, “For Countries That Own Shorter Web Site Suffixes, Extra Cash from
Abroad,” N.Y. Times, (6 Feb 2011) available at http://www.nytimes.com/2011/02/07/
technology/07dotco.html?ref=internetcorpforassignednamesandnumbers (accessed 25 Mar
2011).
K Manheim and L Solum, “The Case for gTLD Auctions: A Framework for Evaluating
Domain Name Policy” (23 Mar 2003) available at http://ssrn.com/abstract=388780, at 27.
See also J Lipton, Internet Domain Names, Trademarks and Free Speech (Edward Elgar,
2010) 1–325, at 293.
D Mac Sithigh, “More than Words: The Introduction of Internationalized Domain Names
and the Reform of Generic Top-Level Domains at ICANN” (2010) 18 International Journal
of Law and Information Technology, 274–300.
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from the notoriety or recognition of the trademark.22 As many facets of the
modern economy continue to move online, a company’s domain name, which
is often at the core of its online image, has become an increasingly important
asset.23 Although domain names are still available in existing gTLD registries,
much of the beachfront property is occupied.24 Therefore, ICANN has decided
it is time to create a bigger beach.

3. ICANN and the Domain Name System
ICANN is a private, not-for-profit entity.25 Much of ICANN’s authority over
the Internet is derived from contracts or other agreements with the United
States Government (“USG”).26 In addition to other functions, ICANN plays
a central role in the coordination and management of the Domain Name
System.27 In its role as coordinator of the DNS, ICANN has expanded domain
names in the past. In the following section, I consider past gTLD expansions
and discuss the focus in the current round.
Although ICANN does not distribute domain names directly to users, it
does determine the TLDs that will ultimately be made available for distribution.28 ICANN makes its decisions based on the input of a wide community
consisting of private Internet users, businesses, governments, and an array
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K Manheim and L Solum, “An Economic Analysis of Domain Name Policy” (2004) Vol. 25
Hastings Communications and Entertainment Law Journal Vol. 25 317–452, 325. See also J
Lipton, Internet Domain Names, Trademarks and Free Speech (Edward Elgar, 2010) 1–325,
at 305 (arguing that domain names are the closest thing to real property available on the
Internet).
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Enduring Conflict between Trademark and Free Speech” (2011) 11 John Marshall Review of
Intellectual Property Law 1–58, at 43 available at http://www.jmripl.com/issues/article/256
(accessed 5 Jun 2012).
N Brown, “Six Degrees of Disputation New DRPs for New gTLDs on the Internet” (2012)
66 Dispute Resolution Journal 46–54, at 48.
J Weinberg, “Governments, Privatization and ‘Privatization’: ICANN and the GAC” (2011)
18 Michigan Telecommunications and Technology Law Review 189–218.
In 2009, the USG and ICANN entered into the Affirmation of Commitments (“AOC”)
available at http://www.icann.org/en/about/agreements/aoc (accessed 1 May 2012). See M
Froomkin, “Almost Free: An Analysis of ICANN’s ‘Affirmation of Commitments’” (2011)
9 Journal of Telecommunications and High Technology Law, 187–233, at 190–198.
Ibid. See also L Bygrave and J Bing, Internet Governance: Infrastructure and Institutions
(Oxford: OUP, 2009), at 150.
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of commercial and non-commercial interests.29 ICANN’s bottom-up, MultiStakeholder Model is a core principle of governance and is acknowledged in
important USG/ICANN agreements like the Affirmation of Commitments
(“AOC”).30 Consistent with the Multi-Stakeholder model, ICANN has incorporated advice and comments from its broad base of stakeholders into the
gTLD programme.
As a result of ICANN’s ability to determine available gTLDs, it plays an
essential role in the evolution of the Internet.31 By determining the TLDs available, ICANN controls, to a large extent, what the Internet will ultimately
look like to users. There are currently over 200 million domain names.32 What
the next 200 million look like may be significantly affected by the current
expansion.

3.1 Expansion of gTLD Names
ICANN has expanded gTLD offerings on two prior occasions.33 The first
gTLD expansion occurred in 2000 and included the gTLDs <.biz> and <.info>,
in addition to others.34 There was excitement regarding some of the proposed
gTLDs, particularly <.biz>.35 The new gTLD <.biz> was seen as a possible rival
to <.com>.
In the 2000 round, the ICANN board considered forty-four applications
for gTLDs, ultimately accepting seven of them.36 The process was described
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ICANN, “Groups” available at http://www.icann.org/en/groups (accessed 5 Jun 2012).
ICANN, “Affirmation of Commitments by the United States Department of Commerce and
the Internet Corporation for Assigned Names and Numbers” available at http://www.icann.
org/en/documents/affirmation-of-commitments-30sep09-en.htm (accessed 9 Sept 2011).
See e.g. ICANN, “About ICANN” available at http://www.icann.org/en/about/ (accessed 7
Mar 2011).
VeriSign, “Domain Name Industry Brief” (2010) available at http://www.verisigninc.com/
assets/Verisign_DNIB_Nov2010_WEB.pdf (accessed 11 Nov 2011).
W Kleinwachter, “High Noon in Singapore? ICANN‘s new gTLD program at a crossroads”
(2011) available at http://news.dot-nxt.com/2011/05/18/high-noon-in-singapore (accessed
17 Aug 2011) (stating that gTLDs predating ICANN are: <.com .edu .gov .int .mil .net .org
.arpa>). Prior to ICANN’s existence, Jon Postel planned to introduce 150 gTLDs.
Including gTLDs: <.aero .biz .coop .info .museum .name .pro>. ICANN, “List of gTLDs”
available at http://www.icann.org/tlds/app-index.htm (accessed 11 Feb 2011).
M Wang, “Regulating the Domain Name System: Is the ‘.Biz’ Domain Name Distribution
Scheme an Illegal Lottery?” (2003) 1 University of Illinois Law Review 245–288, at 263.
See also P Michael, “ICANN’s Implementation Recommendation Team for New gTLDs:
Safeguards Needed” (2009) 16.10 Progress & Freedom Foundation Progress on Point, at 2.
ICANN, “Criteria for Assessing TLD Proposals” (15 Aug 2000) available at http://archive.
icann.org/en/tlds/tld-criteria-15aug00.htm (accessed 5 May 2012).
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as “complex, expensive, and somewhat mysterious.”37 In one article, the
authors described the 2000 process as “no way to make law, sausage or domain name policy.”38 Among other criticisms of the process, gTLD applicants
had very little time to review staff recommendations and it was claimed that
“the Board’s discussion was based on trivial factors, such as whether a gTLD
string was ‘pronounceable.”39 ICANN’s failure to provide a more systematic
approach, which would have included rules that were clear and available to
gTLD applicants, created problems in the 2000 round. Thus it was necessary
to take a more measured and orderly approach in future expansions.
A second gTLD expansion took place in 2004. The 2004 expansion was
largely aimed at sponsored gTLDs, that is, domain names with restrictive eligibility requirements.40 The new gTLDs were targeted at specific groups by
using gTLDs such as <.travel> or <.pro>.41 Although the 2004 round certainly
added some choice, new gTLD names like <.museum> never quite took off.42
There was also considerable discussion and protest over the gTLD <.xxx>,
which was aimed at adult themed websites.43 Although <.xxx> was not accepted during the 2004 round, the name was ultimately cleared for use in 2011.44
As early as 2005, the Generic Names Supporting Organization (“GNSO”)
began discussing an open round of gTLD expansion. In October 2007, the
GNSO completed its policy development work on new gTLDs.45 On 16 June
37
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See Manheim and Solum (2004), at 410.
Ibid.
Ibid.
Ibid, 26.
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Sponsored Top-Level Domains” available at http://www.icann.org/tlds/stld-apps-19mar04/
(accessed 11 Feb 2011).
J Levine, “What are TLDs Good For?” (3 Jul 2009) available at http://www.circleIbid.
com/posts/20090703_what_are_tlds_good_for/ (accessed 30 Sept 2011) (maintaining that
“<.museum> is a noble failure, with only about 200 registrants, a lot of dead links, and
negligible visibility”).
ICANN, “XXX Comments,” available at http://forum.icann.org/lists/xxx-comments/ (accessed 28 Sept 2011). During consideration of the gTLD, ICANN received over 90000
email messages concerning the <.xxx> proposal.
M Helft, “Pornography Sites Will Be Allowed to Use .XXX Addresses,” N.Y. Times, Mar 18,
2011 available at http://www.nytimes.com/2011/03/19/technology/19domain.html?_r=1 (accessed 27 Sept 2011). See also R Richards and C Calvert, “Adult Websites and the Top-Level
Domain Debate: ICANN’s Adoption of .XXX Draws Adult-Industry Ire” (2011) 29 Cardozo
Arts and Entertainment Law Journal 527–556.
ICANN GNSO, “Final Report – Introduction of New Generic Top-Level Domains” (8 Aug
2007) available at http://gnso.icann.org/issues/new-gtlds/pdp-dec05-fr-parta-08aug07.htm
(accessed 16 Aug 2011). See also ICANN, “Factsheet” available at http://www.icann.org/
en/topics/new-gtlds/factsheet-new-gtld-program-20jul11-en.pdf (accessed 16 Aug 2011).
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2008, ICANN formally announced that it would allow new gTLDs and began
preparations for the expansion.46 The first version of the AGB was published
for public comment in October 2008.47 In the following three years, ICANN
continued to release various drafts of the AGB. The most recent version of the
AGB was released on 4 June 2012.48
A clear divergence from earlier rounds is the scope of the current procedure. Unlike the 2000 and 2004 rounds, it is expected that hundreds of new
gTLDs may be created. As noted by one author, it “has been one of the most
contentious and longest running disputes at ICANN.”49 Unlike the 2000 and
2004 rounds, with pre-determined offerings, the current “wide-open” expansion has brought with it a measure of concern, particularly for trademark
holders and brand owners.50
Based on the comprehensive AGB, the current round provides increased
structure compared to the 2000 round. Moving from a system of pre-defined
offerings to wide-open gTLDs should also allow for increased opportunity
compared to the 2004 expansion. However, this is not guaranteed. Even with
a high level of applicants, the number of new gTLDs that are able to survive
the application process may be substantially restricted, depending on how
broadly objections to new gTLDs are applied.
For businesses and individuals that missed out on the domain name of
their choice, the expansion may also provide something of a second chance
for a stronger online presence.51 Applicants may also be interested in entering
registry or registrar markets. Parties able to secure a popular gTLD will have
an opportunity for increased SLD name sales.52 Companies that secure their
own TLD domain will no longer have to fight to obtain their domain name of
46
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ICANN, “About the New gTLD Program” available at http://www.icann.org/en/topics/
new-gtlds/history-en.htm (accessed 11 May 2011).
K Rosette, “ICANN and Trademark Protection in New GTLDs” (2010) 223 Trademark
World 39–43; ICANN, “New gTLD Program: Draft Applicant Guidebook (Draft RFP)”
(24 Oct 2008) available at http://www.icann.org/en/topics/new-gtlds/draft-rfp-24oct08-en.
pdf (accessed 11 May 2011).
ICANN, “gTLD Applicant Guidebook Version 2012-06-04” available at http://newgtlds.
icann.org/en/applicants/agb, (accessed 6 Jun 2012).
M Froomkin, “Almost Free: An Analysis of ICANN’s ‘Affirmation of Commitments’”
(2011) 9 Journal of Telecommunications and High Technology Law, 187–233, at 225.
CH Farley, “Convergence and Incongruence: Trademark Law and ICANN’s Introduction
of New Generic Top-Level Domains” (2009) 25 John Marshall Journal of Computer &
Information Law 625–633.
B Borchert, “Imminent Domain Name: The Technological Land-Grab and ICANN’s Lifting
of Domain Name Restrictions” (2011) 45 Valparaiso University Law Review 505–549, at
506.
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choice for advertising campaigns. In short, new gTLDs have the potential to
provide the right applicants with substantial benefits.

4. Application of the gTLD Dispute Resolution Procedure (DRP)
4.1 Introduction
Minimising conflict by design has been a central theme in the creation of the
new gTLD application process. This section considers the new dispute resolution procedure provided for in the AGB. Based on its experiences during the
gTLD expansions of 200053 and 2004,54 ICANN gained insight into the legal,
technical, and political conflicts inherent in creating new gTLDs. As a result,
ICANN is arguably in a better position to implement an effective dispute resolution system in the current round. In the following section I provide an
overview of the new gTLD application process, with a particular focus on the
dispute resolution aspects provided for in Module 3. In evaluating the Module
3 systems, some comparison to the ex post approach taken by the Universal
Dispute Resolution Policy (“UDRP”) is valuable.55 Discussion of some of the
similarities (and differences) between the UDRP and the Module 3 dispute
resolution system is included in this section.

4.2 Overview of the New gTLD Procedure
The new gTLD programme will allow applicants to apply for a gTLD during
specified time periods or rounds. The first round of applications opened on 12
January 2012 and closed on 30 May 2012, receiving over 1900 applications.56
Applicants seeking a gTLD had the option to apply with either a “standard”
or a “community based” application.57
In order to obtain a new gTLD there are several hurdles that must be cleared. Many of the challenges are common to both gTLD application types.
53
54
55
56

57

Information including applications and guidebooks from the 2000 round available at http://
www.icann.org/en/tlds/app-index.htm (accessed 11 May 2011).
Information including applications and guidebooks from the 2004 round available at http://
www.icann.org/en/tlds/stld-apps-19mar04/ (accessed 11 May 2011).
ICANN, “Uniform Domain-Name Dispute-Resolution Policy” available at http://www.
icann.org/en/help/dndr/udrp (accessed 11 May 2011).
A Atallah, “New gTLD Update (30 May 2012)” ICANN, available at http://newgtlds.
icann.org/en/announcements-and-media/announcement-3-30may12-en (accessed 31 May
2012). Further rounds have not yet been scheduled.
AGB, at 1.2.3.1.
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First, applications for new gTLDs must pass a rigorous administrative check.
Applicants must also pay an $185,000 application fee.58 Applications that pass
the administrative check will then be posted on the ICANN website for public
comment.59 The comment period allows members of the Internet community,
without any specific interest, to raise concerns regarding new gTLDs. In addition to general comments, applications may receive an “Early Warning notice” from ICANN’s Governmental Advisory Committee (“GAC”).60 ICANN
will also consider factors like general business diligence and criminal history.61
Following the comment period and background screening, ICANN will conduct its Initial Evaluation (“IE”) of gTLD applications.62 In conducting the IE
of new gTLDs, the reviewing body will consider a variety of issues surrounding the application including similarity to existing applications, DNS stability,
and use of geographic names.
After the results of the IE are announced, parties have approximately seven
months to make formal objections.63 In addition to paying required fees, there
are two basic procedural requirements for making a formal objection.64 First,
the objection must be timely. Second, the objecting party must have standing.65
The standing requirements perform three functions which are determining general eligibility to make an objection, the objections available to a party, and
the dispute resolution service provider that will consider the objection.66 The
four grounds for an objection include: String Confusion, Legal Rights, Limited
Public Interest, and a Community Objection.67 In addition to objections based
on specific rights, ICANN has added a “GAC Advice on New gTLDs” procedure to Module 3. The GAC objection provides GAC members the opportunity to make a formal (or equivalent) objection, even though they would not
meet general standing requirements set out in Module 3.68 In addition to the
objections generated by private parties or organisations, ICANN will select an
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AGB, at 1.5.1. See AGB at 1.5.2 (providing additional fees for community application).
AGB, at 1.1.2.3.
AGB, at 1.1.2.4. The warning provides the applicant with notice that their application is seen
as “sensitive or problematic by one or more governments.”
AGB, at 2.1.1.
AGB, at 2.2.
AGB, at 1.1.2.6. See also ICANN, “Fact Sheet” (2011) available at http://archive.icann.org/
en/topics/new-gtlds/objection-dispute-resolution-fact-sheet-14dec11-en.pdf (accessed 4 Jun
2012).
AGB, at 1.5.2.
Dispute Resolution Procedures (hereinafter “DRP”), at Art. 1(d).
AGB, at 3.0–3.1. See also AGB, at. 3.2.1, 3.2.2.
AGB, at 3.2.1.
AGB, at 3.2.2.
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Independent Objector (“IO”) to make objections based on “the best interests
of the public who use the global Internet.”69
During objection proceedings, the objecting party bears the burden of
proof.70 Claims available to a third-party are dependent on the legal rights
of the objecting party. If a third-party has a sufficient basis for an objection
on more than one ground, they may include a combination of objections, or
even make multiple objections arising from the same circumstances. However,
the objections must be made to the appropriate provider. Although the policy
has been developed by ICANN, private dispute resolution service providers
(“DRSPs”) will carry out proceedings based on formal complaints.71
If an objection is successful, the new gTLD will be ineligible for further
review and will not be issued.72 For the party applying for a new gTLD, this
determination is dispositive. There is no appeal at this step of the process. The
party seeking a new gTLD may apply again in future rounds. For the party
making the objection, the dispute resolution is only one of several available
measures to protect their rights. If the objector does not succeed with their opposition to a new gTLD at the application stage, affected parties will still have
UDRP and other Rights Protection Measures (“RPMs”) available.73 However,
after the gTLD is issued, absent abuse of the gTLD, there is no clear avenue
for the objecting party to stop or “block” the new gTLD from proceeding.74

4.3 UDRP and the New gTLD Dispute Resolution Procedure
In 1999, ICANN drafted the UDRP as a means of combating cybersquatting
and quickly resolving disputes over domain names.75 Although the UDRP and
the new gTLD dispute resolution process have procedural and substantive differences, the UDRP provides a useful comparison when evaluating aspects of the
new gTLD system. The UDRP has been widely used to adjudicate domain name
disputes and uses standards that are similar to those in the new gTLD programme.76 All new gTLD applications are subject to the objection-based dispute reso69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76

AGB, at 3.2.5. The IO is limited to filing objections on the grounds of Limited Public Interest
and Community.
AGB, at 3.5.
AGB, at 3.2.3.
In the case of a string contention objection, the result may also include string contention
proceedings. See AGB, at 4.1.
AGB, at 5.4.1.
See AGB, at Module 5 (providing additional rights protection measures).
J Hörnle, Cross-border Internet Dispute Resolution (Cambridge: CUP, 2009), at 187.
ICANN, “GNSO Final Issue Report: the Current State of the UDRP” (3 Oct 2011) available at
http://gnso.icann.org/issues/udrp/udrp-final-issue-report-03oct11-en.pdf (accessed 5 Jun 2012).
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lution procedure in Module 3 of the AGB.77 ICANN’s authority to require both
the UDRP and the new gTLD dispute resolution procedure is derived from its
monopoly over the DNS.78 ICANN’s “jurisdiction” over UDRP domain name
determinations and new gTLD resolutions is essentially contractual.79
Both systems provide a form of online arbitration among other common
factors.80 For example, both procedures are drafted in a concise manner and
provide a specific and limited remedy.81 Under the UDRP, the remedy is limited
to cancellation or transfer of the domain name.82 Pursuant to the new gTLD
procedure, the remedy is limited to blocking a new gTLD.83 Additionally, both
systems have a simple substantive structure. As designed, the new gTLD system,
like the UDRP, is intended to allow access to unsophisticated parties or those
without legal representation.84 Both systems use private dispute resolution service providers instead of court systems. Both processes are relatively condensed
and provide the parties with rather short timeframes to respond to complaints.
In the case of the Module 3 policy, the respondent’s time frame is thirty days,
while the UDRP only provides the respondent with twenty days to answer.85
The UDRP policy also significantly differs from the Module 3 policy provided for in the AGB. One such difference is the time the objections are made available. Unlike the UDRP, the new gTLD proceedings in Module 3 take place
prior to the domain name being issued. At the point the Module 3 proceedings
77
78
79
80

81
82
83

84

85

AGB, at 3.2.1.
T Bettinger et al (eds), Domain Name Law and Practice: An International Handbook
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2005), at 947.
T Shahan, “The World Summit on the Information Society & the Future of Internet
Governance” (2006) 10 Computer Law Review & Technology Journal 325–355, at 334–35.
G Kaufmann-Kohler and T Schultz, Online Dispute Resolution: Challenges for Contemporary
Justice (Kluwer Law International 2004), at 6 (discussing the extensive use of the process
and the low number of UDRP appeals). But see K Komaitis, The Current State of Domain
Name Regulation: Domain Names As Second Class Citizens In A Mark-Dominated World,
(Abingdon: Routledge, 2010), at 89–91 (arguing that referring to the UDRP as arbitration
proceedings is a “common mistake” as “the UDRP is confusingly similar to arbitration as it
resembles its nature, but neither serves justice nor facilitates the parties’ needs”).
ICANN, “UDRP Procedure” available at http://www.icann.org/en/dndr/udrp/policy.htm
(accessed 23 Mar 2011).
Ibid, at point 3 (“Cancellations, Transfers, and Changes.”).
Ibid, at 4(i) (“The remedies available to a complainant pursuant to any proceeding before
an Administrative Panel shall be limited to requiring the cancellation of your domain name
or the transfer of your domain name registration to the complainant.”).
R Owens, “Domain-Name Resolution after Sallen v. Corinthians Licenciamentos &
Barcelona.com, Inc. v. Excelentisimo Ayuntameiento de Barcelona” (2003) 18 Berkeley
Technology Law Journal 257–274, at 265.
See Attachment to Module 3 Article 11(b) and UDRP Rule 5(a) available at http://www.
icann.org/en/help/dndr/udrp/rules (accessed 25 May 2012).
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may be utilised, the applicant has not been granted use of, or any rights to a
new gTLD. The UDRP policy considers complaints under a different distribution system. Unlike the Module 3 process, the UDRP does not consider domain names that are subject to a pre-approval. Stated differently, the secondlevel domain name being challenged pursuant to the UDRP has already been
issued, on a first-come-first-served-basis.86
The cost of obtaining a new gTLD is significantly higher than that of a
SLD name under an existing gTLD.87 As a group, those able to afford a new
gTLD are likely to have greater financial and legal resources available. Under
the UDRP, if a party does not agree with the decision rendered by a dispute
resolution provider, they have the option of pursuing the matter in court on a
de novo basis.88 The Module 3 process does not allow for de novo review. In
that regard, the decision from the DRSP is final.
The Module 3 gTLD process and the UDRP are not mutually exclusive or
separate processes in the life of a new gTLD. In the case of new gTLDs, the
UDRP will also be applicable. However, by allowing objections early in the
process, ICANN has provided interested parties with the means to protect intellectual property interests prior to infringement. Although drawing on some
of the properties of the UDRP, the Module 3 process remains distinct. In the
following sections I consider the individual objections themselves as provided
for in the new gTLD process. Where appropriate, comparisons to and analysis
of the UDRP takes place.

86
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See S Reed, “Sensible Agnosticism: An Updated Approach to Domain-Name Trademark
Infringement” (2011) 61 Duke Law Journal 212–250, at 222–25 (discussing the ease of the
registration process on a first-come-first-served basis).
For example the new gTLD application fee is $185,000, plus an annual ICANN fee
$25,000. AGB at 1.5.1. Other costs including registry back end and consulting fees will
vary widely depending on the applicant and use of the gTLD. New gTLD Site, “New gTLD
Cost” (8 Aug 2011) available at http://www.newgtldsite.com/new-gtld-Cost/ (accessed 21
May 2012).
D Sorkin, “Judicial Review of ICANN Domain Name Dispute Decisions” (2001) 18 Santa
Clara Computer and High Technology Law Journal 35–55, at 46. See also Barcelona.com,
Incorporated v Excelentisimo Ayuntamiento De Barcelona, (2003) 330 F.3d 617 (US 4th
Cir Ct App), at 626.
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5. Objection Based on Confusion between Potential gTLD “String” and
an Existing or Applied-for gTLD
Of the four objections provided for in the Module 3 procedure, there are two
that are particularly relevant for trademark holders.89 The first of these is the
“string confusion objection.” The objection will allow certain right holders to
contest an applied for gTLD string. In this section I consider the role of the
objection, the legal standard used, and the impact it may have on the overall
availability of new gTLDs.
During the initial background screening, ICANN will check gTLD applications for string similarity.90 The string similarity review will use an algorithm
that is designed to help ICANN flag applications for removal that fail to meet
minimum gTLD requirements.91 For example, gTLDs that compromise DNS
stability or use geographic names without proper authorisation will not move
forward for further consideration.92 Although the review may limit obvious
problematic applications, background screening will not weed out all confusing potential gTLDs. For example, clever spellings or code words may escape
the string similarity review. In anticipation of this shortcoming, ICANN has
developed a system for interested parties to object to confusing applications
based on their similarity to existing or applied for gTLDs.93
Standing to object to gTLDs that are confusingly similar is limited to current gTLD operators and applicants applying for a gTLD in the same round
of applications.94 A string confusion objection may be based on confusion
between an applied-for gTLD and a currently operating gTLD.95 If an existing
gTLD operator is successful with their objection, the application will be rejected.96 If, on the other hand, the complainant is another gTLD applicant, the
application will be placed in a “contention set” and will be subject to procedures covered in Module 4 of the AGB.97 If a new gTLD enters a contention
set, the four possible outcomes are: (1) the withdrawal of the application, (2)
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97

D Prahl and E Null, “The New Generic Top-Level Domain Program: a New Era of Risk for
Trademark Owners and the Internet” (2011) 101 Trademark Reporter 1757–1800, at 1772.
AGB, at 3.4. See also Attachment to Module 3 new gTLD DRP (hereinafter “new gTLD
DRP”) Art.2(e)(i).
See ICANN, “String Similarity Assessment Tool” available at http://icann.sword-group.
com/algorithm/ (accessed Sept 2011).
AGB, at 2.2.1.4–2.2.1.4.1.
AGB, at 3.2.2.1.
Ibid.
AGB, at 3.2.1.
AGB, at 3.
AGB, at Module 4.
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contenders conduct private dispute resolution including mediation, (3) a determination based on community priority is made, or (4) an auction provides the
name to the highest bidder.98
Both the procedural and substantive rules governing string confusion objections can be found in Module 3 of the AGB. In an attachment to Module 3, the
AGB provides the procedure to be applied by dispute resolution service providers (“DRSPs”).99 In the case of a string confusion objection, the International
Centre for Dispute Resolution will adjudicate complaints.100 Pursuant to
Module 3 of the AGB, the grounds for a string confusion objection are where
“[t]he applied-for gTLD string is confusingly similar to an existing gTLD or
to another applied for gTLD string in the same round of applications.”101 The
standard for prevailing on a string confusion objection is where “a string so
nearly resembles another that it is likely to deceive or cause confusion.”102 The
AGB further requires that it is “probable, not merely possible that confusion
will arise in the mind of the average, reasonable Internet user.”103
Mere association with another string will not be sufficient to support a
finding of string confusion by a dispute resolution service provider.104 This is
for two main reasons. First, the AGB requires that in addition to being “confusingly similar,” the confusion must be “likely.”105 Second, the AGB provides
an objective measure, “the reasonable Internet user,” to determine whether
the likelihood of confusion is great enough that it is “probable” rather than
simply “possible” that confusion will take place.106 Likely confusion, in the
eyes of “the reasonable Internet user” to an existing or applied for gTLD is
sufficient for the objecting party to prevail.
The “confusingly similar” standard is widely applied in trademark law and
domain name disputes. The US Anti-cybersquatting Consumer Protection Act
creates a cause of action for “bad faith” registrations that are “confusingly similar” to a trademark.107 The UDRP uses a similar standard and allows transfer of a domain name that is “identical or confusingly similar to a trademark
98
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100
101
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Ibid.
AGB, at new gTLD DRP, P1-P11.
AGB, at 3.2.3.
AGB, at 3.5.1 (emphasis added). See also ICANN GNSO, “Introduction of New Generic
Top-Level Domains Final Report” (8 Aug 2007) available at http://gnso.icann.org/issues/
new-gtlds/pdp-dec05-fr-parta-08aug07.htm (accessed 25 May 2012), at Recommendation 3.
AGB, at 3.5.1 (emphasis added).
Ibid (emphasis added).
AGB, at 3.5.1. See also AGB at. 2.2.1.1.2. See Schierman (2010), at 25.
AGB, at 3.5.
Ibid.
15 U.S.C. § 1125 (d)(1)(c)(2006). See The Utah E-Commerce Integrity Act, Utah Code
Ann. § 13-40-101 (2010).
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or service mark….”108 However, for a complainant to prevail under the UDRP;
the objector must also show the registrant has no legitimate interest in the domain name and that the name is registered in “bad faith.”109 The adoption of
a simplified “confusion test” for evaluating domain names, particularly in the
UDRP, has not been without criticism. As stated by one author:
This rule [the confusion test] is ‘borrowed’ and is in conformity with the
language used in traditional trade mark law statutes; however, the way it is interpreted and applied departs significantly from the way it is used by courts and
tribunals. A combination of lack of direction on behalf of ICANN—as the administrator of the Policy—and of the World Intellectual Property Organization
(WIPO)—as the mastermind behind its inception and an accredited dispute
resolution provider— have twisted the ‘confusion test’ to its core.110
Whether adoption of a similar test for evaluating new gTLD applications,
and application of the test by the DRSP will result in similar inconsistencies or
problems is an important point for consideration.111 This is particularly so if
the standard is taken out of context or applied in an oversimplified manner.112
In the US, infringement of a trademark is based on “whether trademark is such
‘as to be likely, when used on or in connection with the goods of such other

108 UDRP Art. 4(a)(i). During UDRP proceedings it is considered whether: “(i) your domain
name is identical or confusingly similar to a trademark or service mark in which the complainant has rights; and (ii) you have no rights or legitimate interests in respect of the domain name; and (iii) your domain name has been registered and is being used in bad faith.”
ICANN, “Uniform Dispute Resolution Policy” (24 Oct 1999) available at http://www.
icann.org/en/dndr/udrp/policy.htm (accessed 20 Sept 2011).
109 Ibid; UDRP, at 4(a)(iii). See also UDRP at, 4(b)(i-iv).
110 K Komaitis, “Trademark Law’s Increment through the Uniform Domain Name Dispute
Resolution Policy” (2011) 6 Oxford Intellectual Property Law and Practice, 553–567, at 560.
111 Ibid (discussing the lengthy evaluation taken under US law for a finding of infringement
based on confusion—an evaluation that considers the following factors: “(i) the similarity
or dissimilarity of the marks in their entireties as to appearance, sound, connotation and
commercial impression; (ii) the similarity or dissimilarity and nature of the goods described
in an application or registration or in connection with which a prior mark is in use; (iii) the
similarity or dissimilarity of established, likely-to-continue trade-channels; (iv) the conditions under which and buyers under whom sales are made; (v) the fame of the prior mark;
(vi) the number and nature of similar marks in use on similar products; (vii) the nature and
extent of any actual confusion; (viii) the length of time during and the conditions under
which there has been concurrent use without evidence of actual confusion; (ix) the variety
of goods on which a mark is or is not used; (x) the market interface between the applicant
and the owner of the prior mark; (xi) the extent to which the applicant has a right to exclude others from use of its mark on its goods; (xii) the extent of potential confusion; and
(xiii) any other established fact probative of the effect of use”).
112 Ibid.
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person, to cause confusion, or to cause mistake, or to deceive.’”113 Thus, the
“likelihood of confusion” standard also considers how a mark is used, not just
its similarity to other marks, before finding a basis for infringement.114 Some
UDRP providers, following the US approach, have applied a similar test when
determining whether a domain name is confusingly similar pursuant to UDRP
Art. 4(a)(i).115 In the current AGB, the legal standards are combined. The AGB
standard blends the “likelihood of confusion” standard with the “confusingly
similar” standard.116 It is unclear whether the blending of the legal standards
will have any effect on the procedural or substantive rights of the parties seeking dispute resolution.
The “confusingly similar” standard and the “likely to deceive or cause confusion” set forth in the AGB are not the same legal standard.117 Lack of clarity
regarding the standard to be applied could be a potential barrier to releasing
new gTLDs.118 Under a broad reading of “confusingly similar” it will be difficult for new gTLDs to overcome objections, even if the services or products
they offer are different from those offered by the objecting TLD operator.119
However, requiring that the confusion is likely should allow a greater widow
for obtaining new gTLDs.
The AGB provides some additional guidance for dispute resolution providers in determining names that are “likely to deceive or cause confusion.” By
including an objective “average, reasonable Internet user” standard for determining “probable confusion,” ICANN has provided an avenue for DRSPs
to avoid removing applications based solely on their similarity with existing
gTLDs.120 What an “average, reasonable Internet user” is, on an objective basis, is not abundantly clear. The Internet is accessible the world over, extremely
international, and its users vary considerably. Effectively creating and applying
a standard that objectively defines the “average, reasonable Internet user” is
therefore challenging. Like other objective “reasonable person” standards, it

113 CH Farley, “Convergence and Incongruence: Trademark Law and ICANN’s Introduction
of New Generic Top-Level Domains” (2009) 25 John Marshall Journal of Computer &
Information Law 625–633, at 627.
114 Ibid, 629.
115 See Interpace Corp v Lapp, Inc (1983) 721 F.2d 460, 463 (US 3rd Cir. Ct. App.). See also
Northland Ins. Companies v. Blaylock, (2000) 115 F. Supp. 2d 1108 (US D Ct Minn).
116 CH Farley, “Convergence and Incongruence: Trademark Law and ICANN’s Introduction
of New Generic Top-Level Domains” (2009) 25 John Marshall Journal of Computer &
Information Law 625–633, at 627.
117 Ibid.
118 Ibid, 628.
119 Ibid.
120 AGB, at 3.5.1.
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may be difficult to assign characteristics that adequately define what is “reasonable” or expected of an Internet user.
It has been noted that during UDRP proceedings, a “significant minority of
panels assume that the meaning of the phrase ‘confusingly similar’ is identical
with the traditional, ‘likelihood of confusion’ analysis in trademark law.”121
Although the confusingly similar standard applied in the UDRP considers misuse of trademarks and the present objection evaluates confusion between applied for and existing gTLDs, the experience of new gTLDs could very well be
similar. That is to say, even if the underlying basis of objection diverges, the
experience of the UDRP may be a strong predictor of the experience with new
gTLDs. Like the UDRP, the AGB has also borrowed legal concepts and terms
commonly found in trademark law. Even with the blending of legal standards
in application of the UDRP, based on the limited studies available, parties
have not regularly sought a de novo review in a court following the decision
of a dispute resolution provider.122 Notwithstanding the UDRP confusion test,
SLDs have still been obtainable. It is therefore unlikely that the blending of
legal standards in the AGB will stem the flow of available words or phrases
suitable for new gTLDs.
If an existing gTLD operator is successful with their objection, the application for the confusingly similar gTLD will be denied. However, if the party
objecting is another applicant for a new gTLD, both applications will “be
placed in a contention set,” and will be subject to the contention set resolution
procedure.123 The situation where a party has the potential to make overlapping objections, based on their legal rights, could also occur.124 In the context
of trademarks, the legal rights objection considered in the next section may
provide for an additional objection.

121 T Bettinger et al (eds), Domain Name Law and Practice: An International Handbook
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2005), at 1030.
122 D Sorkin, “Judicial Review of ICANN Domain Name Dispute Decisions” (2001) 18 Santa
Clara Computer and High Technology Law Journal 35–55.
123 AGB, at 3.2.2.1. See also AGB, at Module 4.
124 See AGB, at 3.5.2.
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6. Legal rights objection
6.1 Introduction
Like previous rounds of gTLD expansion, not all groups with an interest in
the Internet have welcomed the proposition of expanded offerings.125 Advocates
from the business community, trademark holders, and governments via the
Governmental Advisory Committee (“GAC”) have voiced concerns regarding
the potential negative impact of new gTLDs.126 Many trademark holders assume
that the expansion of domain name offerings will equal a greater number of
infringements.127 After expending a great deal of resources to secure their domain names and online identities, trademark and brand owners are concerned
that new gTLDs will bring with them new expenses including those involved
tackling increased levels of cybersquatting.128
In the following section I consider the legal rights objection, which has
been designed to protect legal rights prior to the issuance of a new gTLD. The
boundaries of what should be considered a legal right are not entirely clear.
Much of the discussion has been focused on traditionally protected groups,
like trademark holders. However, Module 3 also will also consider objections
for an “[intergovernmental organisation] name or acronym.”129

6.2 Input on Protecting Trademarks
Protecting the legal rights of trademark holders was a clear goal in creating
a system for gTLD expansion. However, the policy objectives of trademark
owners had to be considered in the context of other competing policy inter125 M Palage, “ICANN’s ‘Go/No-Go’ Decision Concerning New gTLDs” (2009) 16.3 Progress
& Freedom Foundation Progress on Point (2009), at 1.
126 The role of the GAC is to provide ICANN input from governments on issues of public
policy and the potential impacts of ICANN’s policies on national laws or international
agreements. GAC, “Governmental Advisory Committee” available at https://gacweb.
icann.org/display/gacweb/Governmental+Advisory+Committee (accessed 24 May 2012).
See GAC, “ICANN Board Notes on the GAC New gTLDs Scorecard” available at http://
archive.icann.org/en/topics/new-gtlds/board-notes-gac-scorecard-04mar11-en.pdf (accessed
10 Mar 2011).
127 D Prahl and E Null, “The New Generic Top-Level Domain Program: a New Era of Risk for
Trademark Owners and the Internet” (2011) 101 Trademark Reporter 1757–1800, at 1771
(stating that “[t]he new gTLD program will exacerbate infringement problems...”).
128 M Palage, “ICANN’s Implementation Recommendation Team for New gTLDs: Safeguards
Needed” (2009) Vol. 16 Progress & Freedom Foundation Progress on Point Paper No.
10., at 1. See also Y Zhao, Dispute Resolution in Electronic Commerce, (Leiden: Martinus
Nijhoff, 2005), at 178.
129 AGB, at 3.52.
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ests. Groups representing trademark holders were active in aspects of planning
the dispute resolution procedures and Rights Protection Measures (“RPMs”).130
The Implementation Recommendation Team (“IRT”), a group largely representing trademark interests, provided significant input and helped to design
systems for protecting trademark holders on both a pre- and post-launch basis.131 In addition to the information provided by the IRT, input from those not
representing trademark interests was also considered. The Special Trademarks
Issues Working Team (“STI”) evaluated the report created by the IRT and accepted many of the IRTs recommendations, with some alterations.132 Although
both sides had input in the drafting process, there was discontent with the
result from both constituencies.133
In the present gTLD expansion, the protection of trademarks at both gTLD
and SLD levels has been a central goal. At the gTLD level, infringement could
occur if a new gTLD uses a trademarked word or phrase like <.coke>, resulting in an infringing gTLD. At the second-level, trademark owners are concerned that infringing SLD names will be registered under the new gTLDs. This
would occur where a new gTLD was approved under the application process,
but an infringing second-level domain name was subsequently awarded (i.e.
<www.levis.free>).
Businesses have also argued that in addition to the increased policing of
improper registrations, they will be required to undertake an unprecedented
number of “defensive registrations” to protect their trademarks and online
image.134 Those opposed to the new gTLD programme argue that new gTLDs
will bring with them significant operating costs, which will ultimately be carried by consumers.135 In testimony before a US congressional committee, Meilan Stark, of Fox News Corporation, stated that as a result of the new gTLDs,
130 Implementation Recommendation Team (“IRT”), “Final Report” (2009) available at http://
archive.icann.org/en/topics/new-gtlds/irt-final-report-trademark-protection-29may09-en.
pdf (accessed 21 May 2011), 1–69, at 1 (stating “[t]he views of the IRT reflect the views of
business and trademark interests in general”).
131 Ibid. See also J Lipton and M Wong, “Trademarks and Freedom of Expression in ICANN’s
New GTLD Process” (2012) available at http://www.chicagoip.com/Lipton.pdf (accessed 27
May 2011), 1–39, at 19.
132 Special Trademarks Issues Working Team (“STI”), “Final Report” (2009) available at
http://www.icann.org/en/news/public-comment/sti-17dec09-en.htm (accessed 21 May
2011), 1–47.
133 K McCarthy, “Trademark Lawyers to ICANN: Close, But No Cigar” (2011) available at
http://news.dot-nxt.com/2011/05/19/ip-lobby-close-no-cigar (accessed 27 May 2011).
134 ICANN, “Defensive Applications for New gTLDs” (2012) available at http://www.icann.
org/en/news/public-comment/new-gtlds-defensive-applications-06feb12-en.htm (accessed 4
Jun 2012). See also Palage (2009).
135 Ibid.
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protection of their brand might cost as much as “$12 million in the initial
stages alone.”136 Even if the protections are effective, a position that is not
universally accepted, they will be expensive to utilise.137
Potential expenses for protecting trademark holders are often difficult to
ascertain. Although business representatives assert that the cost will be substantial, actual estimates vary widely. For example, one study projects the costs
resulting from new cases of cybersquatting to trademark owners will be as low
as $.10 per trademark, per year, for trademarks registered on a worldwide
basis.138 ICANN’s studies on the economic impact of new gTLDs have thus far
been inconclusive. In one such report, ICANN simply stated that “[n]one of the
studies were able to specifically quantify projected net benefits, stating, among
other things, that innovation was difficult or impossible to predict, as was the
effectiveness of the many cost mitigation tools being implemented along with
the program.”139 This is, at least in part, due to the difficulty in determining
how consumers will react to the expansion. The threat of new gTLDs to existing domain names largely depends on the success of new gTLDs. The prime
gTLD space may well remain at <.com>.140 If the new gTLDs are not used, any
threat they pose to trademark holders will likely to be reduced.141

6.3 Applying the Legal Rights Objection
The AGB provides trademark holders and others with the ability to object to
new gTLDs that may infringe their existing legal rights.142 To establish standing under the objection, the objecting party must have a legal right that will
136 E Pfanner, “An Explosion in Universe of Web Names” (2011) available at http://www.
nytimes.com/2011/06/20/technology/20iht-cache20.html?pAGBewanted=all (accessed 20
Jun 2011).
137 See Association of National Advertisers (“ANA”), “Major Assns. and Businesses Join with
ANA to Form Coalition to Oppose ICANN’s TLD Expansion Program” (2011) available at
http://www.ana.net/content/show/id/22351 (accessed 11 Nov 2011).
138 F Krueger and A Van Couvering, “Quantitative Analysis of Trademark Infringement
and Cost to Trademark Holders in New gTLDs” (10 Feb 2010) available at http://www.
mindsandmachines.com/wp-content/uploads/M+M-Quantitative-Analysis-of-Cost-of-NewTLDs-to-Trademarks.pdf (accessed 15 Aug 2011), at 1.
139 ICANN, “New gTLD Program Explanatory Memorandum –Discussion Draft: Market &
Economic Impacts” (15 Apr 2011) available at http://icann.org/en/topics/new-gtlds/marketeconomic-impacts-15apr11-en.pdf (accessed 15 May 2011).
140 J Lipton, Internet Domain Names, Trademarks and Free Speech (Edward Elgar, 2010)
1–325, at 79 (arguing that based on past releases of new gTLDs, <.com> will likely remain
the most sought after gTLD).
141 Ibid.
142 AGB, at 3.2.2.2.
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be infringed by the new gTLD.143 Trademark holders, for example, will have
the opportunity to object to an applied for gTLD that infringes on their trademark.144 The objecting party may be the holder of a registered or unregistered
trademark, or a service mark.145 If the objector is successful, the new gTLD
will not be issued. Unlike the “string confusion objection,” the legal rights
objection does not include contention set proceedings.
The Module 3 standard states that new gTLDs “must not infringe the existing legal rights of others that are recognised or enforceable under generally
accepted and internationally recognized principles of law.”146 In particular,
the rules require that the applied for gTLD must not take unfair advantage
of the “distinctive character” or “reputation of” the objector’s trademark or
other legal rights.147 If an objection is based on a trademark right, the DRSP
must consider a list of non-exclusive factors in reaching its determination.148
The Arbitration and Mediation Centre of the World Intellectual Property
Organization (“WIPO”) will handle all legal rights objections.149
The factors the DRSP will consider include general indicators such as likeness in appearance, sound, or meaning to the objector’s mark.150 In addition to
more traditional characteristics associated with trademark infringement (i.e.
use of the mark), a dispute resolution provider must also evaluate additional
more subjective or abstract factors, including the intention of the applicant.
For example, the dispute resolution provider may also consider “whether
the applicant, at the time of application for the gTLD, had knowledge of the
objector’s mark, or could not have reasonably been unaware of that mark…”151
As the gTLD applicant will not have had the opportunity to use the gTLD
in commerce prior to the evaluation, factors indicating intent may be of increased importance. The DRSP will also consider whether use of the proposed
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AGB, at 3.1.3. During dispute resolution proceedings, the WIPO Rules for New gTLD
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gTLDs “would create a likelihood of confusion with the objector’s mark.”152
Additional factors such as the applicant’s interest in the name and preparations made to use the gTLD, if granted, will also be taken into account.153
Additionally, any IP rights which correspond to the applied for gTLD will also
be assessed.154
Drafting protections for trademark owners and other right holders was a
contentious aspect in creating new gTLDs. Trademark owners criticised the
rights protection measures as being inadequate.155 Many outside the trademark lobby argued that the legal rights objection is overly-broad and provides greater protection to rights holders, particularly trademark holders, than
exists in the offline world.156 Criticising an earlier draft of the AGB, one author provided: “under this rule, the Cherokee Nation would be unable to use
Cherokee as a gTLD because some automobile company is said to have prior
rights under this policy.”157
Although trademark holders received much of what they requested in
the form of protection, they did not get everything they wanted. The process
maintains room for legal rights holders to successfully obtain new gTLDs,
despite the potential for broad objections. For example, if an association of
heavy equipment manufacturers were seeking a new gTLD like <.diesel>, it
would not necessarily be disqualified as a result of the trademarked use of
the word “diesel” by Diesel S.p.A, a clothing and fashion company.158 Use
of the word “diesel” in a gTLD would arguably infringe on the existing legal rights of Diesel S.p.A. However, when considering the non-exclusive factors in the AGB, a DRSP would have to consider whether the gTLD <.diesel>
would create “a likelihood of confusion” with the Diesel S.p.A.’s trademark.159
Based on the required factors, it is unlikely that consumers visiting the website
152 Ibid, at 3.52.(6) (emphasis added). See also AGB, 2.4; K Komaitis, “Trademark Law’s
Increment through the Uniform Domain Name Dispute Resolution Policy” (2011) 6
Oxford Intellectual Property Law and Practice, 553–567, at 560.
153 AGB, at 3.52. (5).
154 Ibid, at 3.52 (5–6).
155 See e.g. J Lipton and M Wong, “Trademarks and Freedom of Expression in ICANN’s New
GTLD Process” (2012) available at http://www.chicagoip.com/Lipton.pdf (accessed 2 August
2012), 1–39, at 23.
156 K Komaitis, The Current State of Domain Name Regulation: Domain Names As Second
Class Citizens In A Mark-Dominated World, (Abingdon: Routledge, 2010), at 49.
157 CH Farley, “Convergence and Incongruence: Trademark Law and ICANN’s Introduction
of New Generic Top-Level Domains” (2009) 25 John Marshall Journal of Computer &
Information Law 625–633, at 630.
158 Wikipedia, “Diesel (brand)” available at http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Diesel_(brand) (accessed 27 May 2011).
159 AGB, at 3.52(6).
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would confuse high fashion jeans and shoes with heavy trucks or other types
of construction equipment. However, if the construction company began selling construction clothing, Diesel S.p.A, would have a better argument. If the
hypothetical gTLD <.diesel> was granted and then began selling second level
domain names in a manner inconsistent with its application, such as <www.
jeans.DIESEL>, the trademark owner would have the opportunity to seek relief under the other Rights Protection Measures (RPMs) provided for in the
AGB. Specifically, the Post Delegation Dispute Resolution Procedure (PDDRP)
would be pertinent.160
It has been argued that confusion occurring with new gTLDs will be less
problematic than it has been under the popular gTLD <.com>. Assuming the
application would be approved; typosquatting with gTLDs like <.nkie> or a
<.macdonalds> would be less attractive as the misspellings are less likely to be
inadvertently visited by consumers.161 Considering the cost of a new gTLD, the
prospect of this practice becomes even more unlikely. Even at the second level
domain space, typosquatting is unlikely to be as effective, unless the name is
widely used.
The “existing legal rights objection,” on its face, is a strong protection,
particularly for trademark holders. The policy, if applied broadly, could significantly curtail options available to applicants. This begs the question of
whether owners of trademark rights are being provided with a monopoly on
language in the expansion of the Internet or whether a more balanced approach could have been taken.
As a DRSP under the UDRP system, the WIPO dispute resolution panel
has handled a high number of cases.162 The WIPO track record also shows that
panellists have decided for complainants in a high proportion of cases.163 In
one period, cases before a sole WIPO panellist were in favour of the complaining party 83% of the time.164 However, the complaint success rate was much

160 AGB, at “Trademark Post-Delegation Dispute Resolution Procedure (Trademark PDDRP)”.
161 J Lipton, Internet Domain Names, Trademarks and Free Speech (Edward Elgar, 2010)
1–325, at 263; C Clark, “The Truth in Domain Names Act of 2003 and a Preventative
Measure to Combat Typosquatting” (2004) 89 Cornell Law Review 1476–1518, at 1476.
162 M Mueller, “Rough Justice, An Analysis of ICANN’s Uniform Dispute Resolution Policy”
available at http://dcc.syr.edu/PDF/roughjustice.pdf (accessed 23 Sept 2011). See also
N Branthover, “UDRP-A Success Story: A Rebuttal to the Analysis and Conclusions of
Professor Milton Mueller in Rough Justice” (6 May 2002) available at http://www.inta.org/
Advocacy/Documents/INTAUDRPSuccesscontraMueller.pdf.
163 G Kaufmann-Kohler and T Schultz, Online Dispute Resolution: Challenges for
Contemporary Justice (Kluwer Law International 2004), at 193.
164 Ibid.
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lower at 58% when a three-member panel was used.165 The high rate of wins
for complainants is not, in and of itself, indicative of bias.166 However, several
factors, including the large amount of panellists also acting as practising trademark lawyers, actively representing right holders, has raised some question
of systemic bias.167 The role of WIPO as a DRSP for the Module 3 legal rights
objection has raised some concerns that trademark owners will receive more
favourable treatment. Unlike the UDRP process which allows for a choice of
DRSPs, WIPO is the only DRSP available.

7. GAC Advice on New gTLDs
After the dispute resolution procedures in the AGB were substantially complete, ICANN added a new avenue for governments, through the Governmental
Advisory Committee (“GAC”), to oppose or provide “advice” on new gTLD
applications.168 The GAC advice procedure allows governments to address applications they identify “to be problematic.”169 The GAC procedure was added
following an on-going debate between members of the GAC and the ICANN
board regarding the role of governments in the new gTLD process.170 Although
not included in early AGB drafts, the procedure was likely an important step
in procuring final approval of the AGB.171 In the following section, I evaluate

165 M Geist, “Fair.com?: An Examination of the Allegations of Systemic Unfairness in the
ICANN UDRP” (2001) available at http://ssrn.com/abstract=280630 (accessed 27 May
2011). See also S Bechtold, “Governance in Namespaces” (2003) 36 Loyola of Los Angeles
Law Review 1239–1320, at 1261.
166 Y Zhao, Dispute Resolution in Electronic Commerce, (Leiden: Martinus Nijhoff, 2005), at
178.
167 G Kaufmann-Kohler and T Schultz, Online Dispute Resolution: Challenges for
Contemporary Justice (Kluwer Law International 2004), at 193.
168 AGB, at 3.1.
169 Ibid.
170 For documents including scorecards: http://gac.icann.org/ (accessed 18 May 2011). See also
ICANN Board of Directors / GAC Joint Working Group (“JWG”), “Review of the Role
of the GAC” (2011) available at http://www.icann.org/en/committees/board-gac-2009/
board-gac-jwg-final-report-19jun11-en.pdf (accessed 27 Sept 2011); GAC, “GAC Principles
Regarding New gTLDs” (28 Mar 2007) available at http://www.icann.org/en/topics/newgtlds/gac-principles-regarding-new-gtlds-28mar07-en.pdf (accessed 27 May 2011), at 1–4.
171 K Papac, “ICANN Successfully Tiptoes through Political Minefield with New TLD
Applicant Guidebook” (12 May 2011) available at http://www.circleIbid.com/
posts/20110512_icann_tiptoes_through_political_minefield_new_tlds/ (accessed 10 Nov
2011).
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the GAC advice procedure. Background information on the GAC and its role
in the AGB processes is also presented.
The GAC’s central responsibility is to provide advice to ICANN on issues
where ICANN’s programmes have an impact on “national laws or international agreements.”172 The GAC has played an increasingly important role in
gTLD policy since 2002.173 For example, in conjunction with the US government and other groups, the GAC was central in blocking the <.xxx> domain
name after its initial ICANN approval in 2005.174 Regarding the new gTLD
programme, the GAC has requested considerable authority in determining acceptable or allowable domain names.175
In the AGB drafting process, the GAC received support for its request for a
greater or expanded role regarding the protection of trademarks, violation of
national laws, and the use of sensitive gTLDs. For example, the USG suggested
that the drafters remove the Limited Public Interest Objection and provide for
a GAC review in its place. In a letter to ICANN, the US government argued
that allowing a private expert to make determinations of morality and legal
norms was “contrary to the sovereign right of governments to interpret and
apply principles of international law on a country-by-country basis.”176
Following discussion with the GAC, the Module 3 device or objection
mechanism was adopted. The purpose of the GAC advice procedure is to allow governments to object to new gTLDs “that potentially violate national
law or raise sensitivities.”177 From a procedural point of view, the GAC advice period functions much like the other objections or challenges provided
in Module 3. Any advice presented by the GAC to ICANN must take place
within the objection filing time period.178 If the GAC objects to a gTLD, the
applicant will have twenty-one days to respond to ICANN after it receives
172 GAC, “About the GAC” available at https://gacweb.icann.org/display/gacweb/
About+The+GAC, (accessed 5 Jun 2012).
173 J Weinberg, “Governments, Privatization and ‘Privatization’: ICANN and the GAC” (2011)
18 Michigan Telecommunications and Technology Law Review 189–218, at 200–202.
174 Ibid.
175 Ibid (citing GAC, “Principles Regarding New gTLDs” (28 Mar 2007) available at http://
archive.icann.org/en/topics/new-gtlds/gac-principles-regarding-new-gtlds-28mar07-en.pdf
(accessed 14 May 2011), at §§ 2.1, 2.2, 2.7) (discussing a GAC request for a procedure for
blocking new domain names, at no cost, which would be “on demand for governments.”).
176 USG, “Submission to the GAC Scorecard re New gTLDs” (31 Jan 2011) available at
http://kierenmccarthy.com/2011/01/31/usg-submission-to-the-gac-scorecard-re-newgtlds/. See also M Mueller, “The US Commerce Dept Position Paper for the ICANN
Board Negotiations” (2011) available at http://blog.internetgovernance.org/blog/_archives/2011/1/29/4737705.html (accessed 6 Jun 2012).
177 AGB, at 3.1.
178 Ibid.
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notice of the objection.179 A major procedural difference compared to other
objections is how the complaint will be administered. Unlike other objections
in this section, a private DRSP will not consider GAC objections.180 Rather, the
ICANN board will play the role of DRSP.181 The ICANN board has the option
to consult with independent experts, but such consultation is not required.182
From a substantive point of view, the new procedure provides very little
guidance as to its application. What constitutes “national law” is not defined
in the GAC advice procedure. As the scope is not limited, it may also cover
violations of national trademark laws. Weight or deference given to the GAC
advice will take different forms, depending on whether there is “consensus”
advice from the GAC stating that an application should not proceed.183 In the
current AGB, what constitutes GAC “consensus” remains undefined.184 The
policy provides that “[t]he GAC as a whole will consider concerns raised by
GAC members, and agree on GAC advice to forward to the ICANN Board of
Directors.”185 If the GAC advises ICANN that a given application should not
proceed, it will create “a strong presumption for ICANN that the application
should not be approved....”186 However, the presumption is not irrefutable.187
If there is no “consensus” that an application should not proceed, but “concerns” about an application, the “ICANN Board is expected to enter into
dialogue with the GAC to understand the scope of concerns.”188 The concern
by the governments will be taken seriously; however, no presumption will be
formed.189 In the case of GAC concerns regarding an application, ICANN is
expected to provide a rational for its decision.190 Applicants will have an opportunity to address the GAC advice by filing a response in the same manner as
an applicant would respond to a formal objection.191
The GAC may also advise ICANN that an application should not proceed
unless remediated.192 It is unclear what sort of agreement must be reached by
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the GAC members before they may “advise” remediation.193 In any event, if
remediation is advised, a strong presumption that remediation is necessary will
arise before the application is accepted.194 Remediation may include securing
approval “of one or more governments” for the use of the gTLD.195 If no clear
method for remediation exists, such as securing government approval for use
of the name of a capital city, it is unlikely that the application will be able to
proceed.196 The effect of GAC suggested remediation could become a difficult
barrier to overcome for gTLD applicants.
The GAC objection has been criticised as being vague and providing one
group with too much influence in the gTLD process. Critics maintain that
providing governments with too much power, via a government veto or other
procedural mechanism, could have negative consequences for open discourse and freedom on the Internet. For one, it could also lead to much broader censorship on the Internet. As stated by Milton Mueller, “[t]he ICANN
process has spent years trying to ensure that only applications that involve
words contrary to general principles of international law will be vetoed.”197 In
Mueller’s post discussing the GAC veto, he uses the example of the potential
domain name <.gay> as a gTLD that is important to a community, but may be
vulnerable under the new objection.198 Mueller maintains that based on conversations with conservative governments within the GAC; there is objection
to a <.gay> domain name.199 Under the proposed GAC objection, does the
domain name <.gay> potentially “raise sensitivities” to an extent that it may
be blocked? The disjunctive use of “or” indicates that the domain name does
not have to be in violation of national law in a jurisdiction, but must only be
“sensitive.” What constitutes sensitive information is unclear.200
Although gTLDs like <.jesus> or <.mohammed> may be likely candidates
for raising sensitivities, it is unclear whether they could be blocked under this
objection. Will there emerge a system where votes for trademark protection are
traded for votes to block sensitive names? Although the GAC advice procedure
193
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may have been a politically necessary step for the adoption of the AGB, it
has also raised concerns regarding the freedom of speech associated with new
gTLDs.201 Allowing the advice procedure to be applied broadly could have an
effect on the gTLDs available. In addition to <.gay>, will names like <.wine>
or <.beer> be limited by the more conservative members of the constituency?
The counter argument to complaints about the breadth of the new GAC
objection is that the policy also contains checks and balances. If consensus is
not reached, the presumption will not apply. It is unlikely that a handful of
conservative countries with strict religious codes or blasphemy laws will have
the ability to block a significant number of new gTLDs. Even if an application
is objected to, with GAC consensus, the ICANN board will have the opportunity to accept or reject the advice.202 As a result, ICANN will remain in a
position to rebut a presumption based on GAC advice.

8. Conclusion
Despite improvements in the expansion process from earlier rounds, there are
issues with the dispute resolution procedure in Module 3 that will make it difficult for new gTLD applicants to succeed. Unlike earlier expansions, it will no
longer be possible to deny applications based on whether the proposed gTLD
is easily pronounced by members of the ICANN board. However, broad application of the objections in Module 3, particularly, the legal rights objection,
have the potential to limit new gTLDs. In addition to the vast number of
existing trademarks, there are many other interests that may qualify as “legal
rights” under the objection. If WIPO, as the DRSP, errs overwhelmingly on the
side of protecting rights holders, there are very few gTLDs outside of the “dot
brand” (i.e. <.coke>) applicants that will make it to launch. If the only gTLDs
able to survive Module 3 are the 2012 equivalent of <.museum>, the goals of
creating competition in the domain name system will not be reached.
The GAC advice objection, added very late in the game, may also limit the
success of the programme. Although including governments and protecting
national laws are important goals, providing such a powerful and loosely de201 J Lipton and M Wong, “Trademarks and Freedom of Expression in ICANN’s New GTLD
Process” (2012) available at http://www.chicagoip.com/Lipton.pdf (accessed 27 May 2011),
1–39, at 23–24 (citing statements made by USG officials on the GAG advice system, available at http://www.ntia.doc.gov/speechtestimony/2011/testimony-associate-administratoralexander-icann-s-top-level-domain-name-progr (accessed 5 Jun 2012)).
202 AGB, at 3.1.
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fined objection at the eleventh hour may prove to be problematic. If the GAC
advice objection is broadly applied, or allows conservative governments to
widely limit the availability of new gTLDs, the programme may become less
inclusive than was intended by ICANN and the majority of its stakeholders.
The current gTLD expansion has been a long time coming. In the months
leading up to approval, there were many last minute attempts to rewrite and
even derail the programme. Opponents of gTLD expansion maintained that
he programme was rushed and failed to take into consideration the interests of
all relevant stakeholders. Misinformation about the scope of the programme
was also prevalent. Based on some accounts, new gTLDs would be made easily
available and would be destructive to the security and stability of the Internet.
The reality of the new gTLD programme is very different. The programme
took years of planning, meetings with governments, and over a thousand comments before the AGB was finally approved. As the programme stands, obtaining a new gTLD will not be an easy task.

OM FORHOLDET MELLOM FORVALTNINGSLOVER OG
TILKNYTTEDE SKJEMAER1
Dag Wiese Schartum

1

Innledning

Mange forvaltningslover henvender seg til brede befolkningsgrupper, og dermed til personer med varierende forutsetninger for å forstå innholdet av de
rettslige reguleringene. I henhold til retningslinjer for utforming av lover, skal
språket om mulig ligge nær det som kan hevdes å være vanlig språkbruk.
Henvender loven seg til allmennheten skal det legges stor vekt på lettfattelighet.2
Borgernes behov for å forstå forvaltningslovgivningen, er særlig knyttet til
rollen som part i enkeltsaker. Forvaltningsorganet har i samsvar med fvl. §
17 første ledd ansvar for at relevante saksforhold blir klarlagt. Som ledd i
saksutredningen kan organet kreve at parter og andre berørte aktører skal gi
opplysninger om saken til organet. Slik medvirkning skjer i stor grad ved hjelp
av skjemaer som skal fylles ut på skjerm eller papir.
Denne artikkelen er skrevet ut i fra erkjennelsen av at selve lovteksten ikke
alltid spiller noen sentral rolle for borgernes praktiske medvirkning til å opplyse sin sak. Minst like viktig er de skjemaer som forvaltningen har utformet
på basis av lov og forskrift. Ved hjelp av skjemaer løfter �forvaltningen fram
utvalgte opplysningstyper som framgår av de underliggende regelverkene, for
at borgerne skal kunne medvirke på hensiktsmessig måte. Jeg har undersøkt
språket i slike skjemaer med tilhørende veiledninger. Jeg har også sett på sammenhenger mellom skjemaer/veiledninger og den underliggende lov- og forskriftsteksten, samt spesialmotivene i lovforarbeidene. På denne måten ønsker
jeg bl.a. å belyse hvilke kvalitetskrav en bør stille til skjemaer. Undersøkelsen
gir også grunnlag for å antyde noen om hva utilstrekkelige skjemaer kan lære
oss om de regelverk skjemaene er basert på. Med utgangspunkt i regjeringens
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Artikkelen er tidligere publisert i Lov og rett 2011;Volum 50.(9) s. 551–566.
Se Justisdepartementet 2000 s. 88, jf. Eckhoff v/Helgesen 2001 s. 54 flg.
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utredningsinstruks, forslår jeg avslutningsvis hvorledes regelverksarbeid kan
innrettes for både å legge grunnlag for gode regeltekster og skjemaer.

2

Kort om skjemaer

Med «skjema» sikter jeg i denne artikkelen til et strukturert og formalisert
opplegg for informasjonsbehandling. Formaliseringsgraden kan variere fra
streng formalisering der opplysninger bare kan inngis ved hjelp av bestemte
tegn, koder mv., til mindre formaliserte skjemaer der opplysninger kan fylles ut i fritekst. Skjemaene som inngår i den undersøkelsen jeg her redegjør
for, har forholdsvis stor grad av formalisering. Betegnelsen skjema dekker
både tradisjonelle papirblanketter og skjemaer som vises som skjermbilder i
IKT-baserte informasjonssystemer.3 Jeg avgrenser meg til skjemaer i offentlig
saksbehandling som leder fram til enkeltvedtak.4 Et skjema kan da sies å inneholde poster for utfylling av opplysningstyper som er påkrevet eller ønskelig
for å treffe vedtak.5 Vekt på «selvbetjening» gjør skjemaer til et praktisk viktig
hjelpemiddel i elektronisk offentlig forvaltning.6 Således vil skjemaer som gir
tilstrekkelig veiledning til brukere gjøre det mulig å redusere det arbeidet forvaltningsorganet må utføre.
Opplysningene i skjemaet vil typisk gjelde faktiske forhold som de underliggende rettsreglene kvalifiserer som relevante for vedtaket.7 De opplysningstypene som skjemaene etterspør kan være angitt ved hjelp av et kortfattet
spørsmål der det inngår ord og fraser som er hentet fra lovteksten, eller som
er ment å gjenspeile innholdet i loven («Forsørger du barn under 18 år?» med
svaralternativ ja/nei). De opplysningstyper lovteksten gjør relevante kan imidlertid også angis ved hjelp av enkeltord, i form av navn på poster som skal
3

4
5

6
7

Forskjellen mellom disse er særlig at mens skjemaer på papir er statiske, kan elektroniske
skjemaer gjøres dynamiske, for eksempel slik at de endres automatisk i samsvar med
brukerens innførsler i skjemaet. Dermed kan en sikre at det kun er de opplysninger som er
relevante i vedkommende sak som blir synlig for brukeren.
Jf forvaltningsloven § 2 bokstav b, jf bokstav a.
De opplysningstyper som framkommer på skjemaet og som en part skal fylle ut, dekker
ikke alltid alle de opplysningstyper som er nødvendige for å gjøre enkeltvedtak i saken. Ikke
sjelden vil forvaltningsorganet selv innhente opplysninger for å supplere eller kontrollere
opplysninger fra parten.
Se FAD 2009 avsnitt 4.2.3 og Schartum 2006.
Det kan både tenkes obligatoriske og valgfrie opplysningstyper, men dette skillet kommer
jeg ikke nærmere inn på her. Enkelte opplysningstyper kan tenkes å gjelde annet enn den
type enkeltvedtak som er hovedbegrunnelsen for skjemaet. For eksempel kan det tenkes
opplysningstyper som inngår i brukerundersøkelse mv.
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inneholde en bestemt opplysningstype (poster med tekster som f.eks. «bokommune», «lønn», «pensjon» mv.).
Selv om et skjema er direkte bygget på lovteksten, er ikke loven uten videre
synlig for brukere. Fordi skjemaene bare gjør bruk av utvalgte tekstfragmenter
fra lovteksten, får ikke brukeren tilgang til den kontekst som lovteksten representerer. Samtidig er det vesentlig for forvaltningen at personer som fyller ut
skjemaet skal ha tilstrekkelig forståelse av hva det spørres etter, slik at de kan
bidra til saksbehandlingen på hensiktsmessig og rettsriktig måte. Derfor er det
vanlig å utarbeide forklarende tekster som veileder brukerne av skjemaene.
Nedenfor redegjør jeg for kravskjemaene for kontantstøtte til småbarnsforeldre fra NAV8 og for statlig bostøtte fra Husbanken.9 Begge skjemaer gjelder
ytelser som brede lag av befolkningen kan være berettiget til. Ved utforming
av regelverk og skjemaer på disse forvaltningsområdene er det derfor grunn
til å legge stor vekt på lettfattelighet. De to skjemaene representerer noe ulike
løsninger, men begge er av et slag som er vanlig forekommende i norsk forvaltning. Skjemaet for kontantstøtte har forholdsvis mange poster der det stilles
spørsmål som søkeren skal besvare med ja eller nei.10 Bostøtteskjemaet har
forholdsvis mange poster der opplysningstypene som skal fylles ut har kortfattede navn uten å inngå i en spørsmålsstilling eller lignende.11 Skjemaet for kontantstøtte har ingen veiledning i selve skjemaet. Generell veiledning og veiledning til utfylling av de enkelte poster blir i stedet gitt separat etter det formelle
oppsettet for innhenting av opplysninger. Skjemaet for bostøtte gir veiledning
i selve skjemaet, knyttet til hver hovedkategori av opplysninger.
Skjemaene for kontantstøtte og bostøtte bygger på ulike typer rettsgrunnlag. Kontantstøtte er en tretten år gammel ordning som hovedsakelig er regulert i kontantstøtteloven.12 Loven er endret en rekke ganger. Bostøtte fra
Husbanken er en ca 40 år gammel ordning, som i hovedsak er regulert i forskrift.13 Det rettskildemessige grunnlaget for hvert skjema er således klart forskjellige. For eksempel finnes det ikke tilgjengelige forarbeider til bostøtteforskriften, mens det for kontantstøtte er forarbeider til det første lovvedtaket og
en rekke endringslover.14
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

NAV 34-00.08 Bokmål Fastsatt 06.2003 Endret 02.1011.
HB 9.S.01 05.2010.
Av typen «Er noen av de oppførte barna fosterbarn?».
Av typen «Lønn (kr per md.)», «Gårdsnummer» og «Kjøpe-/byggesum (kr)».
Se lov av 26. juni 1998 nr. 41 om kontantstøtte til småbarnsforeldre.
Se forskrift 19. juni 2009 nr. 699, jf lov 29. mai 2009 nr. 30 om Husbanken.
Se særlig merknader til den enkelte bestemmelse i endringslover som foreslått i ot.prp.nr.71
(1998–1999), ot.prp. nr. 38 (1999–2000), ot.prp. nr. 60 (2001–2002), ot.prp. nr. 58 (2003–
2004), ot.prp. nr. 98 (2004–2005), ot.prp. nr. 104 (2004–2005), ot.prp. nr. 29 (2005–2006)
og prop. 80 L (2009–2010).
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I artikkelen gir de to skjemaene eksempler på generelle problemstillinger.
Poenget med analysene er å identifisere spørsmål som kan fungere som lærestykker med generell overføringsverdi. Tanken er således at de utvalgte skjemaene kan eksemplifisere problemer og muligheter som mer generelt har relevans for utforming av skjemaer og regelverk i offentlig forvaltning.

3

To eksempler på forholdet mellom skjemaer og lovgrunnlaget

3.1

Om opplegget for undersøkelsen

I hvert av de to skjemaene som er undersøkt har jeg tatt utgangspunkt i tekst
som angir relevante opplysningstyper, og som den som fyller ut skjemaet må
forstå og ta stilling til. Dernest har jeg undersøkt om disse ordene er hentet
fra den underliggende lov-/forskriftsteksten eller om ordene som brukes er
introdusert i skjemaet.
Mange av de meningsbærende ordene er vage, og den som fyller ut skjemaet
kan derfor trenge forklaring av den nærmere betydningen. Jeg har derfor undersøkt i hvilken grad veiledningen til skjemaet redegjør for meningsinnholdet
av slike ord. Når det i skjemaet for søknad om kontantstøtte spørres: «Arbeider
du i utlandet, på utenlandske skip eller på utenlandsk kontinentalsokkel?», har
jeg for eksempel søkt etter nærmere presiseringer og forklaringer av alle meningsbærende ord i setningen («arbeider», «utlandet»/«utenlandske», «skip»,
«kontinentalsokkel»).15 Det neste steget har vært å undersøke i hvilken grad
lovteksten og de spesiell e motivene til relevante bestemmelser kan sies å gi
videre veiledning om forståelsen av ord i skjemaet.

3.2

Ordforekomster i skjemaene

Den første problemstillingen gjel der kilden for ord i skjemaene. Jeg har undersøkt i hvilken grad skjemaene bruker ord fra de lov- og forskriftsbestemmelser
de er basert på, og i hvilken grad det også brukes andre ord og uttrykk for å
beskrive de forhold det skal gis opplysninger om. I begge skjemaer er de fleste
meningsbærende ord/fraser som blir benyttet for å navngi opplysningstyper
omfattet av opplegget.16 Enkelte ord er utelatt fordi jeg har ansett dem som lite

15
16

Jeg har også vært oppmerksom på betydningen av ordsammensetninger («utenlandsk skip»),
og ikke bare enkeltord – selv om enkeltord har vært hovedinnfallsvinkel.
Dvs. ord som har et selvstendig meningsinnhold; artikler, preposisjoner mv. er for eksempel
ikke meningsbærende.
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interessante i denne sammenhengen,17 men anslagsvis 90 % av de meningsbærende ordene er med.
Kontantstøtteskjemaet

Bostøtteskjemaet

Adopsjonspenger
Adoptert
Adoptivbarnet
Arbeider
Asylsøker
Barnehage
Barnehjem eller lignende institusjon
Bokommune
Boligadresse
Bor … fast hos/sammen med
Delt bosted
Foreldrene
Engangsstønad
Fosterbarn
Fosterhjem
Fødselsnummer
Kontinentalsokkel
Offentlig driftstilskudd
Offentlig støtte
Oppholde … sammenhengende
Oppholder … i andre land
Oppholder … i Norge
Oppholder … i fosterhjem
Oppholdstid
Pensjon
Skip
Statsborgerskap
Utlandet/utenlandsk
Vergens underskrift

Andre inntekter
Antall rom
Arbeidskvalifisering [offentlig program
for]
Bidrag
Egen inngang
Eiendomsskatt
Ektefelle
Festeavgift
Funksjonshemmet [person]
Bolignummer
Gårdsnummer/bruksnummer/festenummer/
seksjonsnummer
Helårsbolig
Husstandskode
Husstandsmedlem
Hvile- og kjøkkenfunksjon
Innflyttet år
Skattefrie inntekter
Inntekt
Vesentlig inntektsnedgang
Kommunalt disponert [leid] bolig
Lønn
Utenlandsinntekt-/formue
Formue
Netto formue
Pensjon/stønad
Privat pensjon
Registrert partner
Samboer
Spesialtilpasset [bolig]
Student
Utleie av bolig
Verneplikt

17

Mest opplysningstyper om grunnleggende personalia (navn, postnummer, poststed,
E-postadresse og lignende).
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Ord/fraser i fet skrift i kolonnen for kontantstøtte (ovenfor) forekommer både
i skjemaet og kontantstøtteloven. Tilsvarende forekommer ord/fraser i fet
skrift i kolonnen for bostøtte både i skjemaet og i bostøtteforskriften. Som det
tydelig fremgår, har en i begge skjemaer valgt å bruke en rekke andre ord enn
de som finnes i de underliggende regelverkene (anslagsvis 2/3 av ordene). Dette
betyr ikke at de andre ordene er uten rettslig relevans. I skjemaet vedrørende
kontantstøtte er flere ord brukt i forarbeidene, og kan leses som referanser til
diskusjoner der. Forarbeidene angir for eksempel situasjonen for asylsøkere
og flyktninger, men uten at problemstillingen framgår direkte av lovteksten. I
skjemaet for bostøtte er flere ord og fraser konstruert med utgangspunkt i mer
omstendelige formuleringer i den underliggende forskriften. For eksempel er
«dei som faktisk bur i bustaden og dei som er registrerte i folkeregisteret som
busette på adressa, blir rekna med i husstanden» i § 20, i skjemaet betegnet
«husstandsmedlem».
Valg av andre ord i skjemaet enn de som er brukt i de underliggende regelverkene, kan for eksempel være begrunnet i hensynet til hensiktsmessig arbeidsordning og forsvarlig saksbehandling.18 Ønsket om lett forståelig tekst i
skjemaet, er et tredje mulig hensyn. Det kan for eksempel tenkes at lovteksten
har blitt ansett å inneholde så vanskelige ord og fraser at den språklige utformingen i skjemaet måtte forenkles.19
I en lovstyrt forvaltning må forventningen etter min mening være at skjemaer inneholder de ord og uttrykk som benyttes i den underliggende loven
eller forskriften. Formodningen bør derfor være at det ikke er behov for flere
ord og uttrykk enn de loven eller forskriften selv gir anvisning på.20
Når det likevel anvendes mange nye ord og uttrykk, slik som i de to refererte skjemaene, betyr dette ikke at det nødvendigvis er noe «feil» ved skjemaene. Tilfeller av avvikende ordbruk i skjemaene kan for eksempel ses som
utslag av et regelverksarbeid som ikke i tilstrekkelig grad har analysert hva
som er forutsetningene for en forsvarlig og hensiktsmessig implementering. Vi
må nemlig som et utgangspunkt også formode at opplysningstyper med tilhørende betegnelser som brukes i skjemaene har en fornuftig begrunnelse.21 I så
18

19
20

21

Introduksjon av opplysningstyper som beskriver grunnleggende personalia (jf «ektefelle»,
«samboer» mv. og «bokommune», «boligadresse» mv.), kan for eksempel være begrunnet i
behovet for forsvarlig identifisering av søkere og relasjoner mellom søkere.
Jeg har imidlertid ingen klare eksempler på dette i mitt begrensede materiale.
Riktignok er rettslig regulering av stønader ikke sentralt i forhold til legalitetsprinsippet, men
valg av lov-/forskriftsregulering kan uansett sies å skape forventning om at alle vesentlige
rettsspørsmål blir omfattet.
Dermed er det imidlertid ikke sagt at lovgrunnlaget skal inneholde alle ord som trengs i den
praktiske gjennomføringen av loven. Opplysningstyper som navn, adresse og telefonnummer
er neppe aktuelt å aktualisere i selve lovteksten.
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fall kan en hypotese være at bruk av mange ord i et skjema som ikke finnes i
det underliggende regelverket, er tegn på at regelverket ikke i tilstrekkelig grad
tilfredsstiller aktuelle språklige og praktisk- administrativ krav.
Betegnelser på opplysningstyper som inngår som beslutningsgrunnlag er
spesielt viktig og kan brukes til å illustrere poenget. Følgende opplysningstyper i skjemaet for bostøtte gjelder økonomiske forhold og er angitt i tillegg til
det som direkte framgår av bostøtteforskriften: «utenlandsinntekt-/formue»,
«pensjon/stønad», «lønn», «bidrag» og «andre inntekter». I forskriften er det
anvendt følgende betegnelser på denne delen av beslutningsgrunnlaget: «Netto
formue», «formue», «inntekt», «skattefrie inntekter» og «vesentlig inntektsnedgang». Alle betegnelsene er brukt i skjemaet. Skjemaet har med andre ord
like mange betegnelser på beslutningsgrunnlag uten klar rettslig forankring,
som den har betegnelser med slik basis. Hvis antar det er praktisk-administrative behov for alle opplysningstyper i skjemaet, innebærer det at forskriften
bare har angitt halvparten av de opplysninger det faktisk er behov for.
De supplerende opplysningstypene i skjemaet er angitt uten at forholdet til
opplysningstypene i forskriften er klarlagt. Derfor er det også uklart hva som
er relasjonen mellom de ulike begrepene, og i hvilken grad det for eksempel er
overlapping mellom dem.
Poenget her er at introduksjon i skjemaet av en rekke ord som betegner beslutningsgrunnlag som ikke forekommer i rettsgrunnlaget (bostøtteforskriften),
kan ses som uttrykk for utilfredsstillende forskriftsarbeid. I en forskrift som skal
forstås av den jevne borger, bør alle opplysningstyper borgere forventes å ta stilling til tydelig framgå av forskriften. Dersom dette ikke er tilfellet og skjemaet
derfor må inneholde supplerende ord, må det i alle fall stilles krav til henvisninger mellom slike elementer i skjemaet og rettsgrunnlaget, se neste avsnitt.

3.3

Henvisninger til lovgrunnlaget

Personer som bruker skjema for å kreve en ytelse eller etterleve en forvaltningsrettslig forpliktelse, bør lett kunne følge de sentrale, meningsbærende
ord og uttrykk i skjemaet ned i rettsgrunnlaget. Kunnskaper om det rettslige
grunnlaget er bl.a. en forutsetning for tilstrekkelig forutberegnelighet og mulighet legalitetskontroll. Sammenhengene kan angis ved at det i skjemaet eller
i tilhørende veiledning blir vist til relevante bestemmelser i den underliggende
loven eller forskriften. Jeg har gjennomgått skjemaene for kontantstøtte og
bostøtte for å kartlegge i hvilken grad slike henvisninger er gitt.
I skjemaet for kontantstøtte er det ingen henvisninger til lovgrunnlaget. I
veiledningen til skjemaet er det kun tatt inn tre begrensede lovhenvisninger. Den
eneste lovhenvisningen som kan sies å være hjelpsom for forståelsen av ordene
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i skjemaet, gjelder en henvising til barneloven22 § 36 vedrørende barn med delt
bosted. De to andre henvisningene er til kontantstøttelovens regler om kontroll
med opplysninger og straffeansvar (jf §§ 16 og 23), og er høyst sannsynlig motivert i et ønske om å understreke alvoret ved å gi uriktige opplysninger.
Det er med andre ord ingen lov- eller forskriftshenvisninger fra kontantstøtteskjemaet med tilhørende veileder til kontantstøtteloven og tilhørende
forskrifter om spørsmål som søkere må ta stilling til når de skal fylle ut skjemaet. Nærmere undersøkelse av de rettslige implikasjonene av skjemaet, krever derfor at søkeren enten ber om veiledning fra forvaltningsorganet (NAV),
eller selv har de nødvendige kunnskaper til å finne fram i lovteksten, lovens
forarbeider mv.
Skjemaet for bostøtte med tilhørende veiledende tekst, har ingen lovhenvisninger over hode. Det gis informasjon som forutsetningsvis sier at det gjelder
visse rettsregler. For eksempel sies det at «Gjeldende regelverk om utlevering
av personopplysninger og taushetsplikt vil bli ivaretatt ved en eventuell utlevering» , men uten at det en gang angis hvilke lover som regulerer spørsmålet.
Likevel er dette det mest konkrete lovutsagnet i skjemaet/veilederen.
Dersom søkere skaffer seg informasjon via nettet, blir de manglende
henvisningene til lov og forskrift i skjemaer og veiledninger til en viss grad
kompensert av at det gis tilgang til de underliggende rettsreglene fra samme
nettside som skjemaene er gjort tilgjengelige fra.23 I begge tilfelle er det både
gjort tilgjengelig lov- og forskriftstekster, og i tillegg rundskriv utformet som
retningslinjer/instrukser for rettsanvendelsen. Brukere av skjemaene som selv
forstår hvilke lov- og forskriftsbestemmelser som angår den enkelte post i skjemaet, kan ha god nytte av det rettskildematerialet som er tilgjengeliggjort. En
slik situasjon er imidlertid klart mer krevende for brukeren enn om henvisningene til lovgrunnlaget var gjort direkte i skjemaene.

3.4

Støtte til fortolking av ord i skjemaet

De undersøkte skjemaene inneholder en rekke ord og uttrykk som søkere av
kontantstøtte og bostøtte kan tenkes å ha problemer med å forstå. Trolig vil
de fleste betegnelser på opplysningstyper i skjemaene ikke by på særlig tvil i
det store flertallet av saker. Flere opplysninger vil for eksempel være uaktuelle i mange saker, og i mange andre tilfelle vil saksforholdene ligge innenfor

22
23

Se lov 8. april 1981 nr. 7 om barn og foreldre.
Se henholdsvis http://www.nav.no/rettskildene/Forside/Hovednummer/154548.cms (kontantstøtte) og http://husbanken.no/bostotte/ (bostøtte).
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kjernen av meningsinnholdet av de ord som er anvendt i skjemaet.24 Behov for
presiseringer vil således først og fremst gjelde et forholdsvis lite antall søkere.
Slike behov kan særlig knyttes til to kategorier ord og uttrykk:25
• Enkelt ord og uttrykk er rent juridiske i den forstand at de ikke brukes
utenfor rettslige sammenhenger. Eksempler på dette er «adopsjonspenger»
og «engangsstønad» i skjemaet for kontantstøtte, og «husstandskode» og
«eiendomsskatt» i bostøtteskjemaet. Meningsinnholdet av juridiske ord og
uttrykk, bestemmes av regler som fastsetter grunnlag og beregningsmåte
mv. for slike stønader.
• Øvrige ord og uttrykk brukes på en måte som langt på vei ligger innenfor
vanlig norsk, og som de fleste vil kjenne og ha oppfatninger om betydningen av. Behov for avklaringer vil i disse tilfelle være knyttet til
i) situasjoner der en befinner seg i randsonen av vanlig meningsinnhold,
og
ii) situasjoner der den rettslige konteksten har stor betydning for meningsinnholdet. I sist nevnte tilfelle, kan vanlig forekommende ord således bli
brukt på måter som avviker noe fra vanlig og forventet meningsinnhold.26
Jeg har undersøkt i hvilken grad veilederne til de to skjemaene inneholder
presiseringer og forklaringer som kan hjelpe den som fyller ut å forstå hva det
spørres etter. De to veilederne er skrevet på klart forskjellig måte. I veiledningen til skjemaet for kontantstøtte er meningsinnholdet av ord i skjemaet bare
forklart på to meget begrensede punkter.27 Forklaringene er enkle og overflatiske. For øvrig inneholder veiledningen gjengivelse av reglene for kontantstøtte,
samt noe om dokumentasjonskrav og saksgang. Det er en rekke tvilsspørsmål
som veilederen kunne ha tatt opp. For eksempel kan den som fyller ut skjemaet tenkes å lure på om «arbeider i utlandet» viser til stedet arbeidet faktisk
utføres, og om landet der arbeidsgiver er etablert har betydning.28 På lignende
måte kan en i tilknytning til «utenlandske skip» stille spørsmål om det er avgjørende hvor skipet er registrert eller eiers nasjonalitet, og det kan spørres om
hva den nedre grensen for «skip» er. «Pensjon fra utlandet» reiser for eksempel
24
25
26

27
28

Søkeren har for eksempel bare vanlig arbeidsinntekt, og det er derfor ikke tvil om forståelsen
av skjemaets bruk av ordet lønn.
Om tolking av enkeltord, se Bing 1986.
«Bokommune» kan for eksempel tenkes å være knyttet til spørsmålet om hvor vedkommende
er registrert bosatt selv om han faktisk bor i en annen kommune, jf folkeregistreringsforskriften
kapittel 5 (forskrift 9. november 2007 nr. 1268).
Vedrørende hvem barnet bor fast sammen med og avtalt oppholdstid.
En person er for eksempel tilsatt i en norsk eiet bedrift i utlandet, og oppholder seg minst
50% av tiden i Norge.
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spørsmål om hva slags sosiale ytelser som faller utenfor begrepet, og om både
offentlige og private ordninger hører inn under pensjonsbegrepet? (osv.)
I mangel av ordforklaringer i veilederen til skjemaet, har jeg undersøkt om
det i forarbeidene til kontantstøtteloven er gitt forklaringer av enkelte rettsspørsmål som søkere må ta stilling til når de fyller ut skjemaet. Tanken er at
slike forklaringer i så fall kunne ha vært brukt ved utforming av veilederen.
Dersom presiseringer i forarbeidene mangler, kan det være med på å forklare
at veilederen ikke klargjør de ord og uttrykk som brukes. Min undersøkelse
begrenser seg til poster i skjemaet for kontantstøtte som inneholder de sentrale
kriteriene/ordene:
1. Oppholder [barnet seg] i Norge/et annet land/barnehjem/fosterhjem/
barnehage?29
2. Bor [barnet] fast sammen med [søker] – delt bosted30
Ad. 1: Av veiledningen framgår det at skjemaet benytter «oppholder» i to sammenhenger. Av lovteksten31 framgår det for det første at avgjørende for retten
til kontantstøtte er om barnet er bosatt i Norge eller ikke. Lovens hovedregel
er at opphold i landet på minst 12 måneder regnes som bosetting.32 Skjemaet
bruker med andre ord ikke lovens hovedbegrep (bosatt), men det kriteriet i
loven som avgjør om noen er bosatt eller ikke (dvs. hvor de oppholder seg).
Følgende presiseringer vedrørende bosetting framgår av merknadene til den
enkelte bestemmelse: 33
• Barn som kommer til Norge er å regne som bosatt her hvis det sannsynliggjøres at oppholdet skal ha en varighet på mer enn 12 måneder.
• Det er kun sammenhengende utenlandsopphold med varighet på mer enn 3
måneder som gjør at kravet til bosetting ikke anses oppfylt.
• Er det på forhånd usikkert om utenlandsoppholdet skal vare i mer enn 3
måneder, opphører retten til støtte fra og med måneden etter utreise, men
med mulighet for etterbetaling dersom utenlandsoppholdet ikke har vart i
mer enn 3 måneder.

29

30
31
32
33

Jf. postene 1.2, 4.4 og 4.5. Ordet «opphold» inngår også i sammensetningen «oppholdstid»
(i barnehage) i post 5, men dette er åpenbart en noe annen bruk av ordet og tas ikke med i
denne sammenhengen.
Jf. post 4.1.
Og i veiledningen til skjemaet.
Kravet til bosetting inngår i §§ 2, 3 og 4 i loven.
Jf. Ot.prp. nr. 56 (1997–1998), kap. 9.
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For det andre kan ordet «oppholder» gjelder opphold i fosterhjem eller institusjon, noe som gjør at kontantstøtte ikke kan gis. Spørsmålet om slikt opphold
er regulert i kontantstøtteloven § 6. Følgende presiseringer framgår av forarbeidenes merknader til den enkelte bestemmelse:
• Bestemmelsen gjelder både plassering i fosterhjem på grunnlag av barneverntjenestens beslutning om hjelpetiltak, og i samband med omsorgsovertakelse etter reglene i barnevernloven.
• Bestemmelsen gjelder også når barnet er plassert institusjoner med hjemmel
i barnevernlovens regler.
• Opphold på alle former for sykehus som er omfattet av sykehuslovens regler faller utenfor institusjonsbegrepet.
Ad. 2: Av kontantstøtteloven § 3 framgår det at barnet skal bo fast sammen
med søker, og at også delt bosted gir rett til kontantstøtte. Følgende presisering
framgår av merknadene til den enkelte bestemmelse: 34
• Barnet kan bo fast sammen med biologiske foreldre, adoptivforeldre eller
omsorgspersoner som har overtatt foreldreansvaret for barnet i medhold
av reglene i barneloven § 36.
• Ved vurderingen av hvem barnet bor fast sammen med er det reglene i barneloven som skal legges til grunn.35
Denne begrensede undersøkelsen av rettsgrunnlaget for spørsmål i skjemaet
for kontantstøtte, viser at det i forarbeidene til kontantstøtteloven finnes uttalelser som klart tar stilling til viktige fortolkningsspørsmål som personer
må forholde seg til når de fyller ut kravskjemaet. Uttalelsene kunne lett ha
vært brukt i skjemaet med tilhørende veiledning. Dette ville ha skapt en hensiktsmessig sammenheng mellom skjemaet der søkeren møter regelverket om
kontantstøtte, loven, og lovgivers dypere drøftelser av rettslige spørsmål i
forarbeidene.
Veiledningen i skjemaet for bostøtte fra Husbanken, følger en helt annen strategi enn skjemaet for kontantstøtte. Teksten inneholder ingen generelle gjengivelser av det bakenforliggende regelverket. I stedet gjelder nesten
all tekst enten utfylling av den enkelte post, eller andre forhold vedrørende
saksbehandling mv. Veiledningen klargjør bl.a. spørsmål vedrørende grupper
av opplysningstyper i skjemaet (f.eks. ulike opplysningstyper vedrørende inn-

34
35

Jf. Ot.prp. nr. 56 (1997–1998), kap. 9.
Se barneloven kapittel 5, se særlig § 36.
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tekt), eller konkrete opplysningstyper i skjemaet (f.eks. hva som skal føres
under «Andre innt. (kr per md.)»).
I alt har jeg registrert fjorten slike forklaringer av beslutningsgrunnlaget for
bostøtte. De fleste av disse er presiserende kommentarer som kun gjelder en
begrenset del av de rettsspørsmålene som opplysningstypene i skjemaet aktualiserer. Minst to presiseringer i veiledningen framstår som definisjoner. Således
er det opplyst at «Med student menes person som får eller vil ha rett til ytelse
fra Statens lånekasse for utdanning». Dette er en omformulering og utvidelse
av forskriftens bestemmelse om at «Alle som har rett til yting frå Statens lånekasse for utdanning blir rekna som studentar», se § 3 bokstav b.36 I et annet tilfelle blir et uttrykk definert på mer grunnleggende måter. Således blir
det som i forskriften er benevnt «offentleg program for arbeidskvalifisering»
i veiledningen spesifisert som «yrkesrettet attføring, kvalifiseringsprogram for
nyankomne innvandrere og særskilte kvalifiseringsprogram». 37
Siden bostøtteordningen primært er regulert i forskrift, er ikke presiseringer og definisjoner jeg har nevnt hentet fra forarbeider, men har preg av utfyllende regler på basis av praktiske behov for avklaringer. De fleste presiseringer
kunne med fordel ha vært tatt inn i forskriften. Uten at dette er gjort, kan
forskriften vanskelig sies å være et enkelt forståelig regelverk. Både presiseringene i lovforarbeider til kontantstøtteloven og presiseringene i veilederen til
bostøtteforskriften aktualiserer spørsmålet om regelverksarbeidet er utført på
tilfredsstillende måte, se neste avsnitt.

4

Lovgivning som grunnlag for skjemaer mv.

Det framgår av Utredningsinstruksen at det som del av offentlige utredningsarbeider skal redegjøres for administrative konsekvenser av forslag.38 Kravet
gjelder også utredninger som munner ut i forslag til nye eller endrede lover
og forskrifter. Veilederen til Utredningsinstruksen39 inneholder anvisning på
ni administrative aspekter som det særlig kan være grunn til å vurdere,40 men
36
37
38
39
40

Således er det for eksempel ikke åpenbart etter forskriften at personer som kan få ytelser fra
Lånekassen kan regnes som studenter. Studenter som ikke har barn har ikke krav på bostøtte.
Slike programmer kan gjøre at studenter likevel får rett til bostøtte.
Se FAD 2000.
Se FAD 2007.
De administrative aspekter som nevnes er: etatsstruktur (herunder behov for opprettelse av
nye organer), tilknytningsform, ansvarsforhold, arbeidsoppgaver, arbeidsbyrde, kompetansebehov, informasjonsbehov, klageordninger, samt kontrolltiltak og sanksjoner. Det sies uttrykkelig at oppregningen ikke er fullstendig.
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sier ingen ting om hvorledes administrative konsekvenser av lovforslag mv.
konkret bør gjennomføres.
Viktige administrative konsekvenser er knyttet til de behov lovteksten skaper for innhenting av opplysninger som skal være beslutningsgrunnlag for enkeltvedtak.41 For reelt sett å kunne ta stilling til mulige konsekvenser, og for å
vurdere om konsekvensene er/kan bli akseptable, må en i lovutredningen velge
en forholdsvis konkret tilnærming. Det er med andre ord ikke nok å formulere
abstrakte lovbestemmelser og løst mene noe om virkninger på den praktiske
forvaltningen. I tillegg må en til en viss grad konkretisere hva som spesifikt må/
bør skje når loven skal anvendes.
Kravet i kontantstøtteloven § 3 om at «Kontantstøtte ytes til den som
barnet bor fast hos» kan her brukes som eksempel, jf punkt 2 i avsnitt 3.3
(ovenfor). For å forstå de administrative konsekvensene av lovens ordlyd, er
det blant annet nødvendig å spesifisere meningsinnholdet av «bor fast hos»
nærmere. Dersom en lar konkrete forhold og subjektive oppfatninger være
avgjørende for hvem barnet skal anses å bo fast hos, har dette åpenbart andre administrative konsekvenser enn om spørsmålet blir basert på registrerte,
formelle forhold, for eksempel på folkeregisteradressen. Det neste spørsmålet
som melder seg er hvem eller hva som skal være kilde for kunnskap om lovens
presiserte kriterium («bor fast hos»). Det har åpenbart veldig forskjellige konsekvenser om en velger at a) parten selv skal være kilde for opplysningen; b)
forvaltningsorganet skal gjøre konkrete undersøkelser om boforholdet; eller
c) om opplysningen skal hentes fra en definert maskinlesbar kilde (f. eks det
sentrale folkeregisteret). Spørsmålet kan dernest stilles om hva som konkret
kreves for å benytte de angitte informasjonskildene. Mulige konsekvenser kan
være at det må utarbeides skjema som parter skal anvende som «selvbetjening» eller at det må utvikles IKT-baserte rutiner for maskinell overføring av
opplysninger, mv.
Etter min mening kan kravet til utredning av økonomiske og administrative konsekvenser av forslag til nye lover og forskrifter begrunne at en som del
av lovutredningene bør ta stilling til:
1. Hvilken uttømmende liste av opplysningstyper som i følge lovforslaget
skal være beslutningsgrunnlag;
2. hvilke kilder for opplysninger under punkt 1 som er aktuelle;
3. hvilke presiseringer av opplysningstypene og hjelpemidler ellers42 som er
nødvendig for at kildene under punkt 2 skal kunne brukes på forsvarlig
måte.
41
42

Dette gjelder uansett om det er partene selv som skal inngi slike opplysninger eller ikke.
For eksempel rettslige elektroniske informasjonssystemer.
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I Utredningsinstruksen er administrative følger særlig knyttet opp mot økonomiske forhold. En underliggende forventning er således at administrative
konsekvenser ofte gir høyere administrative kostnader. Ønsket er derfor ofte
å beskytte seg mot negative økonomiske konsekvenser av forslag til nye lover
og forskrifter.
Med forslag til analyser som foreslått ovenfor, er det også grunnlag for et
mer positivt syn på utredningen av administrative konsekvenser. En klargjøring av beslutningsgrunnlag med angivelse av kilder og nødvendig presisjonsnivå slik punktene 1 til 3 (ovenfor) legger opp til, vil på vesentlige måter gi
grunnlag for å skrive bedre regeltekster. Mer fullstendig og presis angivelse
i lov- og forskriftsteksten av de opplysninger enkeltpersoner skal bidra med
når de fyller ut forvaltningens skjemaer, vil således øke sannsynligheten for
at personene kan medvirke på en rettsriktig måte. Dermed blir det også lettere å sikre klar og fullstendig sammenheng mellom skjemaene og det rettslige
grunnlaget for skjemaene, dvs. i kontrast til det gjennomgangen av skjemaene
for kontantstøtte og bostøtte har vist.
En annen viktig effekt av å gjennomføre analyser av administrative konsekvenser som nevnt, er at utredningen kan bidra til å synliggjøre potensialer
for bedre samhandling om informasjonsbehandlingen innen offentlig forvaltning.43 Resultatet fra analysene vil jo være begrepsforklaringer og – definisjoner, og disse kan være grunnlag for å utvikle informasjonssystemer der samme
opplysning brukes som basis for behandling av flere sakstyper. Når det i tilknytning til skjemaet for søking om bostøtte er angitt at «Alle som har rett til
yting frå Statens lånekasse for utdanning blir rekna som studentar», er dette
eksempel på en presisering av «student» som potensielt også kan brukes i
andre sammenhenger. Dersom en også tar stilling til hvilken kilde som skal
benyttes (jf punkt 2, ovenfor), vil det med nødvendighet følge nye definisjonselementer.44 Skal parter fylle ut skjema selv, vil det måtte kreves noe informasjon om hvorledes opplysningen skal dokumenteres eller sannsynliggjøres.
Skal opplysningen om studenter hentes maskinelt fra Lånekassens register eller
lignende, vil en dermed knytte seg til konkrete datadefinisjoner i den aktuelle
systemløsningen.
Poenget er at angivelse av de konkrete administrative rutiner som må følges
for å innhente korrekte beslutningsgrunnlag, gir grunnlag for et langt høyere
presisjonsnivå i regelteksten enn om begrepet bare inngår som en løs språklig
43
44

Dette er et mål for forvaltningspolitikken, se prop. 1 S (2010–2011), kapittel 1561 IKTpolitikk.
I den maskinlesbare kilden vil det således være fastsatt hva som er lovlige verdier for opplysningstypen, herunder hvordan den kan inngis.
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angivelse av opplysninger. Et slikt høyt presisjonsnivå gir merverdi når nye
informasjonssystemer skal planlegges, fordi det blir relativt enkelt å få oversikt
over hvilke presiserte opplysningstyper som foreligger på tilgjengelig måte.
Angivelse av administrative og økonomiske konsekvenser av lovforslag blir
gjerne utført til slutt i offentlige utredningsarbeider. Vurderingene er gjerne
kortfattede og relativt overflatiske. Dette er ikke er overraskende, gitt mangelen på konkrete retningslinjer og metoder for slik konsekvensutredning. Mitt
poeng, som de tre punktene ovenfor illustrerer, er at spørsmål om forståelsen
av ord og uttrykk som betegner beslutningsgrunnlag med fordel kan inngå i
utredningene av administrative konsekvenser. Dersom slike konsekvenser skal
kunne få betydning for innholdet i lovforslag mv., kan konsekvensutredningen åpenbart ikke skje til slutt, men må gjennomføres fortløpende og delvis
parallelt med utarbeidelsen av lov- og forskriftstekstene. På den måten kan en
unngå å formulere bestemmelser med ord som er vanskelig å forstå for de som
faktisk skal ta stilling til rettsspørsmålene.
For å utarbeide slike skjemaer som jeg har gitt eksempler på i denne artikkelen, må de aktiviteter som framgår av punktene 1–3 uansett utføres.
Gjennomføring av aktivitetene som del av selve lovutredningen, fører derfor
bare til at aktivitetene framskyndes i tid, og innebærer i utgangspunktet ikke
at det må gjennomføres flere aktiviteter enn i dag.45

5

Avslutning

Den lille undersøkelsen jeg her har gjort rede for illustrerer hvorledes skjemaer
som befolkningen skal bruke når de krever sosiale ytelser mv, er utformet på
en måte som skaper et markert skille mellom skjemaet og den underliggende
rettslige reguleringen. Tekstene i skjemaene med veiledere forholder seg i liten
grad til de underliggende lover og forskrifter som riktig utfylling av skjemaene
er avhengig av. Hadde disse regelverkene vært ideelt utformet med uttømmende og presis angivelse av meningsinnholdet, ville et slikt skille være mindre
problematisk fordi resultatene trolig ville blitt korrekte uansett. Eksemplene
tyder imidlertid på at ordene i de underliggende regeltekstene både har vært
ansett som utilstrekkelige/ikke hensiktsmessige av de som har laget skjemaene. Gjennomgangen har dessuten indikert behov for betydelige presiseringer
av ord i skjemaer og regelverkene for dermed å sikre riktig forståelse. Den
45

En systematisk tilnærming kan imidlertid føre til grundigere og dermed mer langvarig og
dyrere arbeid. I så fall vil det være en diskusjon om kvalitetsforbedringer kan forsvare økte
utgifter.
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«undertrykking» av rettskildene som skillet mellom skjemaene og underliggende rettsregler representerer er etter min mening uakseptabel, bl.a. fordi det
vanskeliggjør legalitetskontroll fra borgerne og kamuflerer at skjemaet inngår
i en rettslig styrt beslutningsprosess.
Bedre sammenheng mellom skjemaer som borgerne er forventet å fylle ut
og det underliggende regelverket kan skje på minst to måter. Den første strategien kan være å skrive forklaringer av rettsspørsmålene i skjemaer og tilhørende veiledninger i et språk som er enklere enn det regelverkene er skrevet i.
Samtidig må det tas inn henvisninger fra disse forenklede tekstene som tydelig
viser til rettsgrunnlaget. For det andre kan en legge større vekt på utforming
av regeltekster ved konkret å analysere hvordan forvaltningen og borgerne
faktisk må innrette seg for å handle i samsvar med rettreglene. Gjennom grundige konsekvensanalyser av den informasjonsbehandling som rettsreglene gjør
nødvendig, kan en etter min mening oppnå lov- og forskriftsbestemmelser som
uttømmende og presist angir det rettslige innholdet.
Vi trenger selvsagt begge tilnærminger. Sist nevnte strategi for å oppnå
bedre forståelige rettsregler er åpenbart det grunnleggende kravet. På et slikt
grunnlag, dvs. med et så uttømmende og klart formulert regelverk som mulig,
blir oppgaven å vurdere om det er behov for presiseringer og forklaringer i
skjemaer med tilhørende veiledninger relativt enkel.
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RUNNING OUT OF ADDRESS SPACE: THE DEPLETION OF
IPV4 ADDRESS AND WHAT IT ENTAILS FOR DEVELOPING
COUNTRIES
Samson Yoseph Esayas1

Abstract
The Internet Protocol (IP) address is a device’s ID within a computer network.
The Internet’s ability to scale up and connect more people and devices hinges on
the availability of unoccupied IP addresses. But the year 2011 has marked the
long predicted depletion of the Internet Protocol version 4 (IPv4) from the central pool administered by the Internet Assigned Names and Numbers (IANA).
IANA delegates IP address blocks to Regional Registries, who, in turn redistribute the addresses to end users, which includes Internet Service Providers
(ISPs), according to their policies. Its depletion from the pools of Regional
Registries is also around the corner. Such depletion of IPv4 is viewed as a threat
to the Internet’s diffusion begging for some solution to dealing with it. As a result, the use of Network Address Translators (NAT), IPv4 address market and
IPv6 deployment has emerged as possible remedies. This paper aims at examining these remedies of IPv4 depletion from developing countries’ perspective.
In so doing, it analyses the policy implications of a market approach to IPv4
and NATs for developing countries. Furthermore, it portrays the challenges
ahead which developing countries face in their transition to IPv6.

1

The author is grateful to Lee A. Bygrave, Emily Weitzenboeck, Tobias Mahler, Darren Read,
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1.

Introduction

1.1.

General Background on IP addresses

Just as it is significantly changing the way people behave, so is the Internet itself experiencing changes, also major ones. The depletion of Internet Protocol
version 4 (IPv4) and the current expansion of the Generic Top Level Domains
(gTLDs) system as so called ‘dotanything’ are at the fore of these changes. But
this paper sticks only with the issues of IPv4 depletion. Before proceeding to
further discussion, it is worth pausing to shed light on what Internet Protocol
(IP) is and its role on the Internet.
The foundation of the Internet lies on what is called the Internet Protocol
and Transmission Control Protocol (IP/TCP) suite. The IP/TCP protocol suite is
the main set of rules to interconnect networks or devices and transmit data over
the Internet.2 The IP/TCP protocol suite has four functional layers: the Link,
Internet, Transport and Application layers.3 IP addresses perform their functions at the Internet layer, which deals with how packets are routed and switched through a network.4 This layer uses IP addresses to identify the origin of
a packet of transmitted data, identify the destination of that packet of data, as
well as locate any intermediate points.5 An IP address is simply a number which
serves as a globally unique identifier of every device connected to the Internet.
There is a general understanding that IP addresses play three major roles
within a network.6 First, IP addresses enable the identification of the parties
in a communication transaction (‘who’ role).7 Second, IP addresses determine
the network location of an identified end point (‘where’ role).8 Nevertheless,
the extent to which IP addresses identify the parties to communication or the

2

3
4
5
6

7
8

Robert Cannon, ‘Potential Impacts on Communications from IPv4 Exhaustion & IPv6
Transition’ (FCC Working Paper 3, DC20554, December 2010) 3 <http://transition.fcc.gov/
Daily_Releases/Daily_Business/2010/db1230/DOC-303870A1.pdf> accessed 10 March 2012.
Laura DeNardis, Protocol Politics: the Globalization of Internet Governance (MIT Press
2009) 7.
Ibid.
M.R Stephen, A.P Rymond, and John Currat, ‘Legal and Policy Aspects of Internet Number
Resources’ (2008) 24 Santa Clara Computer and High Tech Law Journal 335, 336.
OECD, ‘Internet Address Space: Economic Considerations in the Management of IPv4 and
in the Deployment of IPv6’ (OECD Ministerial Background Report, DSTI/ICCP 20/Final,
2007) 7.
Ibid.
Ibid.
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network location is rather blurred.9 Third, IP addresses are also used to support
routing decisions i.e. how packets are routed within a network (‘how’ role).10
The Internet Protocol standard that is mainly in use today is IPv4. IPv4,
which was developed in the 1980s, creates a fixed address field of 32 bits,
allowing approximately 4.3 billion IP addresses.11 During the early days of
the Internet, this seemed an enormous number. However, with the exponential growth of the Internet, the IPv4 resources started to dwindle and eventually faced imminent depletion from the central pool administered by IANA
(Internet Assigned Names and Numbers).12 The saving grace about the depletion is that the Internet community has not been caught off guard and has
planned accordingly by developing IPv6 as a replacement. But the selection
was not trivial and has raised many technical and institutional complexities.
One issue, among others, was whether the replacement protocol should be
developed by the prevailing Internet governance institutions or by an international organization.13 IPv6, which was developed in the 1990s, provides
roughly 2128= 3.403 x 1038 (340 undecillion or 1036) unique addresses.14 Apart
from the expanded address space, IPv6 was initially developed with improved
authentication, security and automatic configuration features, most of which
were later ‘backported’ to IPv4.15 Both the IPv4 and IPv6 have been developed

9

10
11
12

13
14

15

Geoff Huston, ‘A Rough Guide to Address Exhaustion’ (2011) 14(1) The Internet Protocol
Journal 2, 3 <http://www.cisco.com/web/about/ac123/ac147/archived_issues/ipj_14-1/ipj_141.pdf> accessed 14 November 2012, pointing that IP address enables to uniquely identify an
end point from all other endpoints but barely enables to identify parties at the end points
and their exact geographical location in a network. See also M.R Stephen and others (n 4)
337–338. Whereas in some jurisdictions such as the EU there are tendencies to consider IP addresses as personal data, which seems to take the role of IP addresses beyond a mere identification of the parties at the end points. See Jean-Philippe Moiny, ‘Are Internet protocol addresses
personal data? The fight against online copyright infringement’ (2011) 27 Computer Law &
Security Review 348, 351–53.
OECD (n 5) 7.
DeNardis (n 2) 2.
The Internet Assigned Numbers Authority (IANA) is the organization responsible for the
global coordination of the DNS Root, allocation of IP addresses, and other Internet protocol
resources. See <http://www.iana.org/about/> accessed 15 November 2012.
DeNardis (n 2) 4.
Ibid 3. See Huston, ‘A Rough Guide’ (n 8) pointing that if each IPv6 address were a single
grain of sand, the entire IPv6 address space would construct 300 million planets, each the size
of the earth!
Benjamin Edelman, ‘Running out of Numbers: The Impending Scarcity of IP Addresses and
What to Do about It’ (Harvard Business School Working Paper 09-091, 2009) 4 <http://
www.hbs.edu/research/pdf/09-091.pdf> accessed 20 May 2012.
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by the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF)16 through a bottom up decision
making process.
One might wonder why IPv6, not IPv5,17 succeeded IPv4. IPv5 has been
already deployed as experimental protocol in the late 1980’s.18 Therefore, IPv5
has never been in use in the (public) Internet we know, which makes it less
relevant for discussion in this paper.

1.2.

The Governance of IP addresses

Initially the allocation of IP addresses was made by scientists at the Information
Sciences Institute (ISI) of the University of Sothern California, notably by one
man, Jon Postel.19 Back then address scarcity seemed unlikely. Very few could
afford computers and even fewer wanted Internet connection. As a result, IP
addresses were distributed essentially on a ‘take-as-requested’ basis.
As the Internet took off and went global, the process of policy formation
and resource distribution evolved into a more decentralized and hierarchical
structure. Such decentralization is believed to be desirable in promoting local
participation in policy development and facilitating accessibility of resources to users. The Internet Corporation for Assigned Names and Numbers
(ICANN), through its IANA functions is at the top of the governance hierarchy. As one of its duties, IANA distributes IP addresses to Regional Internet
Registries (RIRs).20 The RIRs receive large blocks of IP addresses as so called
‘/8’ (read: slash eight) and distribute either to Local Internet Registries (LIRs)
or Internet Service Providers (ISPs) to be reassigned to end users – a process
called ‘allocation’.21 Alternatively end users might directly receive an IP address from RIRs for their own use – a process referred to as ‘assignment’.22
Both distribution types are on a ‘justified need assessment’ basis – a technical
16

17
18
19
20

21

22

The main task of IETF is to produce relevant technical and engineering documents that influence the way people design, use, and manage the Internet. Its main mission is ‘to make the
Internet work better’. See <http://www.ietf.org/> accessed 20 May 2012.
See Huston, ’A Rough Guide’ (n 8) 5, indicating that it was initially named as Internet Stream
Protocol Version 2 (ST2).
Ibid.
Edelman (n 14) 2.
William Lehr, Tom Vest, and Eliot Lear, ‘Running on Empty: the challenge of managing
Internet addresses’ (IANA: TPRC 10_21_08.doc, 2008) 9 <http://cfp.mit.edu/publications/
CFP_Papers/Lehr%20Lear%20Vest%20TPRC08%20Internet%20Address%20
Running%20on%20Empty.pdf> accessed 1 June 2012.
Milton Mueller, ‘Scarcity in IP addresses: IPv4 Addresses Transfer Markets and the Regional
Internet Address Registries’ (Internet Governance Project (IGP), 2008) 4 <http://www.
internetgovernance.org/pdf/IPAddress_TransferMarkets.pdf> accessed 21 January 2012.
Ibid.
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criterion to award IP addresses upon a review of the network plans and the
information on utilization levels submitted by the applicant.23
Apart from distributing IP addresses, RIRs are entrusted with performing
three main functions:24 1) maintaining the uniqueness of IP addresses by keeping appropriate records; 2) conserving IP resources; and 3) route aggregation.25 RIRs manage IP addresses as shared public resources with entities getting
only the right to use without acquiring property right on the addresses.26 The
creation of RIRs in the 1990s was followed by the introduction of a set of a
more formalized and tight distribution policies. Meanwhile, up to 45% of
the IPv4 address space was already allocated before the creation of the RIRs,
significant of which without any contractual obligation.27 The addresses assigned or allocated in this manner are called legacy addresses, with most US
institutions at the receiving end.28
A confluence of factors – mainly the initial liberal (and perhaps wasteful)
allocation along with the ongoing growth of the Internet – has accelerated the
depletion of IPv4. Consequently, IANA handed over its last block of IPv4 to
the RIRs by February 2011. With respect to RIRs, the Asia Pacific Network
Information Centre (APNIC)29 and the RIPE Network Coordination Centre
(RIPE NCC)30 started allocating IP addresses from their last /8’s by April 2011
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and September 2012 respectively.31 The Latin American and Caribbean Internet
Addresses Registry (LACNIC)32 is predicted to run out of its IPv4 addresses by
2014, and the African Network Information Centre (AFRINIC)33 by 2016.34
The depletion of IP addresses from the RIRs’ pool implies that new hosts
cannot connect directly to the Internet and new entrants cannot use many new
and innovative peer-to-peer applications.35 In this sense the depletion of IPv4 is
among the insidious threats facing the Internet today. The threat has been described by some as the ‘most significant challenge for the Internet today’,36 whereas others have likened it with ‘the oil shocks and gasoline shortages of 1970’.37
With such a threat hanging over the Internet, the question begging answer
is: what will happen (to the Internet) when unallocated IPv4 is no longer available in the hands of RIRs?
• Share addresses through Network Address Translator (NAT) gateways?
• Pay to receive IPv4 addresses from others? Or
• Deploy IPv6 immediately?
This paper does not aim at endorsing any of these answers. Rather it flags
what is implicit in each answer from developing countries’ perspective. This
brings the first task, not an easy one perhaps, of tackling what the term ‘developing countries’ stands for in this paper.
In his book ‘The Information Revolution and Developing Countries,’ Ernest
J. Wilson III adopted a geography based definition to developing countries and
generally referred to countries in the Southern hemisphere.38 He noted that
31
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despite some differences, countries located in the Southern hemisphere share
the following important common features:
• A substantial gap between the poor and the rich;
• Severe lack of trained ICT workers;
• Weak and inexperienced institutions and systems to manage technological
innovation and change and to leapfrog the ICT gap;
• Likely to be ICT consumers (importers of hardware, software and content);
• Less knowledgeable and less engaged in the making and enforcing of rules
of the global information society.
Applying such criteria to the RIRs, the AFRINIC and LACNIC are the two
organizations that cover the bulk of countries that fall under the ‘developing’
category. Both RIRs cover mainly countries in the Southern hemisphere that
are likely to fulfill the above-listed requirements. Even though the organization of the RIRs is essentially based on geographical location that sometimes
embraces both developed and developing countries in the same RIR, it does
reflect to a considerable degree the level of development of the countries within
it. Such categorization squarely fits the theme of the paper and is important
in discussing some of the relevant issues, such as inter-regional transfers of IP
addresses. It also fits well in terms of the IP resource distribution among the
regions. Thus, a reference to developing countries or regions is mainly to these
two RIRs and the states they cover. Yet the analysis can still be relevant to developing countries covered by other RIRs which fulfill the above-listed criteria.

2.

Running Out of IPv4 address: the Post-depletion Era

2.1.

Sharing of IP Address and its Implications to Developing Countries

NAT is one alternative that the Internet community has resorted to after realizing
the potential depletion of IPv4. NAT, standardized in 1994 by RFC1631, is a
host in the Internet, which allows a single address to be used to connect many
devices, without having publicly routable IP addresses.39 The potential depletion
of IPv4 has been brought to the attention of the Internet community in the early
1990s, yet two decades later the majority of the Internet (up to 99%)40 still relies
on IPv4. Thus, NAT has played a significant role in the conservation of IPv4 addresses. This notwithstanding, the use of NAT has its own drawbacks.
39
40
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The breakdown of the end-to-end principle (e-2-e) – a fundamental architectural principle of the Internet – is one of the major drawbacks associated
with the wider usage of NATs. The e-2-e principle calls for a minimal functionality within the network, with the ‘intelligence’ placed at the end points.41
This principle is claimed to be at the pinnacle of the Internet’s success, laying
the foundation for each individual user to contribute for the Internet’s development. This comes from the resulting minimal complexity in the network, which
in turn reduces the costs of upgrading the network, costs of developing and
deploying new applications.42 Yet NAT gateways create a single point of entry
where the gateway modifies each outgoing packet so that all such packets come
from a single public address and when an incoming packet arrives, attempts to
determine which users’ devices should receive that packet.43 This implies that
users talk through the intermediary server than direct to each other, which is
an interference with the e-2-e principle. This has many adverse consequences.
Firstly, it has made NAT incompatible with some Internet protocols that
make use of the e-2-e functionality such as VoIP calls.44 This is mainly because initiating a conversation to reach a computer behind NAT boxes is difficult as all devices use one and the same address towards the public Internet.45
Secondly, the fact that NAT modifies the packet’s header before it reaches its
destination increases complexity and complicates the provision of services within a local network.46 With the e-2-e principle observed, users can develop and
deploy new applications without any change needed to the network, which
keeps the cost of innovation and deployment lower. Nonetheless, NAT injects
a non-standardized intelligence (varied implementations) into the network,
requiring application developers to conform to each non-standardized implementation.47 Thus, wider NAT deployment would require application developers to build increasingly complex and costly central gateways to allow
‘NATed’ clients to communicate with each other.48 The associated network
complexity, in turn, degrades Internet performance, thereby hampering innovation, development of new services and of the Internet in general.
41
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Furthermore, NAT is a capital intensive measure with ongoing operational
costs for network service providers.49 According to RTI International (2005),
NAT spending accounts for up to 30% of IT related expenditures.50 Hence,
network operators will be confronted with increased costs to offer potentially
inferior service.51
This notwithstanding, it is argued that violation of the pure form of the
e-2-e principle is not uncommon, even practical and desirable sometimes, in
order to protect end-users from spam and security threats.52 Above all, it is
worth noting that NAT offered a necessary, albeit short-term, solution to the
looming depletion of IP addresses and will remain important in the transition
to IPv6. Some even go further and claim that ‘without NAT the Internet would
be nowhere near as pervasive as it is today’.53 This includes its current diffusion in developing countries.
Although all the above NAT concerns are equally shared by developed
nations, they have a particular repercussion for developing countries. For
instance, the fact that NAT increases network complexities and hamper the
uptake of innovative applications that are dependent on the end-to-end functionality is more challenging for the developing countries. To date, developing
countries are dependent on the contents and applications that originate from
the developed nations. As one author aptly commented ‘[t]he reality is that
the valued information superhighway runs in one direction only from North
to South. There is much less content produced by the South to the South and
much less that flows from South to North.’54 So, if developing countries have
to make the most of the digital economy and join the development path, they
have to devise a policy that encourages the wider deployment of local content
in the Internet. But NAT’s perpetuity might pose a significant challenge. Some
are troubled by the fact that such obstacles can disproportionately affect lowincome countries, resulting in a second-rate Internet access, further limiting
development.55 The degraded Internet access together with the relatively slow
penetration of broadband in developing countries could abate the Internet’s
growth and result in the denial of access to knowledge. Further, the resulting
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customer discontent can hamper the reach of the Internet to remote parts of
these regions by ISPs.
More perplexingly, the massive capital investment and ongoing operational costs needed to run NAT might deter uptake of domestic ISP or divert an
investment that could have been directed at expanding basic Internet access.
The lack of domestic ISPs in turn might create dependence on large developed
nations’ ISPs for Internet access resulting in the flow of capital from the developing to developed nations, which would exacerbate the already whopping
digital divide gap in place.
There are also claims that NAT deployments could occur in a way which
would dim the transition to IPv6.56 This can inhibit the development of new
services and Internet diffusion in developing countries in particular, which, in
the long run, their demand for IP address is just expected to grow more than
developed nations. In this respect, the fact that AFRINIC and LACNIC have
an IPv4 to last for some time in the future along with the use of NAT could
further drag the transition to IPv6 in these regions. Such delay, some argue,
will increase the total cost of transition in the later stages.57 Not only does such
cost shift resources from other areas of priority but also if developing countries could not make the transition out for cost reasons, it might even end up
in a fragmentation of the global Internet.
In contrast, by delaying the transition to IPv6, NAT enables the gradual
replacement of hardware and software through normal wear and tear.58 This
dispenses costs of transition and buys some time for developing countries to
plan as lack of planning often bear a significant increase in costs. But at the
same time staggering delay might be against their interest as it can severely restrict the scalability of the Internet in these regions and can distract their effort
to catch up with the rest.
Apart from that, NAT serves as security gateway – creating single points of
entry into a network.59 This might be of great importance to global Internet governance because without secure Internet (at least secure enough to work), all
other areas of Internet governance become almost irrelevant. At the same time,
there are doubts that NAT enhances network security. One is because most enterprise security breaches occur inside the enterprise network.60 Another is that
NAT complicates tracing back the origin of a security threat, masking many
56
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users behind a single IP address and increasing the cost of fighting Internet
abuse. More importantly, NAT does not support IPSec with Authentication
Header,61 which provides a ‘native mode’ that applications use for secure endto-end data transfer and inhibits implementation of security at the IP level.62
This is not the end of the NAT story. The above repercussions of NAT will
in turn abate developing countries global participation in the governance of
the Internet. If Internet access is hampered, the role that developing countries
could play in Internet issues would become minimal. The Internet’s availability, functionality, stability and security have a profound impact on its overall
governance. When one has never used the Internet or has very limited access to
it and knows noting or little about what the Internet can be used for, how does
one effectively participate in making decisions with respect to this creature?
After all, the multi-stakeholderism process that calls for a broader bottomup decision-making process relies highly on e-mail and Internet-based group
discussions. This implies that an Internet access and strong digital presence is
imperative to participating in the global Internet governance. Thus, ensuring
access to the Internet remains a priority for developing countries. But wider
deployment of NAT gateways could stand in the way.
Lastly, the viability of NAT as a solution is limited by its reliance on the
availability of IPv4. It is claimed that 170 million addresses every year are
needed to keep NAT as a measure going.63 This is a gigantic number which is
hardly affordable with the continuously dwindling IPv4 number space. Simply
put ‘NAT is a stop-gap measure to buy time’.64

2.2.

An IPv4 Market and Developing Countries

IPv4 address market is another emerging solution of dealing with IPv4 depletion. Despite missing the basic characteristics of public goods (the notions of
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non-rivalry and non-excludability), to date, IP addresses are considered as a
non-tradable public resource under the stewardships of RIRs.65 Barring exceptional, perhaps imprecise, situations where transfer can occur through acquisition or merger, the RIR ‘need based’ allocation seemed to be the only legitimate
means to acquire an IP address. But the depletion of IPv4 from the IANA central pool as well as from some RIRs bottlenecked the continuity of such model.
Hence, despite stout resistance to a market approach,66 an IPv4 transfer market
is currently gaining a momentum as means to coop with IPv4 depletion.
Following that, the past few years saw some policy modifications in IPv4
management. One modification and perhaps a radical move, was the introduction of policy proposals allowing for the trading of IP addresses. All RIRs,
except the AFRINIC, have proposals currently in place allowing for the trading
of IP addresses between holders.67 However, significant disparity is claimed to
exist between such proposals ranging from RIPE’s simple and most liberal proposal to ARIN’s restrictive and complicated policy.68 LACNIC’s proposal, on
the other hand, will take effect once its IPv4 address pool is depleted.69 With
a transfer market becoming such a pervasive policy option, it is important to
examine what it entails for developing countries.
Studies show that a significant portion of IPv4 addresses, up to 30%, is still
unused.70 Thus, the emergence of a market for IPv4 is believed to release significant number of the unused IPv4 addresses to those that need the addresses
most.71 A recent study praised the IPv4 market in place as success in achieving
such objective.72 Some even ambitiously claim that the market would extend
the life of IPv4 for up to two or three decades.73 This is mostly relevant to developing countries due to their growing need for IP addresses.74 It will in particular give new entrants from developing countries a baseline to commence
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business when the RIR’s resource is exhausted.75 However, this argument is
not indubitable for the following reasons. Firstly, despite a growing need for
IP address, in terms of the quantity of IP addresses needed, the demand for IP
address in the developing RIRs, AFRINIC and LACNIC, is paltry compared
to the other RIRs.76 Secondly, the existence of an IPv4 address space lasting for
some time in these RIRs illustrates that there is no pressing need for organizations in these regions to seek IP addresses from the market. As one author put
it, the IPv4 depletion is an imminent (‘here and now’) problem in the APNIC
region but is a ‘future’ problem in the other RIRs.77 Long-term, with its challenges IPv6 deployment is viewed as offering a long-lasting solution.
Even assuming the market will benefit developing regions, the proposals in
place ought to allow inter-regional transfers particularly an outflow of IP addresses from the ARIN region to these regions. This is mainly for the concentration of legacy addresses in that region. Yet ARIN’s policy requires both the
holder and the buyer of a respective address block be current account holders
within its territory with the exception that allows the transfer of addresses to
the APNIC region upon certain conditions.78 The fact that 90%79 of the RIR
allocated IP addresses are routed to the Internet dims not only the significance that such transfer market for IPv4 could play without the involvement of
ARIN but also the significance any intra-regional transfers could have. Thus,
in the presence of such inter-regional restrictions, it is hardly conceivable to
argue that the market in place will release IP resource to and serve the interest
of developing countries. That is why some even dare to claim that due to the
likely future stronger demand for IP in the developing world, a market without
inter-regional transfer to redistribute resources might hurt developing countries more than those already developed.80
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Nevertheless, any policy allowing inter-regional transfers has its own risks
and does not necessarily benefit developing regions. First, it is hard to envisage
a situation where entities from developing countries are able to afford a single
IPv4 address for $10.81 Such looming price might result in strengthening the
presence of large incumbents thereby inhibiting the ability of new entrants in
developing countries to enter the market.82 A recent study on IPv4 markets seems to reinforce such assertion where the dominant buyers within the address
market are Microsoft, Amazon, Vodafone and Salesforce.com.83 This might
further detract the Internet’s take off in the developing regions. However, some
are defiant that price will deter developing countries from actively participating
in the IPv4 market.84 Yet resources have to be shifted from more pressing areas
of priority such as eradicating poverty, illiteracy, and infrastructure development. Second, inter-regional transfers have the specter of risking a resource being transferred from the poor to rich regions.85 With the market offering such a
penny, it could be tempting for organizations from developing countries to sell
their IP addresses and shift to another business. This is because a network in
low-income countries may find it profitable to transfer its address than staying
in the business.86 Allowing such transfer is considered laudable as far as it is
profitable for an organization because it releases an income to invest in other
aspects of its service.87 Meanwhile, trading the Internet business for another
is hardly desirable in the digital age. Concomitantly, it is offering a windfall benefit for the well-resourced countries that joined the Internet early on
exacerbating global inequalities in address distribution.88 Third, inter-regional
transfer brings with it complexities in policy implementation.89
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Even the possibility that the restriction on inter-regional transfer might
prevent the transfer of IP address from poor to rich regions is fraught with
its own enforcement issues. On the one hand, RIRs are not equipped with
real enforcement power or actual punitive measures (in the form of monetary
sanctions) that would effectively halt the transfers of IP address space between
or among regions.90 On the other hand, the global nature of the resources makes it difficult to effectively control entities from creating accounts at multiple
RIRs and getting an IP addresses in those regions.91 Even more, the benefits
from fragmented policy proposals allowing inter-regional transfer of addresses
might not be comparable with the policy complications and implementation
overheads that would possibly ensue.
IPv4 address market is also viewed as a mechanism to distribute resources
from regions that typically underutilize their allocation, such as Africa, thereby offering them an income that could be put to productive use by selling their
unused addresses.92 This will provide IPv4 holders the incentive to relinquish
their IPv4 and make timely transition to IPv6.93 But this argument seems to
assume that transition to IPv6 will not only happen but will happen within the
near future. This is not necessarily the case. There are even some who argue
that transition to IPv6 will never happen.94 While some others, believe it will
take up to 80 years to complete the transition.95 More practically, others suggest that a wiser management of IPv4 does not assume that global transition
to IPv6 is inevitable.96 Accordingly, if networks in developing countries start to
sell their IPv4 address space currently based on that assumption and the transition does not happen or take longer time, these networks have somehow to
retrieve these addresses once their technological or financial capacity justifies
connection to the Internet, perhaps at a higher price. Or else these networks
have to remain dependent on the incumbents of the North.
The emergence of black and grey markets is another driving motive for IPv4
market.97 Once IPv4 is depleted from the RIR’s pool and there is no legitimate IP
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market, it leads to the evolution of black or grey IPv4 market.98 The evolution
of such market has serious implications on the governance of IP addresses and
the Internet in general. Firstly, it defies the legitimacy and power of the RIRs.
RIRs power of maintaining and updating registries such as the Whois, gives rise
to some leverage in enforcing their address usage policies and decisions over
address holders.99 But if a transfer of IP addresses takes place in a black or grey
market, bypassing RIRs, the transfer will not be reflected in the registries. This
dims the leverage power of RIRs. It would also possibly lead to the break down
in the accuracy and universality of the RIRs database, which in turn have severe
consequences for the security and orderly management of the Internet technical
infrastructure.100 A possible ensuing alert and fear on ISPs to refuse routing packets to addresses acquired from the black or grey market creates greater risk of
segregation for small and remote networks due to their less commercial significance. To remedy this, the argument continues, a market for IPv4 has to evolve.
Furthermore, the lack of an authoritative organ enforcing transfers in the
black or grey market might lead to possibility of address being copied and
stolen. This would require significant resources in surveillance of address utilization and finding stronger enforcement mechanisms to prevent transfers and
appropriation outside the regime’s rules.101 This has profound financial implication for the developing regions. But little wonder if the administration of the
market itself would be less difficult and less demanding especially for the developing regions which might end up as sources of supply due to their reserve
of IPv4 addresses. With the emergence of legitimate market for IPv4, RIRs
might have to design and implement a market policy that effectively deals with
speculation, and unreasonable routing table growth. If inter-regional transfers
are allowed, RIRs might have to cope with the consequent policy complications and might be needed to cooperate at larger level than before. An IP
market is claimed to attract a stricter government regulation of standards and
of Internet address space.102 Thus, RIRs might be required to accommodate a
more government interference on the heels of protecting public interest. This
might impact the big picture as well – reinforcing the mounting pressure from
governments to put a heavy hand in the governance of the Internet.
As important reason is the fact that the ARIN region, where there is a free
pool of IPv4 address, is the main source for the news regarding the evolution
98
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of black or grey market is mainly.103 This implies that the emergence of black
or grey market is not necessarily a direct consequence of IPv4 depletion. And if
such a market exists, the rationale for its emergence might differ on what is meant by ‘black or grey’ markets. For instance, it is not settled that the trading of
legacy addresses without ARIN’s approval will fall under black market transaction. If one argues that ARIN does not have any right over those addresses and
their holders are owners of these addresses,104 their trading without ARIN’s approval is neither illegal nor grey in the sense of the above definition. But if due
to ARIN’s ‘need assessment policy’ such transfers are considered as black market transactions, their emergence is more to do either with the restrictive ‘need
assessment’ approach or temptation to acquire the de facto property rights
enjoyed by legacy holders rather than the lack of legitimate markets.105 On the
other hand, if one opts to buy RIR allocated addresses bypassing the free pool
allocation system and ARIN’s transfer market policy, it could not be for any
other reason but for some illicit purposes or naivety on the matter. Moreover,
the APNIC region is an interesting example showing that the depletion of IPv4
address space does not necessarily summon a transfer market even in the region
that consumed the largest address space for the past few years.106 The RIPE’s
situation is also an interesting case in point where despite some parties listing
blocks of addresses for sale, there have been no buyers.107 Simply put, if the
existence of a market does not give rise to transactions, it is not given that the
lack of legitimate IP market would lead to black or grey markets.
Another major threat associated with the emergence of market for IPv4 is
unreasonable growth of Internet routing table. An IPv4 market could result in
highly fragmented route advertisements due to sale of small address blocks.108
This could reach a point where the routing capacity of the default-free zone
could not handle route advertisements.109 This problem is especially resonant
to developing countries because the default route is used to route packets to
103 See Mueller, ‘Scarcity in IP addresses’ (n 20) 8, the example used is from ARIN’s Public policy
mailing discussion.
104 Milton Mueller, ‘It’s official: Legacy IPv4 address holders own their number blocks’ (IGP
Blog, 22 September 2012) <http://www.internetgovernance.org/2012/09/22/its-officiallegacy-ipv4-address-block-holders-own-their-number-blocks/> accessed 25 September 2012.
105 Mueller and others (n 27) 9.
106 Ibid 6, pointing that out of 6,034,688 total IP addresses traded 5,391,616 (84%) IP numbers
were in the ARIN region, whereas only 971,000 numbers were traded in the APNIC region.
107 Ibid 5.
108 This is not a mere theoretical assertion. See Ibid 7, revealing that of the 204 IP address block
transaction 69 involves the sale of /24, which is the smallest block to be traded. Although the
transaction of a certain block does not necessarily imply its advertisement in that size, it is
more probable when it involves different parties.
109 Mueller (n 22) ‘Critical resource’ 407.
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smaller networks when no other known route exists for a packet’s destination
address.110 Furthermore, trading of small blocks of addresses in the market
requires more frequent updating of the routing tables. This in turn results in
increased costs and may threaten Internet routing stability.111 Such rising costs
could lead to a situation where small and remote networks could not afford
the cost of running routers. Thus, if the routing table grows unreasonably, it
is the ‘small networks from developing countries that face the danger of being
expelled from the routing of Internet flow not big and giant networks.’112
All this brings back the concern, mentioned above, that without enough
participation in the Internet, it is hardly possible to play a meaningful role in
its governance, if at all. It can be argued that putting limits on route advertisements in the form of route aggregation policies can mitigate the concern. But
the restrictions on block size either from buyer or sellers side has the specter
of favoring large incumbents and seriously damaging the foundation of the
Internet by rewarding only deep-pocketers.113 This not only dictates the market to fit the interest of those privileged and resourced few but could also have
profound impact on the way the future Internet and its governance is shaped,
primarily on the values of the developed countries.114 Mueller has observed
that despite RIRs, as regional entities with more localized participation, being supposed to produce policies uniquely tailored to their local needs, there
seem to be no significant differences in the IPv6 addressing regime among the
RIRs.115 Mueller then queries: how good is a regime if local input cannot produce policy variations? Putting it simply, is it a coincidence that ARIN’s policy
is essentially similar to AFRINIC’s?
Ultimately, as things stand now, the emergence of IPv4 transfer market might
be an alternative policy option for allocating IPv4 addresses. But it is hardly arguable that the market option has a basis in the interest of developing countries.

110 Ibid, see also fns.
111 Lehr and others (n 19) 22.
112 Paul Wilson, ‘The Geography of Internet Addressing’ (CircleID, 25 Apr 2005) <http://www.
circleid.com/posts/the_geography_of_internet_addressing> accessed 03 April 2012.
113 Lehr and others (n 19) 32.
114 See Joel R. Reidenberg, ‘The Yahoo Case and the International Democratization of the
Internet’ (Fordham Law & Economics Research Paper No. 11, 2001) illustrating how the
US’s role in the development of the Internet has resulted in the dominance of US values in its
later governance.
115 Milton Mueller, ‘IP addressing: the next frontier of Internet governance debate’ (2006) 8(5)
Info, Emerald 3, 8.
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IPv6 Deployment and Developing Countries

Making the transition to IPv6 is another means, perhaps long-term, of dealing
with IPv4 depletion. As noted above, the driving force behind the transition to
IPv6 emanates mainly from the much larger address space it supports. Other
than that, IPv6 is not inherently any faster, not any cheaper, nor is it even all
that much better than IPv4.116 But the much larger address space that it offers
and some of the features have their own virtues. IPv6 is theoretically capable
of providing an IP address for any conceivable number of individuals, organizations or devices connected to the Internet in the foreseeable future. Thus,
IPv6 eliminates NAT and its cost of administration. This potentially restores
the end-to-end principle and lessens the consequent fear that developing countries might face second-rate Internet access limiting their development. It also
provides developing countries with abundant addresses to increase Internet’s
diffusion at a lower cost. The later in particular results from the ‘plug and
play’ feature of IPv6 that enables auto-configuration so that users could plug
in a computer and have it connected without the need to configure workstations and PC manually and simplifying network access for mobile Internet
users.117 Thus, with IPv6 facilitating Internet diffusion in those regions, it not
only fosters the developing world’s participation in the digital economy, but
also enables them to play a meaningful role in the governance of the Internet
and its critical resources.
Though not all-curing, IPv6 deployment is viewed as a means to mitigate
the concerns over routing table growth. IPv6 provides a hierarchical allocation mechanism that enables network administrators limit the number of entries to the routing table significantly by enabling backbone routers to use the
IP address prefix in routing packets through the backbone.118 Its large address
space might also diminish the need for carefully crafted route aggregation
policies.119 Meanwhile, the larger size of IPv6 might not only be a fortune. It
allows for a much larger scope of deployed networks, with the potential to
116 Huston, ‘A Rough Guide’ (n 8) 6. ‘It is not much better’ in the sense that the superiority IPv6
has over IPv4 is insignificant compared to the superiority IPv4 had over its predecessor and
compared to the transition from the analog to the digital technology.
117 DeNardis (n 2) 67 and 126. However, its auto-configuration feature can be a source of
security vulnerability as it might permit unauthorized router connected to an agency
network to reconfigure neighboring system addresses and routers. See also IPv6 Task Force,
‘Mobile Wireless Working Group Report’ (Doc nr 744, February 2002) 8 <http://www.
ipv6tf.org/PublicDocuments/IPv6TF-Mobilewireless.pdf> accessed 6 April 2012. More on
Cannon (n 1) 14.
118 IPv6 Task Force (n 116) 8 and 12–13.
119 Milton Mueller, ‘Stewardship and the management of Internet Protocol Addresses’
(CYBERDIALOG 2012) 6 <http://www.internetgovernance.org/wordpress/wp-content/
uploads/CyberDialogue2012_Mueller.pdf> accessed 9 April 2012.
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reflect this in the size of the routing system.120 Thus, in the absence of a carefully designed aggregation policies, the routing table growth in the IPv6 era
might be as threatening as before. But the larger size of IPv6 gives a fresh start
in administering the routing table efficiently through well thought policy and
enabled a larger size initial allocation to end users that makes the routing table
growth less concern in the IPv6 era. Consequently, IPv6 deployment mitigates
the risk hinging on small networks associated with the routing table breakdown or unbearable router management cost.
All these benefits will only become palpable provided the transition to IPv6
is effected first. Protocol transition is not new to the Internet. The Internet
has already undergone a transition from the ARPANET’s Network Control
Protocol (NCP) to IPv4 in 1983.121 Even back then when the significance of
the Internet was only limited for few institutions, ‘a flag-day’ and a clear edict
from an authority ordering the NCP to be turned off by 1st January 1983 was
needed to effect the transition.122 The subsequent transition was described as
‘traumatic’ and ‘disruptive’, and met with strong ‘resistance’ and ‘recalcitrance’ that left many hosts offline.123 The transition to IPv6 gets not any better, at
least, for the following reasons. First, IPv6 lacks the superiority that IPv4 had
over its predecessor. As shown above, the main superiority it has is in terms of
the address space. Secondly, the Internet has become a global network rendering the 1983 approach to transition unlikely, if not impossible. Meanwhile,
there is a recent Internet draft for sunsetting (turning off) IPv4 as the final
phase of the migration to IPv6.124 It might be too early to draw conclusions
from such draft but if taken further the risk on developing countries seems to
be higher. This is down to the availability of IPv4 address reserve in these regions and its impact in delaying the transition to IPv6. At least for the moment
this seems less probable for lack of authoritative global institution to enforce
such transition as controversies continue to rage around the legitimacy, transparency and accountability of the current institutions mainly between some
developing and developed countries, which is dubbed as the World War 3.0.125
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Thus, the transition to IPv6 will not be a trivial task. Adding to this is the
incompatibility between the protocols, meaning an IPv4 only network cannot
directly talk with an IPv6 only network.126 In this respect, IPv6 is not e-2-e
principle friendly. IPv6 disturbs the e-2-e principle in a way that the former
needs some transition mechanism that changes and interfaces to the IP layer
by altering the applications and application services.127 The incompatibility
has many adverse consequences. For the incompatibility, it is expected that
IPv4 will need to be supported alongside IPv6 for a substantial period of time.
For both protocols to communicate the use of either dual-stack (running both
IPv4 and IPv6) or tunneling (routing IPv6 packets within IPv4 or IPv4 packets
within IPv6) is required.128 This signifies the need to manage more than one
network that would consume extra (capital and operational) costs and energy
than managing just IPv4. This makes the migration to IPv6 costly and poses
a particular challenge to developing regions. In those regions Internet has a
very short history. As a result they bear fresh costs from IPv4 deployment.
Contrarily, the developed world has benefited significantly from the IPv4 based Internet to the extent it has become a backbone of their economies. Thus,
the costs of dual-stack or tunneling create an undue pressure on the developing
than the developed regions.
Nevertheless, the Number Resource Organization (NRO)129 has indicated
that the transition to IPv6 is less costly for networks in developing countries
because these networks lack complex IPv4 infrastructure that needs upgrading
and updating.130 The sobering fact, unfortunately, is, according to a study from
2005, the major costs in the transition are related to labor costs including
staff training, product testing, monitoring software, testing interoperability,
installing and maintaining transition mechanisms, and ensuring high network
performance.131 It gets even worse with the global shortage of network engineers and computer scientists with the knowledge needed to set up and manage
IPv6 networks.132 It is little wonder that the available expertise is located in the
126 This is described as one of the most fateful and questionable design decisions in the IETF’s
history. Mueller and others (n 27) 2.
127 ITU-T (n 57) 9.
128 Cannon (n 1) 18–19.
129 The Number Resource Organization (NRO) is a coordinating body for the five RIRs formed
with the aim of protecting the unallocated Internet number resource pool, promoting and
safeguarding the bottom-up policy development process, and acts as a focal point for Internet
community input into the RIR system. See <http://www.nro.net/about-the-nro> accessed 15
November 2012.
130 NRO, ‘IPv4 Exhaustion and IPv6 transition, the NRO Perspective’ (NRO, 2008) 2 <http://
www.nro.net/wp-content/uploads/IGF_IP_Statement.pdf> accessed 12 Jan 2012.
131 OECD (n 5) 37.
132 Ibid 36.
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developed world. As a result, the challenge for developing countries is not only
to financially compete and acquire the service of needed experts with the rich
nations but also in case they managed to compete and afford the costs, it has
the specter of transferring wealth from the developing to the developed world.
The dependence on the expertise from developed world could also lead to a
parasitic role in the governance of the IPv6 based Internet.
The CEO of AFRINIC also expressed a similar view as NRO to assert
that networks in developing countries can bypass IPv4-only networks.133 This
view seems to overlook the fact that (by 2011) 99% of the Internet relies on
IPv4 and IPv4 might be needed for indefinite period of time because of the
protocol’s incompatibility with IPv6. It also implies that those new comers that
leapfrogged IPv4 would commence business fully only upon full deployment
of IPv6, if that will ever happen.
More specifically, the availability of IPv4 addresses lasting for sometime
in the future can be a barrier for the developing RIRs to migrate to IPv6.134
The economic theory of exhaustible resources envisages that for a meaningful IPv6 diffusion to happen, further IPv4 deployment has to cease, resulting
in a sudden – as opposed to gradual – transition.135 This delay and rush for
a transition would be a costly exercise. Even further, the delay in transition
might eventually lead to a fragmentation of the Internet, whereby the developed regions would adopt IPv6 and others would run IPv4 with multiple layers
of NAT with severe repercussions in terms of stifled creativity and emergence
of innovative services.136 This together with developing countries reliance for
content and applications that originate from developed nations might lead to
segregation of the developing world from participation in the global digital
economy and from playing meaningful part in the global Internet governance.
But the Internet is a global network and anything that happens with it is
likely to have a global effect. The delay in transition by developing countries
or worst scenario their segregation is a problem not just for the developing
world but also for the developed regions fueling international friction. Besides,
if transition to IPv6 is considered inevitable, late adopters might be viewed as
imposing an externality cost on early adopters by not deploying IPv6 or failing
to be publicly accessible to purely IPv6 networks.137 Furthermore, the Internet is
less secure in IPv4 and IPv6 running Internet.138 Thus, there is a cost for develo133
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ping countries’ non-transition. In essence, helping developing countries transition not only enhances developing countries’ participation in the governance
of the Internet but also ensures the security and global nature of the Internet.
Overall, IPv6 deployment might essentially simplify the governance of IP
addresses. It lessens the complications and policy arguments on how to cope
up with IPv4 depletion and management of IPv4 address market. It might also
result in trivializing some of the current roles of RIRs. Address conservation
and route aggregation might become of less significant – with less stringent
‘needs assessment’ policy, if necessary at all. Perhaps, RIR’s might not be necessary at all or evolve into different role such as title agencies if market for
IPv6 is allowed.139 This might be desirable for RIRs that have limitations in
terms of financial and expertise, mostly situated in the developing regions.
But it might as well bring new challenges. Despite a long-existing tension on
the control of critical global Internet resources, the mounting pressure, particularly from developing countries, on the multistackeholderism process and
the prevailing institutions is, partly, a result of the move towards IPv6 deployment.140 The move has created a fear that the same imbalance might happen in
the distribution of IPv6 to the detriment of developing regions.141 As a result,
many initiatives, mainly from developing countries, calling for UN involvement in the distribution of Internet resources through ITU have emerged. This
and others issues have forced the US Senate to pass a resolution urging the
United States Permanent Representative to the United Nations to oppose any
regulation of the Internet by the UN.142

139 Mueller, Networks and States (n 97) 226. A new proposal (prop-103-v001) has come about
from the APNIC region suggesting that there is no need for any more IP address policy
development because IPv4 is history whereas IPv6 is sufficiently plentiful that further policies
are not needed.
140 It is pointed out that the current IPv6 allocation policy stands ‘…the risk of, yet again,
visibly creating an early adopter reward and a corresponding late adopter set of barriers and
penalties.’ As a result, there is a strong impetus on the part of many developing countries
not to see similar imbalances in IPv6 distribution. Geoff Huston, ‘Just how big is IPv6? –
or where did all those addresses go?’ (The ISP Column, 2005) 6 <http://www.potaroo.net/
papers/isoc/2005-07/ipv6size.pdf> accessed 8 June 2012.
141 Ibid, pointing that the potential inequality in IPv6 is ‘not an abstract concept but one where
we are already seeing proposals from the ITU-T to establish an alternative IPv6 address’.
142 H. Con. Res. 127, ‘Energy & Commerce Committee Unanimously Approves Bono Mack
Internet Governance Bill’ (20 June 2012) <http://bono.house.gov/news/documentsingle.
aspx?DocumentID=300169> accessed 18 November 2012.
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Conclusion
As the depletion of IPv4 addresses from the IANA central pool and from RIRs
continues to unfold, different policy options of dealing with it have emerged,
mainly: NAT deployment, IPv4 transfer market and IPv6 deployment. It has been
shown that all policy options have their own positive and negative ramifications
on developing countries. Yet the complexities of the issues and possible variation
of the results based on different circumstances makes it hard to endorse whether
and which alternatives should be embraced by developing countries. The paper
rather flags the merits and demerits of each policy option so that developing
countries can build on the positive sides of certain policy option and manage
the risks associated with that proposal when implemented. At the same time, it
seems that transition to IPv6 is inevitable to maintain the Internet penetration
momentum in those regions. So developing countries need to plan accordingly.

Appendix143
In terms of /8s, how much IPv4 space did each RIR issue by year? March 2012

143 NRO, ‘Internet Number Resource Status Report’ (31 March 2012) <http://www.nro.net/wpcontent/uploads/nro_stats_2012_q1.pdf> accessed 9 June 2012.

NEW TOP-LEVEL DOMAINS AND LEGAL RISKS
Tobias Mahler1

1.

Introduction

Internet top-level domains such as dot-com, dot-org, dot-de, and dot-uk are
central for the functioning of the Internet. So far, their number has been very
limited, but this limitation was recently lifted. After years of discussions,
the Internet Corporation for Assigned Names and Numbers (ICANN) has
opened up the application process for new generic top-level domains (TLDs).
Proposals in the first round include, among others, genuinely generic names
such as dot-music, dot-bike or dot-bank and geographic strings such as dotberlin, dot-москва (Moskow in Cyrillic), and dot-nyc (New York). In addition,
several major corporations are applying for their brand names as top-level
domains. Many TLD strings are applied for by several competing applicants,
and auctions will be used as a last resort to decide who will be awarded a contested string. Currently we are witnessing the initial round of expansion of the
domain name system after the liberalization in 2011, and further application
rounds are anticipated. While no exact timetable exists, it is likely that the next
round will open some years after the inclusion of the first new TLDs into the
Internet’s root servers in 2013.
The introduction of a new TLD is sought by many in order to offer domain
name registry services in an expanding market for Internet domain names. It
is also expected that some new TLDs may facilitate truly novel and innovative
business models. On the other hand, applying for a new TLD can be quite
1
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costly, since an applicant has to disburse inter alia a substantial application
fee and possible costs of an auction, in addition to start-up costs. Applicants
therefore need to carefully assess and manage risks related to the project of
introducing a new TLD. From the applicant’s perspective, relevant risks can
be related to the business model, to the applicant’s financial situation or to
operational, technical and legal issues. The assessment of legal risks – which
is the key focus for this paper – is essential for any applicant, for at least two
reasons. First, it is in the interest of the applicant to identify and manage legal
risks in an early phase, while cost-efficient proactive action is still possible. In
addition, all applicants need to assess their legal risks when preparing a mandatory contingency plan for their applications.2
The objectives of this paper are as follows: First, this paper should be of
direct help to anyone preparing a legal risk assessment in relation to a new
TLD application in a future round. While the number of applications in the
present round was limited to early adopters, it is expected that the next rounds
will see applications from many kinds of actors. Yet, the article should also
be relevant for anyone merely interested in some of the legal issues related to
new TLDs. And last not least, the article seeks to contribute to a better understanding of legal risk management as a potentially suitable method to be
applied by lawyers. In principle, legal risk management is a sufficiently general
method to be suitable and useful for a broad range of contexts (eg projects or
contracts) where legal risks are relevant. The present context is an excellent
opportunity to explain legal risk management because it is a mandatory part
of the application process.
The remainder of this article is structured as follows:
• Section 2 briefly presents the process for applying for a new TLD;
• Section 2.4 defines and introduces legal risk management;
• Section 4 outlines specific examples of legal risks related to TLD applications; and
• Section 5 shows how these risks can be assessed in a well-structured legal
risk assessment.
Given this paper’s combination of two perspectives– respectively, new Internet
TLDs and legal risk management—readers may be interested in different parts
of the article. Readers with a specific interest in new Internet TLDs could
concentrate on Sections 2 and 4, while anyone interested in applying legal risk
management in other contexts could focus on Sections 2.4 and 5.
2

ICANN, gTLD Applicant Guidebook (2012), Evaluation Questions and Criteria, Question
49, p. A-41, available at http://newgtlds.icann.org/en/applicants/agb.
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Applying for a new top-level domain

The Internet domain name system is structured around country code domains (ccTLDs, such as dot-uk for the United Kingdom) and generic domains
(gTLDs, for instance dot-com and dot-org).3 ICANN’s new TLD program
opens up a previously closed market for Top-Level-Domains.4 Technically, the
present extension of the domain name system focuses on new generic TLDs,
but this category is open-ended and may also include applications for TLD
strings containing trade marks and other specific denominators. The applicant
may essentially apply for any string, as long as the name is not within the very
limited sets of restricted names. However, not all applications will be successful–an application may fail due to, for example, competing applications for a
similar name or successful objections against an application.

2.1.

The application process

Applications for new TLDs can be made within limited periods (‘application
windows’), following a process described in ICANN’s ‘applicant guidebook’.
After the closure of the first application window in 2012, ICANN is expected
to open further rounds that could be based on fairly similar application rules.
The application process for the first round included an evaluation of both the
applied-for TLD name and the applicant’s financial and technical capabilities.5
The details of the application process cannot be repeated here; it suffices to
mention that it is rather comprehensive and potentially lengthy, particularly if
conflicting applications need to be evaluated, or if disputes need to be resolved. Successful applicants will be offered a contract with ICANN (the registry agreement), allowing them to manage their own TLD. Depending on the
chosen business model, there will be a spectrum spanning from TLDs that are
open for registrations by any interested party to restricted TLDs that are used
only for internal purposes of the applicant. It is also worth mentioning that
the application guidebook provides rules prioritizing ‘community-based’ ap3
4
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plications—supported by the members of a community,6 and restrictive rules
regarding certain geographical names,7 that are either excluded or that require
support or express non-objection from a local authority.

2.2.

The need for legal risk management

Applicants are evaluated based on a scoring system, and in order to achieve
the highest score, they must show that they have thoroughly identified key
risks, including legal risks.8 The applicant’s risk assessment is key input for the
mandatory contingency plan, which must address all kinds of contingencies,
including legal risks. Thus, in preparing the contingency plan, all applicants
need to carry out a legal risk assessment, taking into account ‘the impact of
any regulation, law or policy that might impact the Registry Services’. A good
legal risk assessment is essential, because an application may ultimately even
be rejected if the contingency plan is found to be insufficient.9
Legal risks related to a TLD application inevitably depend on the characteristics of the project, including factors such as the intended business-model,
the potential for conflict due to name sensitivity, or third parties’ rights. The
choice of a more risky business model or of a TLD name with specific sensitivities—such as, dot-sex—should have an impact on the overall risk picture. This
paper describes a generic method for identifying and assessing legal risks; the
relevance and usability of this method does not depend on the characteristics
of any specific project. In general, the legal risk assessment needs to consider
the applicable law as well as any contracts entered by the applicant. Contracts
with ICANN are of particular importance in this context, because they incorporate a number of binding ICANN policies.

2.3.

Single-registrant generic TLDs

As shown below,10 several of the applications in the current round raise interesting legal questions, potentially implying a considerable level of legal risk.
Particularly applications for generic words intended to be reserved for the
applicant’s own use (hereinafter: single registrant generic TLDs) are interesting
in this respect. Such applications include words like ‘blog’, in the dot-blog
6
7
8
9
10

The community priority evaluation is described in ICANN, gTLD Applicant Guidebook (n
2), Section 4.3.2 of Module 4.
ICANN, gTLD Applicant Guidebook (n 2), Module 2, Section 2.2.1.4.
ICANN, gTLD Applicant Guidebook (n 2), Attachment to Module 2, Question 49, pp. A-39
et seq.
Ibid.
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applications submitted by, inter alia Google and Amazon, and ‘beauty’ in an
application submitted by L’Oreal. Several single-registrant generic TLD applications have been criticized for ‘monopolizing’ generic words,11 and it is not
entirely clear whether they are compatible with ICANN’s policies and compliant with antitrust laws.12 Single registrant gTLD applications are arguably
amongst the applications that entail a higher level of legal risk, compared to
other, more straight-forward, applications. Therefore, these will be used as
example use cases, to illustrate the legal risk assessment.

2.4.

Example: dot-pharma

In the 2012 application round for new TLDs there is no application for the
TLD dot-pharma. Therefore, this example will be used here as an example,
obviously with no relation to any future applications for this name. Let us assume that a pharmaceutical company, or group of companies, intends to use
the namespace under dot-pharma for its own purposes, without offering other
actors in the pharmaceutical industry the option to register domain names
under equivalent conditions.
This example raises an interesting set of legal issues related to anti-trust and
competition law, as well as questions about the permissibility of such business
models under ICANN’s own rules, as laid down in the standard TLD registry
agreement, which is included in the Applicant Guidebook. These issues are potentially similar for other single-registrant generic TLD applications. These are
applications for truly generic names (such “cornflakes”, “ketchup”, etc.) for
which the generic TLD namespace is intended to be reserved for selected actors
that are either identical or affiliated with the TLD applicant. In the 2012 application round, several applicants intend to reserve generic names for the exclusive
registration of second-level domains by the applicant. For example, Amazon is
applying for dot-book and dot-author to ‘provide a unique and dedicated platform for Amazon’.13 Seemingly, Amazon does not intend to offer second-level
domain names to interested parties, including competitors. While this article
does not intend to discuss such existing applications, the present discussion may

11

12
13

See, eg, Phil Corwin, ‘New gTLDs: Competition or Concentration? Innovation or Domination?’
DomainNameNews <http://www.domainnamenews.com/new-gtlds/new-gtlds-competition-orconcentration-innovation-or-domination/11833> accessed 18.10.2012.
See below, Section 4.
See Amazon’s answer to application question 18 (a), available at http://gtldresult.icann.org/
application-result/applicationstatus/applicationdetails/993.
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nevertheless be indirectly relevant for the on-going discussion about such singleregistrant generic TLDs.14

3.

Introducing legal risk management

As a point of departure a legal risk assessment can be performed based on a
standard risk management approach, like it is applied in, eg, enterprise risk
management. Generally speaking, the aim of all legal risk management is the
adequate management of risk in the legal context. It is not intended as a replacement for existing methods used by lawyers, but rather as a complementary
approach. Lawyers already identify and control risks, but in certain contexts it
is necessary to integrate such practices with established risk management methods practised in other fields. This section explains one possible approach for
applying legal risk management in the context of a new TLD project, building
upon the state of the art risk management standard ISO 31000.15

3.1.

Risk management

The ISO defines risk management as a set of ‘coordinated activities to direct
and control an organization with regard to risk’.16 Risk management is intended to aid decision-making by taking account of uncertainty and its effect on
objectives. In the context of an organization, risk management can be understood as a form of management activity. However, risk management is not
necessarily limited to the management of organizations. Risk for an individual
or risk related to a system can also be managed through dedicated activities,
outside any clearly determined organizational context.

14
15

16

See, eg, Corwin, ‘New gTLDs: Competition or Concentration? Innovation or Domination?’
(n 11).
ISO, International Standard ISO 31000. Risk Management—Principles and Guidelines on
Implementation (2009). See further Tobias Mahler, ‘Legal Risk Management: Developing
and Evaluating Elements of a Method for Proactive Legal Analyses, With a Particular Focus
on Contracts ’ (University of Oslo 2010)
The ISO has defined a general risk management vocabulary and a universal risk management
process in the ISO standard 31000. Both documents read together provide a good overview
of key concepts and processes in risk management, independent of any specific organizational
or other context. The key concept is, of course, risk, which is simply defined as ‘the effect
of uncertainty on objectives’, see ISO, Guide 73: Risk Management—Vocabulary (2009)
Section 1. .
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Risk

assessment

Risk identification
Risk analysis
Risk evaluation

Monitoring and review

Communication and consultation

Establishing the context

Risk treatment

Figure 1: Risk management process (ISO)

The kernel of this ISO standard is a dedicated risk management process,17
which consists of the systematic application of management policies, procedures and practices to the tasks illustrated in the below figure.18 The process
consists of three columns, of which the centre column is the most important.
Risk management starts by establishing the focus of the analysis (the ‘context’), prior to concentrating on the risk assessment and concluding with the
risk treatment. For example, the risk related to a particular project (eg, climbing Mt. Everest) can be assessed by identifying risk (what can go wrong?),
analysing risk (is it a high risk?) and a risk evaluation (can we accept the risk?),
concluding with a risk treatment (eg, climb Vatican Hill instead).

3.2.

Legal risk management

When risk management is applied with a focus on legal issues, we may call it
legal risk management. Legal risk management can be organized based on the
above-mentioned general risk management process described in ISO standard
17
18

ISO, International Standard ISO 31000. Risk Management—Principles and Guidelines on
Implementation 13 et se; ISO, Guide 73: Risk Management—Vocabulary Section 3.1.
Figure 2 can be seen as the common ground for many risk analysis approaches. It originated from Standards Australia and Standards New Zealand, Risk Management AS/NZS
4360:2004 (2004) It was subsequently adopted by the ISO, see ISO, International Standard
ISO 31000. Risk Management—Principles and Guidelines on Implementation 14.
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The legal and factual context
Legal risk

assessment

Identification of risks,
particularly legal risks
Risk analysis:
legal & factual uncertainty
Risk evaluation:
quantitative & qualitative
Risk treatment:
legal & factual risk controls

Monitoring and review
of legal issues, disputes and cases

Communication
between client, lawyers and non-lawyers

31000. It consists of five discrete process steps, and two continuous practices,
as displayed below in Figure 2.

Figure 2: Legal risk management process

In the present context, a legal risk assessment would commence with a description of the new TLD project in the relevant legal context. Questions to
be asked during this stage include: What is the applicable law? Which legal
sources are of particular relevance? What is the contractual context, if any, of
the project?
The next step is the heart of the process, the risk assessment, which consists
of three steps.
First, risk is identified – and this includes, particularly, legal risk. The risk
identification is here envisaged as a brainstorming activity, in which qualified
experts contribute with their knowledge and experience. In essence, the brainstorming should concentrate on identifying risk events (what may happen in
this project?) and assessing these events under the law. Of particular relevance
in the present context is how the application of the law may lead to a significant loss (monetary or other) for the applicant. For example, if the proposed
project raises concerns with respect to antitrust or competition laws, the risk
identification should describe how the application of such law could lead to a
negative outcome for the applicant.
In the second step, the identified risk is analysed, in order to understand the
risk and to estimate risk levels. For every identified risk one would thus seek
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to establish whether it is a high risk or a low risk. This risk level depends in
practice on the likelihood of occurrence and the severity of the consequences
of the risk.
Once the identified risks have been analysed, we can proceed to the third
step, the risk evaluation, which commences the decision-making upon risk. At
this stage, the results of the risk analysis are evaluated with reference to the
applicant’s risk criteria (risk aversive or risk seeking?). Based on these criteria,
some risks may be acceptable, while others may need to be treated. Given the
mandatory nature of the risk assessment in the TLD context, as well as the
applicants’ interests to achieve a high score, it may be advisable to be risk
aversive, rather than risk seeking.
The discrete process concludes with the risk treatment, which identifies risk
controls and selects those controls that should be implemented. Both legal and
other risk controls should be considered. In order to manage identified risks
the applicant might, eg, consider to slightly amend the business model, or
to (re)negotiate particularly risky contractual agreements, if these options are
available. A contingency budget may also be useful in order to ensure that the
applicant can handle the risk in case it materializes.

3.3.

The legal context

Establishing the context boils down to delimiting what, exactly, will be analyzed. While it may be challenging to define the scope of the risk assessment in
other contexts, this should not be the case when assessing a new TLD project,
which must be described clearly in the application for a TLD.
The ISO distinguishes between the internal and the external context of the
risk assessment. The external context includes, in particular, the legal and contractual framework within which the TLD will be operated. As a minimum,
the contractual context comprises the prospective registry agreement between
the applicant and ICANN, as well as any agreements with registrars.
The internal context is the internal environment in which the organization
seeks to achieve its objectives. Such objectives are regularly extra-legal and result from the organization-internal decision-making. It is important to understand such objectives, because this will help in the identification of risk. It will
be recalled that risk can be defined as the ‘effect of uncertainty on objectives’
(emphasis added).19 The objectives pursued by a TLD project will in part be
related to the mission, or purpose, of the TLD and partly reflect the applicant’s

19

As mentioned above, this is the risk definition used in ISO, Guide 73: Risk Management—
Vocabulary Section 1.
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financial projections.20 For example, the purpose of the imaginary TLD ‘dotpharma’ may be to offer domain names to selected actors within the pharmaceutical industry, thereby generating a profit for the applicant and competitive
advantage over other actors in the same industry, who will be excluded from
registering domains.
The risk identification aims at generating a comprehensive list of risks
that forms the basis of the further risk assessment. As pointed out by the ISO,
the standard risk identification focuses on events that have an impact on the
organization’s ability to achieve its objectives, and one seeks to discover aspects
such as sources of risk, areas of impact, events and their causes and their potential consequences.21 When identifying legal risk, we can apply a similar approach.

3.4.

Legal risk

As a starting point, ‘legal risk’ can be defined as a risk that has a legal issue as
its source.22 And a ‘legal issue’ is simply a set of circumstances (or facts) that
are assessed under the law. To identify legal risk we have to determine how a
potential legal issue can give rise to risk.
This means, in practice, that we have to look out for the outcome of a legal
issue in some kind of ‘event’, ie, in the occurrence or change of a particular set
of circumstances.23 Relevant examples include any kind of legal action or decision, such as a termination of a contract, a law suit, or a court decision. In the
context of Internet TLDs a particularly damaging event would be ICANN’s
decision to terminate the registry agreement, which would effectively imply
the loss of the TLD.24
Conceptually, we may also distinguish between risks pursuant to, respectively, (i) the applicable law(s) and (ii) ICANN’s contracts. The former risks
have as their sources the applicable law, such as anti-trust law in a specific
jurisdiction. Such legal risks are related to potential consequences of alleged
or actual non-compliance with legal obligations or prohibitions. The second
group of legal problems is related to what ICANN calls ‘contractual compli20
21
22
23
24

See ICANN, gTLD Applicant Guidebook (n 2), Attachment to Module 2, question 18.
See ISO, International Standard ISO 31000. Risk Management—Principles and Guidelines
on Implementation, Section 5.4.2 (n 12).
Mahler, ‘Legal Risk Management: Developing and Evaluating Elements of a Method for
Proactive Legal Analyses, With a Particular Focus on Contracts ’ 76 et seq
See ISO, Guide 73. Risk management: vocabulary: guidelines for use in standards (2002),
Section 3.5.1.3.
This remedy is available, for example, under the Registry Restrictions Dispute Resolution
Procedure (RRDRP), which is incorporated in the Registry Agreement with ICANN, see
ICANN, gTLD Applicant Guidebook (n 2), Module 5.
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ance’, i.e., compliance issues related to policies incorporated in the registry
contract. The difference between the two groups of legal risks becomes apparent in the respective enforcement mechanisms. As a general rule, enforcement
of applicable law typically entails actions of state agencies or courts, while
ICANN does not necessarily need such agencies; it enforces its policies based
on the tools available in its contracts. Key examples of the two groups of risks
are therefore, respectively, a law suit in some jurisdiction and a notice of contract termination by ICANN.

3.5.

Legal risk identification

A variety of different methods and approaches could be used to identify legal
risk. A starting point could be a check-list with typical legal issues that can be
examined in order to assess the relevance of each issue. In addition or as an alternative, an interdisciplinary group of experts could also employ certain risk
identification techniques25 of a more open nature, such as structured brainstorming. For example, a risk analyst may guide the discussions of a group
of experts, focusing on particular aspects of the TLD project. The structuring
element for a brainstorming session could be:
• law-centred, focusing primarily on the legal and contractual framework; or
• facts-centred, i.e., focusing on the plan for the TLD project.
In the former perspective, guiding questions can focus on selected legal rules.
They could, for example, include questions such as the following.
• What facts could trigger this rule—eg, under what conditions could ICANN
terminate the registry agreement?26 This type of question focuses on the antecedent of a rule.
• What would be the consequences of non-compliance with this norm—eg,
what can be the consequence of a breach of registry restrictions?27 This type
of question focuses on the rule’s consequent.
In a facts-centred brainstorming, the starting point for risk identification could
be details of the TLD project itself, as described in the application. Guiding ques25
26
27

See ISO standard ISO, 31010 Risk Management—Risk Assessment Techniques (2009).
See Section 4.3 of the Registry Agreement, available in ICANN, gTLD Applicant Guidebook
(n 2).
Registry restrictions may only apply to community-based TLDs. See further the Registry
Agreement, Section 2.18 included in ICANN, gTLD Applicant Guidebook (n 2), Module 5.
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tions may, for example, take the form of ‘what if x happens?’ For example, some
applicants are likely to agree to specific registry restrictions (in order to achieve
prioritized treatment as a community-based application). Such applicants obviously need to ask themselves what may happen if registry operation under existing restrictions is not feasible or not profitable, and the registry needs to open up
its registration policies. At least one existing TLD (dot-jobs) was forbidden from
lifting such registration limitations and is currently in a conflict with ICANN.28

4.

Legal risks for single-registrant generic TLD applications

In some cases it may be difficult to identify relevant legal risks related to
straightforward TLD applications. Therefore, this Section focuses on singleregistrant generic TLD applications, which arguably imply an elevated level
of legal risk. Although the current application round does include examples
of such applications, it is preferable to focus on an imaginary example (the
above-introduced dot-pharma) that can be shaped in such a way that the legal
risks can be highlighted.
This Section briefly sketches examples of legal risks for single-registrant
generic TLD applications. Although the legal issues mentioned below deserve
further analysis, it is out of scope for this article to provide such details.

4.1.

Permissibility under ICANN’s rules

If an application for a TLD string is successful, the applicant will become a
Registry Operator and will be able to manage the TLD according to its own
preferences, within the limitations contained in the Registry Agreement concluded with ICANN. Thus, the restrictions contained in the Registry Agreement
may themselves be source of legal risk. For single-registrant TLDs, a particularly relevant provision is contained in Section 1 b of the Registry Operator
Code of Conduct (hereinafter: Code of Conduct).29 This asserts the principle
that the registry is prohibited from registering domain names in its own right.
If there were no exemptions to this rule, no brand holder would be able to use
a TLD as a proprietary platform for its Internet presence, and brand TLDs like
28

29

The dispute between the registry for dot-jobs, Employ Media and ICANN is currently subject
to arbitration before the ICC International Court of Arbitration, see http://www.icann.org/
en/news/litigation/employ-media-v-icann.
See Section 2.14 of the Draft Registry Agreement as specified in Module 5 of ICANN, gTLD
Applicant Guidebook (n 2).
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dot-IBM, dot-Audi or dot-Toyota would have to be opened up for registration
by the public. The demand for brand TLDS may have been the main reason for
allowing Registry Operators to request an exemption under Section 6 of the
Code of Conduct, which may be granted under specified conditions. ICANN
may grant such a request, if (i) all domain name registrations in the TLD are
registered to, and maintained by, Registry Operator for its own exclusive use,
(ii) registry operator does not sell, distribute or transfer control or use of any
registrations in the TLD, and (iii) application of the Code of Conduct is not
necessary to protect the public interest. Thus, to the degree the applicant’s
intended use of the namespace in a TLD depends on such an exemption, it
should assess the risk of being rejected.
This risk depends on three sources of uncertainty:
First, the possibility of an exemption is conditional on the requirement that the
Registry Operator does not sell, distribute or transfer control or use of any registrations in the TLD to any third party. This will not necessarily be a problem
for most single-registrant TLDs, such as dot-pharma, because this is exactly how
the TLD is intended to be used. However, in some cases there are applications
where the applicant states that it will use the TLD only for its own purposes,
but where it is implicit that third parties will use under the TLD. For example,
Google’s application dot-blog states that ‘[t]he purpose of the proposed gTLD,
dot-blog, is to provide a dedicated Internet space where Google can continue to
innovate on its Blogger offerings. The mission of the proposed gTLD is to provide a dedicated domain space in which users can publish blogs.’30 The problem,
for Google, is that the publication of blogs by users may be seen as a ‘transfer
of control or use of any registrations in the TLD’, which would disallow an exemption to the Code of Conduct according to Section 6 (ii). In this case, Google
would need to open the TLD for registrations from outside the company and
would not be allowed to register names in its own rights. It is difficult to see how
this would provide the dedicated Internet space intended by the Google.
A second factor of uncertainty regards the likelihood of rejection of a request
for an exception on the ground that the application of the Code of Conduct is
necessary to protect the public interest. This possibility is explicitly included in
the Code of Conduct.31 Depending on how extensively the expression ‘public
interest’ is interpreted, it could potentially open the door for considering all
kinds of interests related to society at large. The wording itself does not specify
30

31

See Google’s answer to question 18 (a) in the application for dot-blog, available at http://
gtldresult.icann.org/application-result/applicationstatus/applicationdetails/527. Note that
Google has filed the application under the name Charleston Road Registry Inc.
See Specification 9, Registry Operator Code of Conduct, Section 6 (iii), in Module 5 of
ICANN, gTLD Applicant Guidebook (n 2).
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limitations on what might be considered a public interest, and a wide interpretation here would fit well with a narrower notion of ‘limited public interest’ used
elsewhere in the Applicant Guidebook.32 Thus, one might even ask whether
there is a public interest to keep the TLD ‘dot-author’ open for registrations by
independent writers, or if it is acceptable from a public interest point of view
that the only applicant for this string (Amazon) intends to use the dot-author registry only for its own name registrations, in order to support the business goals
of Amazon, to the potential exclusion of authors that do not sell their books on
Amazon.33 While it is not very likely that this question will be answered in the
affirmative, it should nevertheless be included in a risk assessment.
A third element of uncertainty is not even visible from the wording of the
Code of Conduct. There is an on-going policy debate about how ICANN should
regulate single-registrant TLDs containing generic words, and a group of ICANN
participants has recently asked ICANN to issue a clarifying statement to the effect
that exemptions under Section 6 of the Code of Conduct would only be granted for TLD strings that are identical to a trademark, excluding generic terms.34
This proposal is obviously problematic, as no clear-cut dichotomy exists between
trademarks and generic terms. While it is generally not possible to register as a
trademark a term that is generic for the goods or services identified in the applied-for mark, unrelated generic terms can indeed be registered, as illustrated
the trademark for Apple computers.35 However, as long as the policy-making
process is not firmly closed, other groups might suggest alternative solutions that
could resonate with the ICANN board. Particularly if ICANN’s Governmental
Advisory Committee becomes involved in this issue, it is impossible to exclude

32

33
34

35

The Applicant Guidebook uses the phrase ‘limited public interest’, which is a subset of public
interest that can be the basis for an objection. This is narrowly related to ‘whether the applied-for
gTLD string is contrary to general principles of international law for morality and public order’;
see ICANN, gTLD Applicant Guidebook, Module 3, Section 3.5.3. From the difference in formulation (the Code of Conduct does not refer to ‘limited’ public interest), it might be argued that
ICANN should apply a wider notion of public interest in the context of the Code of Conduct.
See eg, regarding the European Community Trade Mark, Article 7 (1) (c).
See Kevin Murphy, blog post ‘Industry objection forming to Google and Amazon’s keyword
gTLD land grab’, available at http://domainincite.com/10525-industry-objection-forming-togoogle-and-amazons-keyword-gtld-land-grab.
See, eg, in EU law, Council Regulation (EC) No 207/2009 of 26 February 2009 on the
Community trade mark Article 7 (1) (c).
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the possibility of a continued policy-making, even at this late stage in the application process.36
Some applicants seem to have realized that they might not get an exemption from the Code of Conduct, and have taken a variety of approaches to
circumnavigate the problem. For example, L’Oreal states in its application
for dot-beauty that it intends to initially allocate names (eg, cosmetics and
perfume) to itself37, but claims nevertheless that ‘[t]he registration and use
of these domain names are intended to be within the scope of Section 1B of
Specification 9 [the Code of Conduct]’.38 Yet, this claim seems to be a contradiction in terms, because this provision clearly prohibits the applicant from
registering names in its own right.

4.2. Legal risks related to antitrust and competition laws
ICANN’s contractual framework is not the only source of legal risk. In addition, the application needs to be considered in the context of the applicable
law including, for example, antitrust and competition laws. This section will
briefly introduce a selection of international competition law cases that may
illustrate the potential legal risks for the hypothetical dot-pharma and similar
applications for single-registrant generic TLDs.
In the case of Volkswagen v. Denic39 the German courts decided that the registry for dot-de, Denic, was not permitted to deny the domain name vw.de to
the car manufacturer Volkswagen, despite alleged potential technical problems
with delegating a two-letter domain name. This ruling was essentially based
on the court’s view that Denic had dominant market power in the relevant
market for German domain names. According to the court the TLD dot-de
has a special position in the German domain name market, because the TLD
denotes the abbreviation for Germany. As the dominant actor in this market,
Denic is prohibited from engaging in unjustified discrimination of other under36

37
38
39

ICANN’s Governmental Advisory Committee (GAC) also has the possibility to issue advice
to the ICANN board. If the GAC advises ICANN that it is the consensus of the GAC to
that a particular application should not proceed, this will create a strong presumption for
the ICANN Board that the application should not be approved. See further Section 3.1 of
Module 3 in ICANN, gTLD Applicant Guidebook (n 2). See further on the GAC Jonathan
Weinberg, ‘Governments, Privatization, and “Privatization”: ICANN and the GAC’ 18
Michigan Telecommunications and Technology Law Review 189–218.
See L’Oreal’s answer to question 18 (a), available at http://gtldresult.icann.org/applicationresult/applicationstatus/applicationdetails/1027.
Ibid.
OLG Frankfurt, 29.04.2008, Kommunikation und Recht 2008, 449 et seq.
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takings.40 In practice this means that the law limits, to some extent, how Denic
can delegate and administrate domain names. Furthermore, any discriminated
undertaking may seek legal recourse in court.
Does this imply that there is a concomitant legal risk for single-registrant
generic TLDs, such as the example dot-pharma, wishing to exclude its competitors from registering names under a name that carries some meaning for the
respective sector? This depends on at least two requirements. First there would
have to be an unjustified discrimination, and this criterion would probably
be fulfilled by a registry operator reserving names only to certain actors in
the pharmaceutical market, while excluding competitors. However, unjustified
discriminations alone would not be sufficient.
In addition, there is a second, trickier, question: Can the TLD registry be
considered a dominant actor in the relevant market? The answer to this question obviously depends on how that market is defined. Here we are primarily
interested in the market for domain names; dominance on the pharmaceutical
market is a separate issue not addressed here. Yet, even with this limitation,
the issue is tricky. If no domain names are offered to outsiders, would this still
count as a market? Moreover, the market needs to be defined and delimited:
Is there one fairly large market for all domain names—regardless of TLD, or
are there several smaller markets for particular segments of the domain name
market—depending on the TLD? The latter would imply, for example, that
domain names under dot-insurance are offered in a market that is separate
from domain names under dot-xxx.
Strongly simplified, the definition of a market in competition policy is usually determined by assessing the behaviour of consumers and suppliers when
facing price changes.41
An argument for a wide market definition would be that different TLD
strings can be used interchangeably by registrants.42 If a name cannot be registered under one TLD (eg, dot-com), the domain name may instead be registered under alternative suffixes, such as dot-net or dot-biz. This is called demand
substitution, and can be used as an indication that the relevant market should
be defined more widely, i.e., spanning across several TLDs. One could argue
that a pharmaceutical company that cannot get a name under dot-pharma
could substitute it by a name in dot-com or any of the open TLDs.
40
41
42

This had already been stated in the earlier decision by the same court, see OLG Frankfurt,
13.12.2007 (11 U 24/6 (Kart)).
For a detailed description of this issue see Richard Whish, Competition law (6th edn, Oxford
University Press 2009) 26 et seq.
This argument was made, eg, by Milton Mueller, in a comment to a blog post regarding
the on-going case of Manwin et al v ICM, see, http://www.circleid.com/posts/why_lawsuit_
against_xxx_maybe_the_best_sales_tool_for_new_gtld_applicants/, last visited 27.01.2012.
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However, the degree of demand substitution in the domain name market has
its limits. For example, experience shows that many registrants indeed prefer
to pay excessive amounts of money for a dot-com domain name, rather than
(or in addition to) registering a name under an alternative TLD for a low fee.
Moreover, domain name registrations also depend on the particular characteristics of a specific TLD. Just as the dot-de TLD has a very specific function in the
German market, a new TLD could have a similar function for a given context.
For example, if customers in the future expect all banks to have a dot-bank TLD,
then it might be argued at some point that substituting a domain name under
dot-bank by a domain name under dot-com might not be an equivalent alternative. Whether the same could be true in the pharmaceutical industry is debateable.
Indeed, defining the relevant market is a difficult assessment,43 which cannot be
exhaustively addressed here. Moreover, a number of additional factors (including
dominance in another market) may complicate the assessment. Suffice it to state
that any TLD applicant wishing to discriminate amongst potential registrants
should carefully assess these questions in their legal risk assessments.
The practical relevance of these issues can be further illustrated by the currently on-going litigation about the use of the TLD dot-xxx in the case of
Manwin et al. v. ICM.44 The TLD dot-xxx was delegated in 2011 after a long
process of debate and deliberations at ICANN. It is dedicated to, but opposed
by parts of, the ‘adult entertainment industry’. The plaintiffs are part of this
industry, but oppose the TLD, claiming that this forces them to defensively
register their names. Moreover, the plaintiffs claim that the registry for dotxxx has reserved some of the most interesting names to itself, or sells these at
prices above those in a competitive market, in violation of US and Californian
antitrust and competition law. At the time of writing, the case is still on-going,
but the plaintiffs have just achieved a minor victory when the court denied, in
part, a motion to dismiss. Thereby, the court allowed the plaintiffs to pursue
their core claims that ICANN and ICM were forcing website operators to de43

44

See Whish, Competition law 29 (n 42). The European Commission describes one of the tests
used to define the relevant market as follows: ‘The question to be answered is whether the
parties’ customers would switch to readily available substitutes or to suppliers located elsewhere in response to a hypothetical small (in the range 5 % to 10 %) but permanent relative
price increase in the products and areas being considered. If substitution were enough to
make the price increase unprofitable because of the resulting loss of sales, additional substitutes and areas are included in the relevant market. This would be done until the set of products and geographical areas is such that small, permanent increases in relative prices would
be profitable.’ See Commission Notice on the definition of relevant market for the purposes
of Community competition law, 97/C, OJ 372/03.
United States District Court, Central District of California, Case CV 11-9514 PSG, 14
August 2012, see further law.com blog post ‘Big Porn . Big Web Ruling Could Spell Trouble
for ICANN’, http://www.law.com/jsp/lawtechnologynews/PubArticleLTN.jsp?id=12025677
92748&slreturn=20120728063957.
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fensively seek dot-xxx addresses to protect their brands. Cases like this further
add to the claim that ICANN’s management of the domain namespace should
be scrutinized under US antitrust laws.45
This is not the place to discuss whether the latter case has merit, but it
seems fairly clear that such litigation can be costly to defend. Therefore, if
there is the possibility of such litigation, this could be a legal risk to include
in a risk assessment.

5.

Legal risk assessment

This Section explains how the identified legal risks can be assessed by applying the above-mentioned steps of the risk management process, including risk
identification, risk analysis, evaluation, and treatment.46

5.1.

Documenting identified risks

The risk identification should be concluded by documenting the identified
risks. In general terms, a legal risk can be described based on (i) some facts,
(ii) a legal assessment thereof, and (iii) the description of a resulting ‘event.’47
Facts

The hypothetical new TLD ‘dot-pharma’ is planned to be used exclusively for some entities in the pharmaceutical industry, while excluding others.

Legal assessment

Such exclusive use of a sector-specific TLD might constitute a breach
of antitrust/competition law.

Event or
outcome

The registry may face legal action claiming infringement of competition
law. As a consequence of such legal action, the registry may be forced to
make undesired, and potentially costly, changes to its business model.

Table 1: Risk description

45
46
47

See Justin T. Lepp, ‘ICANN’S escape from antitrust liability’ 89 WASHINGTON
UNIVERSITY LAW REVIEW 931–62.
Technically, risk treatment is not a part of the risk assessment but follows as a subsequent
step. Yet, it is here included to simplify the presentation.
In terms of the ‘events’ arising from a legal issue, the risk description would usually seem to
include either a legal decision or in the consequences of a legal decision.
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Risk analysis

Risk analysis, in the ISO framework, is a process (i) to comprehend the nature
of risk and (ii) to determine the level of risk. The latter is the magnitude of a
risk, usually expressed in terms of the combination of consequences and their
likelihood. To take a simple example, we would usually call it at least a ‘high
risk’ if it is likely that somebody will lose a lot of money.
Concomitantly, legal risk analysis is here envisaged to consist of two corresponding aspects. First, in order to comprehend the nature of the legal risk,
we must analyse the uncertainty with respect to the legal issue. Second, on this
basis we can estimate the risk level.
Let us first address the uncertainty with respect to the legal issue. We may
distinguish between legal uncertainty (uncertainty about the law) and uncertainty about other aspects (here called ‘empirical uncertainty’).
For example, a domain expert may hold the opinion that it is ‘unlikely’ that
the proposed TLD dot-example will have a sufficient number of domain registrations to cover the start-up costs within the first three years. In this example, the empirical uncertainty is expressed in a likelihood estimate (‘unlikely’).
Similarly, when describing legal uncertainty, we may choose among an array
of techniques, including the following:
• We may formulate an open legal question: ‘Is it an infringement of competition law to use the TLD dot-pharma in a discriminatory way?’
• A likelihood estimate can be used: ‘It is possible that a discriminatory use
of the TLD dot-pharma would constitute a breach of competition/antitrust
laws in the following countries...’
• We may qualitatively describe the reasons for our uncertainty, as this was
done above in Section 4.1.
Once we have described and analyzed the uncertainty regarding the legal issue, we may proceed to estimate the risk level of identified risks. There are
many ways to estimate risk, but for the purposes of the present paper we will
refer to the simplest one, in which the risk level is calculated by multiplying
the values of the estimated likelihood and the estimated consequences.48 The
most common approach for estimating risk is to use a risk matrix, such as the
one shown in Table 1, which relates likelihood and consequence of an event.

48

The ISO states: ‘Risk is often expressed in terms of a combination of the consequences of
an event or change of circumstances, and the associated likelihood of occurrence’. See ISO,
Guide 73: Risk Management—Vocabulary Section 1., Note 3.
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LIKELIHOOD

CONSEQUENCE
Minor

Moderate

Major

Catastrophic

Very likely

High

High

Very high

Very high

Likely

Medium

High

High

Very high

Possible

Medium

Medium

High

High

Unlikely

Low

Medium

Medium

High

Table 2: Risk matrix showing combined risk level49

In general, the values in risk matrices can be quantitative (using numbers) or
semi-qualitative (as in the example in Table 2). If semi-qualitative values are
chosen, it is advisable to clarify their meaning in the respective context. For
example, a qualitative value, such as ‘major’ may be defined as equivalent to
an approximate sum of money (say, ca. one million dollars) even in cases in
which there is too much uncertainty to make exact calculations.

5.3.

Risk evaluation

While the risk identification and the risk analysis focus mostly on understanding the risk, the evaluation is the first step towards decision-making about risk.
The function of the risk levels is to assist in making decisions about whether
and how to treat risk. The evaluation is, in its simplest form, a comparison of
initially defined risk criteria with the result of the risk analysis. Based on this
comparison, the need for treatment can be considered.50
According to the ISO, risk criteria are defined as ‘terms of reference against
which the significance of a risk is evaluated’.51 In practice, risk evaluation is
usually framed in a quantitative perspective, in the sense that a risk level above
a certain threshold must be treated. For example, quantitative risk criteria
could state that extreme risk must be treated, high and medium risks may be
treated (but must be monitored) and that all low risk can be accepted.
However, it should also be possible to use qualitative criteria. For example,
an organization may aim at a high level of legal compliance and may not accept
49

50
51

Adapted version of risk matrix in Standards Australia and Standards New Zealand, Risk
Management Guidelines Companion to Australian/New Zealand Standard AN/NZS 4360:
2004 (HB 436:2004) (Syndey, Australia/Wellington, New Zealand: Standards Australia/
Standards New Zealand 2004) 55.
ISO, International Standard ISO 31000. Risk Management—Principles and Guidelines on
Implementation Section 5.4..
See Section 3.3.1.3 of ISO, Guide 73: Risk Management—Vocabulary. Emphasis added.
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any risk of non-compliance, even in cases where non-compliance is unlikely to
have any financial effect.
In the context of new Internet TLDs, the mandatory legal risk assessment
is incorporated in the contingency planning for the TLD, where financial ability of the applicant to solve any contingencies is essential. Thus, if and to the
degree a legal issue can be solved by spending more money, it would seem sufficient for the TLD application to show that sufficient financial resources are
available to deal with the identified risks.

5.4.

Risk treatment

Risk treatment is the process of developing, selecting and implementing ‘risk
controls’.52 In extreme cases, the risks may be so high that the treatment may
need to include an assessment of whether the TLD project should be discontinued. Alternatively, the treatment options may be less drastic and include
removing a source of risk, changing its nature or its likelihood, changing the
consequences or sharing the risk. The latter could include transferring the risk
to another contract party or to a third party, such as an insurance company.
If the treatment identification has resulted in a great number of risk controls, then the selection may be quite challenging. The decision should be based on an assessment of the control’s cost, so a cost-benefit assessment may be
carried out. However, any treatment option may also be a source of secondary
risks, so this could become rather complex. One option to reduce this complexity may be to prioritize treatment options depending on an overall assessment
of their costs and benefits.
Preferably, the risk treatment should take a holistic approach that integrates a variety of practical risk controls. It may also be useful to assess the impact of each risk control. In practice, a technical or financial change may have
legal implications, and changes to the contract may carry technical, financial
or business implications, which can be discussed by the multidisciplinary risk
assessment team. The final step within the treatment phase is then to prepare
and implement a treatment plan, which lists the details of the selected controls.
How should legal risks for new TLDs be treated? This obviously depends on
the nature of the respective risk and the options available for controlling it. One
option may be to simply accept the risk, while being prepared for the risk materialising. For example, the applicant for a single-registrant generic TLD should
consider its options if the initially envisaged registration policy is not permissible
under ICANN’s rules, or turns out to be in violation of antitrust or competition
laws. ICANN not only requires the applicant to have a contingency plan; in
52

Ibid., Section 3.3.7.
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addition, the applicant must also document that it has it either has resources
available to fund contingencies or that it can identify alternative funding sources.

6.

Concluding remarks

This paper has discussed the proactive assessment of legal risks in the context
of new TLDs. Thus, our focus was both on some of the concrete legal issues
highlighted by new TLDs, and at a meta-level of methodological issues related
to the use of risk management in the legal context.
The quality of the risk assessment results depends to a large extent on
the available experience about, and knowledge of, the domain in question.
Typically, few individuals have a comprehensive understanding of all relevant
aspects of a complex business contract. A lawyer is competent to analyse the
contract clauses and the applicable law, but often lacks detailed operational
knowledge of the TLD project. Similarly, technical or financial experts may
lack detailed information about the legal consequences of technical or other
problems. It may therefore be useful to carry out a legal risk assessment in a
suitable multi-disciplinary team of experts, including lawyers, managers, financial experts and/or IT specialists, etc., as appropriate.
There is reason to believe that a legal risk assessment of the kind described
here may significantly contribute to the success of a TLD project. If and to
the degree risks can be foreseen, this approach should enable the applicant
to manage legal risks proactively, with likely long-term benefits. And equally
important, a thorough risk assessment may also ensure a sufficiently high score
in the application process. In order to achieve the minimum passing score, the
applicant must at least ensure that the risk assessment ‘adequately identifies
the key risks (including operational, business, legal, jurisdictional, financial,
and other relevant risks)’, giving ‘consideration to probability and resource
impact of contingencies identified’.53
As we have seen, the use of risk management in the legal context ought to
be integrated with other risk management approaches in adjacent disciplines,
such as project risk management. Risk management promises an approach to
future legal problems that is intended to be more systematic and structured
than traditional heuristic approaches followed by many54 practising lawyers.
Yet, despite the promises of systematic approaches like this, we also need to
53
54

ICANN, gTLD Applicant Guidebook (n 2) Attachment to Module 2, question 49, scoring
criteria.
We cannot disregard the possibility that many legal practitioners have already adopted and
adapted more risk management practices than so far noted by scholars.
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acknowledge the limitations of risk management, particularly in contexts where little of the future is sufficiently predictable.
Just as most of the recent history of the Internet was not anticipated by
most people, there are limits to what we can reasonably anticipate about the
future of new TLDs and the legal issues that may emerge from their use. For
example, the competition and anti-trust issues discussed above may become
less relevant due to possible market changes as a consequence of the availability of a large number of new TLDs. Indeed, it would be interesting to compare
the legal problems anticipated by applicants in the first round with the reality
of legal problems once the TLDs are made available for the registration of domain names.55 It is entirely possible that many of the anticipated problems do
not materialise, while other neglected issues become crucial.

55

However, regrettably, this would be a difficult research endeavour, because this part of the
application process is confidential.

FELTTEKNOLOGI – OPPBYGNING, FUNKSJONALITET OG
BRUKSOMRÅDER
Tommy Tranvik

Innledning
Forskningsprosjektet «Flåtestyring og kontroll med ansatte utenfor fast arbeidssted» omfatter bransjer og yrker hvor arbeidstakerne tilbringer hele eller
deler av sin arbeidstid utenfor arbeidsgivers direkte og fysiske kontroll.1 Dette
inkluderer for eksempel vare- og kollektivtransport, vakt og renhold, elektrofag og energiforsyning, bygg og anlegg, renovasjon og kommunale helse- og
omsorgstjenester (hjemmetjenesten).
Innenfor disse bransjene og yrkene studeres bruken av elektroniske kontrolltiltak som går under betegnelsen feltteknologi. Feltteknologi er tekniske
systemer for datafangst om ansatte og aktiviteter utenfor virksomhetens fire
vegger (i felten). Dette omfatter alt fra flåtestyringsverktøy, digitale fartsskrivere og elektroniske kjørebøker til håndholdte datamaskiner, mobiltelefoner
og ulike typer sensorteknologi.
Hensikten med prosjektet er å studere forholdet mellom viktige teknologiske og organisatoriske endringer i arbeidslivet og bestemmelsene
om kontrolltiltak og behandling av personopplysninger i arbeidsmiljø- og
personopplysningslovgivningen.
I dette kapitlet drøftes derfor viktige teknologiske og organisatoriske kjennetegn ved de mest populære feltteknologiproduktene som selges i Norge.
Spørsmålene som diskuteres er: hvordan er feltteknologiproduktene oppbygd,
hvilken funksjonalitet inneholder produktene og hvilke personopplysninger
behandles? Til slutt gis konkrete eksempler på bruk av feltteknologi fra utvalgte yrker og bransjer. Formålet med dette er for å vise hvordan feltteknologi
anvendes i forskjellige deler av arbeidslivet.
1

Prosjektet er finansiert av Landsorganisasjonen i Norge, og følgende forbund i LO støtter
prosjektet: Fagforbundet, Norsk Transportarbeiderforbund, EL & IT Forbundet og Norsk
Arbeidsmandsforbund. Prosjektet gjennomføres i samarbeid med Forskningsstiftelsen Fafo.
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Det empiriske grunnlaget som dette kapitlet bygger på omfatter intervjuer med og produktdemonstrasjoner hos 15 leverandører av feltteknologi.
Intervjuene ble gjennomført vinteren og våren 2012. Deretter intervjuer med
ansatte, tillitsvalgte, verneombud og ledere i som anvender feltteknologiprodukter i det daglige. Disse intervjuene ble gjennomført høsten 2011 og gjennom hele 2012.

Produkter og utbredelse
Som antydet ovenfor, omfatter feltteknologi en rekke forskjellige produkter,
blant annet:
• Elektroniske kjørebøker: Registrerer bruk av kjøretøy for å dokumentere
krav på kjøregodtgjørelse eller hvorvidt kjøretøyet anvendes til privat og
skattepliktig kjøring.
• Flåtestyring: Registrerer hvor ansatte, kjøretøy eller maskiner til enhver
tid befinner seg slik at de kan fjerndirigeres på en hensiktsmessig måte (for
eksempel ved at nye oppdrag tildeles på bakgrunn av geografisk nærhet til
oppdraget).
• Mobile forretningsplattformer: Datasystemer som leveres via håndholdte
dataenheter (smarttelefoner, databrett, bærbare pc-er eller såkalte PDA-er),
og som gir feltansatte anledning til å hente ut og registrere informasjon i
arbeidsgivers datasystemer.
• Digitale fartskrivere: Registrerer kjøre- og hviletid innenfor store deler av
kollektiv- og varetransporten (gjelder for de fleste yrkeskjøretøy over 3,5
tonn).
Hvert av disse produktene kan bestå av forskjellige enkeltkomponenter. Dette
kan for eksempel være satellittposisjonering, mobiltelefoni, intelligente kart,
bevegelsessensorer, RFID (radiofrekvensidentifisering), mobile skannere og
skrivere, betalingsterminaler, alarmer, osv.
Det finnes ikke god tall som viser den totale utbredelsen av disse (og andre)
feltteknologier i Norge i dag. Men i en representativ spørreundersøkelse gjennomført av Forskningsstiftelsen Fafo i 2010, svarte 7 % av respondentene at
flåtestyring ble brukt på deres arbeidsplass.2 Det ble ikke spurt om utbredelsen
av andre typer feltteknologier.

2

Mona Bråten (2010): Kontroll og overvåking i arbeidslivet. Fafo-rapport 2010: 22.
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Opplysninger både fra leverandørbransjen og aktørene i arbeidslivet, tyder
imidlertid på at bruken vokser raskt, og at veksten i særlig grad har vært stor
siden 2007–08. Antakelsen om vekst forklares av leverandørene blant annet
med at prisen på mange av produktene er relativt lav, slik at kostnadene er
overkommelige også for små virksomheter. Resultatene fra Fafo-undersøkelsen
og inntrykket til aktørene i markedet indikerer at flåtestyring og andre typer
feltteknologi er i ferd med å bli et vanlig innslag i det norske arbeidslivet.
Nedenfor vil jeg først gi en kort oversikt over hovedkjennetegnene til de
mest solgte feltteknologiproduktene. Deretter vil jeg skissere hvordan produktene er sammensatt av forskjellige komponenter.

Organisatorisk logikk
Leverandørene av feltteknologi har som ambisjon å tilby redskaper for virksomhetsstyring. Løftet er at feltteknologi vil redusere betydningen av geografisk avstand og fysisk mobilitet som barrierer mot sentralisert arbeidsledelse,
arbeidsfordeling og styring. Denne ambisjonen uttrykkes på følgende måte av
én av de store feltteknologileverandørene internasjonalt:
One of the most important capabilities that mobile solutions offer organizations
today is the ability to provide better visibility, in near real time, into the activities
and events taking place in the field (…) The lack of real time visibility often
means critical operational decisions are delayed which results in the inefficient
utilization of resources and assets (…) Mobile solutions virtually enables
managers and experts from anywhere in the world to be ‘digitally present’ on
remote jobsites.3

Tilsvarende ambisjoner ligger til grunn for produktutviklingen hos norske leverandører. Ambisjonen blir forsøkt realisert på to måter, enten i kombinasjon
eller hver for seg:
1. Ved at teknologien synliggjør (registrerer og formidler informasjon om)
hva ansatte foretar seg når de er utenfor arbeidsgivers fysiske kontroll.
Dette kan for eksempel omfatte informasjon om hvor de ansatte befinner
3

ClickSoftware (2010): Networked Field Services. A ClickSoftware White Paper, side 3 (tilgjengelig
på http://www.clicksoftware.com/knowledge-center-white-papers.htm). Tilsvarende ambisjoner
og visjoner uttrykkes i bransjepublikasjoner som Field Technology Online (tilgjengelig på http://
www.fieldtechnologiesonline.com/?s=topnav&p=%2fHome.mvc).
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seg akkurat nå og hvilken rute de har kjørt tidligere på dagen, inkludert
adresser hvor de har stoppet og hvor lenge hvert stopp varte.
2. Ved at interne datasystemer – faktura- og økonomisystemer, lagersystemer,
kundedatabaser, pasientjournaler, osv. – kan gjøres tilgjengelige for og brukes av ansatte i felten. Her kan det for eksempel dreie seg om hjemmesykepleieren som benytter håndholdt dataenhet til å få tilgang til den elektroniske pasientjournal, eller elektromontøren som benytter smarttelefonen til
å rapportere timer og materiellforbruk i virksomhetens fakturasystem.
De minst avanserte produktene som tilbys på det norske markedet, registrerer,
formidler og presenterer informasjon om ansatte og aktiviteter i felt, men uten
at de er integrert mot interne datasystemer. Typiske eksempler på slike produkter er elektroniske kjøreboker eller digitale fartskrivere (men det er blitt
nokså vanlig at både kjørebøker og fartskrivere tilbys som integrerte komponenter i produkter som omfatter en rekke andre muligheter, se fremstillingen
nedenfor).
De mest avanserte produktene gjør begge deler: de tilbyr toveis integrasjon
mellom ansatte i felt og arbeidsgivers datasystemer. Toveis integrasjon innebærer at feltansatte blir synlige fra kontoret, samtidig som interne datasystemer
tilgjengeliggjøres for ansatte i felten.
Produkter som baserer seg på toveis integrasjon kan registrere flere og mer
detaljerte opplysninger om de ansatte enn hva tilfelle er for produkter som
ikke er integrert mot interne datasystemer. Årsaken til dette er at slike produkter kan registrere og lagre informasjon om de ansattes bruk av datasystemene,
for eksempel hvor og når ansatte i den kommunale bymiljøetaten ilegger bileiere gebyr for feilparkering.
Det er verdt å merke seg at mange av produktene er ment å være systemer
for generell virksomhetsstyring. Produktene kan derfor ikke beskrives som enkeltstående kontrolltiltak (av typen kameraovervåkning eller veskekontroll),
men kontrollelementet må forstås som en avgjørende egenskap ved produktene. Som allerede antydet, betyr dette at produktene gir (eller kan gi) arbeidsgiver tilgang til sanntidsdata om hvor ansatte befinner seg. Dessuten kan
produktene fange, presentere og lagre data om tilstander eller aktiviteter i felt,
for eksempel informasjon om brøytebilen har plogen nede eller ikke; om renovatøren har tømt alle eller bare noen få av beholderne på en spesifikk adresse;
hvor kraftig bussen bremser, akselererer eller krenger; hvor, når og hvor lenge
lasterampen på lastebilen var i bruk; hvor lenge renholderen eller vekteren
oppholdt seg i en spesifikk bygning, osv.
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Produktoppbygning – en skisse
Dagens feltteknologiprodukter består vanligvis av tre hoveddeler:
• Del 1: Et knippe av kjernekomponenter som resten av produktet er bygd
opp omkring. Nesten alle leverandører av feltteknologiprodukter tilbyr
disse kjernekomponentene.
• Del 2: Et variert utvalg av tilleggskomponenter. Hvilke tilleggskomponenter som tilbys vil være noe forskjellig fra produkt til produkt.
• Del 3: En måte å levere kjerne- og tilleggskomponentene til leverandørenes
kunder (arbeidsgivere) på. Leveringsmåtene er til dels felles på tvers av
produkter/leverandører, men den kan også variere noe.
I det følgende gis først en kort oversikt over hvilke teknologier (eller tekniske
løsninger) som inngår i del 1 og 2.

Kjernekomponentene
Feltteknologi i sin mest grunnleggende form tilbyr satellittposisjonering (og
navigasjon). Satellittposisjonering innebærer relativt kontinuerlig registrering,
overføring og presentasjon av data om ansattes posisjoner og bevegelser i felt.
Satellittposisjonering består av fire komponenter:
1. Et system av satellitter (for eksempel det amerikanske GPS-systemet, det
russiske GLONASS-systemet eller EUs Galileo-system).
2. En liten radiomottaker (satellittmottaker) på bakken som fortløpende registrerer satellittenes radiosignaler og beregner mottakerens posisjon, bevegelsesretning og hastighet.
3. En mobiltelefon koblet til satellittmottakeren som fortløpende overfører
informasjonen (posisjon, bevegelsesretning og hastighet) til leverandørens
eller arbeidsgivers datamaskiner.
4. Et dataprogram installert på leverandørens eller arbeidsgivers datamaskiner som bearbeider mottatt informasjonen og presenterer den på et digitalt
kart (for eksempel Google Maps) eller et fotokart (av typen Google Earth).
Satellittmottakeren er typisk en «svart boks» som monteres på den fysiske
gjenstanden, gjerne et kjøretøy, som arbeidsgiver ønsker å holde oppsikt med
(i håndholdte dataenheter, for eksempel smarttelefoner, er satellittmottakeren
vanligvis en integrert del av produktet). Antennene som mottar radiosignaler
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fra satellittene og formidler informasjonen videre til leverandørens datamaskiner, monteres på utsiden av kjøretøyet (eller den fysiske gjenstanden).4
Informasjonen som beregnes av satellittmottakeren – posisjon, bevegelsesretning og hastighet – påføres et tidsstempel. Den vil derfor ha en dato og
tidspunkt knyttet til seg.
Selv om satellittinformasjonen kan anonymiseres, er det vanlig at den kobles til en bestemt person eller ansatt. Koblinger mellom satellittinformasjonen og personen kan opprettes på ulike måter, for eksempel ved personen
logger seg inn på den håndholdte dataenheten med personlig brukernavn og
passord. Det kan også skje ved at bruk av en såkalt «I-Button» (eller «Dallas
Key»). Dette er en unik personidentifikator (i form av en liten databrikke) som
settes i et eget uttak koblet til kjøretøyet eller den håndholdte dataenheten.5
Dermed vil sjåføren av kjøretøyet eller brukeren av dataenheten kunne knyttes
til satellittinformasjonen.
Personidentitet, posisjon, retning, hastighet og tidsstempel er altså informasjonsbitene som utgjør grunndatasettet i satellittposisjonering. I den grad
disse informasjonsbitene lagres i leverandørens datamaskiner, kan arbeidsgiver gå tilbake i tid – til et bestemt tidspunkt på en bestemt dato – for å finne
ut hvor en navngitt ansatt befant seg eller hvor han var på vei. Og når denne
informasjonen kobles til kartdata, kan bevegelsesmønster og aktiviteter detaljeres ytterligere. Denne informasjonen kan så kobles mot den ansattes arbeidsoppdrag for å bringe på den rene om hvorvidt aktivitetene var arbeidsrelaterte
eller ikke.

Tilleggskomponenter
Feltteknologiprodukter som inneholder satellittposisjonering (og navigasjon)
er i de senere årene blitt bygd ut eller integrert mot en rekke andre (og nye)
komponenter. Disse komponentene behandler data som gir et mer informasjonsrikt bilde av ansatte og aktiviteter i felt. Nedenfor følger en oversikt over
de viktigste tilleggskomponentene som dagens produkter kan inneholde:

4

5

Hvis kjøretøyet (eller den håndholdte enheten) ikke har kontakt med trådløsnett (GSM/
GPRS), og derfor ikke kan overføre satellittinformasjon til leverandørens/arbeidsgivers datamaskiner, vil informasjonen bli lagret lokalt og overført når kontakten med trådløst nett er
gjenopprettet.
Denne teknologien inneholder vanligvis startsperre, det vil si at motoren ikke starter uten at
«I-Button» viser at sjåføren er autorisert til å benytte kjøretøyet.
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Systemintegrasjoner: Som allerede nevnt, kan produktene integreres mot
interne datasystemer hos arbeidsgiver. Det betyr at informasjon som er registrert i arbeidsgivers datasystemer kan overføres til ansatte i felten, og motsatt
(toveis integrasjon). Dette innebærer for eksempel at nye oppdrag kan legges inn i arbeidsgivers ordresystem og sendes til vedkommende ansatt som
befinner seg nærmest det aktuelle oppdraget (kundeadressen). De ansatte må
da melde tilbake (enten ved hjelp av håndholdt dataenhet eller ved bruk av
dataenhet montert i bilen) om han har anledning til å påta seg oppdraget eller ikke. Hvis den ansatte påtar seg oppdraget, kan han få tilstedt nødvendig
informasjon fra kunde- eller klientdatabasen (for eksempel hvilke tidligere jobber som har vært gjort hos kunden eller hvilke medisiner klienten bruker). Når
oppdraget er utført kan den ansatte rapportere dette tilbake til arbeidsgivers
økonomisystem (sammen med for eksempel timer, materialpriser og andre
kostnader), slik at faktura øyeblikkelig skrives ut og sendes til kunden. Hvis
den ansatte er utstyrt med en håndholdt dataenhet, kan han i tillegg registrere
informasjon om omfanget av og kvaliteten på det arbeidet som er utført. Det
kan for eksempel skje ved bruk av kamerafunksjonalitet (bilder før og etter),
talenotater, avkrysninger i sjekklister eller frihåndsskisser tegnet ved hjelp av
dataenheten. Dette er informasjon som automatisk kan overføres til og legges
inn i arbeidsgivers kunde- eller klientdatabasen.
Det er også blitt vanlig at systemer for satellittposisjonering, spesielt flåtestyringssystemer, integreres mot intranettet i kjøretøyet, den såkalte CAN-bus.
Ved å hente ut data fra kjøretøyets CAN-bus, er det mulig å få fjerntilgang til
informasjon om blant annet sjåførens kjøreatferd og bilens tekniske tilstand
(informasjonen overføres til leverandørens eller arbeidsgivers datasystem via
mobilnettet).6 Hvis kjøretøyet er utstyrt med alkolås (registrerer om og utløser
startsperre hvis sjåføren har ulovlig høy promille), er også dette informasjon
som kan overføres til arbeidsgivers datasystem. I tillegg til CAN-bussen, kan
feltteknologi integreres mot kjøretøyets elektriske anlegg og hydraulikken. På
denne måten kan arbeidsgiver for eksempel se om, hvor og hvordan brøytebilen bruker plogen.
Håndholdte teknologier: Håndholdte dataenheter tilbyr en mengde muligheter for datafangst i felten (i tillegg til satellittsporing og navigasjon). Her vil jeg
kort nevne noe av funksjonaliteten som er tilgjengelig i feltteknologiprodukter:
Strekkodeskannere kan registrere informasjon om hvor varer befinner seg (sporing), hvilke varer som er levert hos ulike kunder og når de ulike leveransene
skjedde. Skanning av strekkoder er derfor spesielt utbredt i varetransport, men
anvendes også flittig i andre bransjer. I vekterbransjen settes det opp strekkoder
6

CAN står for Controller Area Network, og er en standard for hvordan kommunikasjon mellom computerenhetene i kjøretøyet skal foregå.
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på utvalgte kontrollpunkter hos kunden (dører, vinduer, porter, osv.) som vekteren skal sjekke. Strekkodene inneholder informasjon som unikt identifiserer hvert
kontrollpunkt. Når vekterne benytter strekkodeleseren til å lese av strekkodene,
registreres dette og benyttes som dokumentasjon på at kontrollpunktet er sjekket.
Mobile betalingsterminaler med integrerte skrivere er en annen teknologi
som kan anvendes i felten. Dermed kan kundene betale regningen direkte til
den feltansatte og få kvitteringen (og annen dokumentasjon) skrevet ut på
stedet. Informasjon som registreres ved hjelp av betalingsautomater og mobile
skrivere kan overføres til og registreres i arbeidsgivers datasystemer.
Alarmer er en annen type håndholdte dataenheter som inneholder satellittmottaker og mobilteknologi (og som enten leveres som en egen dataenhet eller
integrert i smarttelefoner, databrett, bærbare pc-er eller PDA-er). Slike alarmer
kan utløses ved behov eller hvis den ansatte ikke trykker på alarmknappen
innen et forhåndsbestemt tidsintervall. Personell ved vaktsentralen vil da få
oppgitt den ansattes posisjon på et digitalt kart og assistanse kan tilkalles.
Sensorer: Sensorteknologi finnes i mange forskjellige varianter.
Bevegelsessensorer (for eksempel gyroskop og akselerometer) er en spesiell
type sensorteknologi som har til hensikt å fange informasjon om aktiviteter eller hendelser. Slike sensorer kan for eksempel registrere bevegelser i kjøretøyets
eller den håndholdte dataenhetens X, Y og Z akse, det vil si i lengderetningen,
sideveis og vertikalt. Bevegelsessensorer er spesielt relevante i yrker hvor kjøretøy er et viktig (eller det viktigste) arbeidsredskapet. Her kan teknologien
anvendes til å registrere detaljer om de ansattes kjøreatferd – hastighetsøkninger, oppbremsinger, støt og slag, krenginger, rotasjoner, osv. – med tanke på å
påvirke denne atferden, for eksempel å endre en drivstoffkrevende kjørestil til
en mykere og mindre drivstoffkrevende kjørestil.
Hvis systemer for satellittsporing integreres mot intranettet i kjøretøyet
(CAN-bus), kan informasjon fra kjøretøysensorene overføres til leverandørens eller arbeidsgivers datamaskiner. Også dette er sensorer som registrerer
tilstander, aktiviteter eller hendelser, for eksempel drivstofforbruk, hastighet,
hjulstilling, akselomdreininger, bruk av pedaler, sete- og speilinnstillinger, motortemperatur og temperatur i lasterom. Sensorteknologi kan i tillegg kobles til
andre fysiske gjenstander. Dette kan blant annet være sensorer som registrerer
om dører er lukket, når de åpnes og hvor lenge de står åpne. Slike sensorer kan
dessuten kobles til bensinlokket på kjøretøy (hensikten med dette er vanligvis
å forebygge drivstofftyveri).
Radiofrekvensidentifisering: Dette er teknologier som blant annet omfatter RFID (radiofrekvensidentifikasjon)7 og NFC (Near Field Technology).
7

RFID kan overføre informasjon over korte avstander, fra noen få meter opp til ca. 100 meter
(avhengig av hvilke typer RFID-brikker det dreier seg om).
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RFID består av en liten databrikke som inneholder identifiserende informasjon, og denne informasjonen kan leses når brikken kommer i nærheten av en
RFID-leser. RFID brukes for eksempel som tyverisikring i klesbutikker (RFIDbrikken fjernes i kassen når plagget kjøpes) og i automatiske bompengebrikker (Auto-Pass-brikker). De kan også være integrert i adgangskort, og vil da
fungere som «nøkkel» til bygninger eller rom.
Ved at RFID-brikker kan festes til fysiske gjenstander, og ved at RFIDbrikken unikt identifiserer de forskjellige gjenstandene, kan teknologien blant
annet gi arbeidsgiver informasjon enn de ansattes arbeidsutførelse. Et eksempel
på dette er at kostbart utstyr i servicebiler merkes med RFID-brikker og en
RFID-leser plasseres i bilen. Dermed kan arbeidsgiver få oversikt over hvilke
typer utstyr som benyttes på ulike oppdrag, når utstyret ble tatt ut av bilen, om
utstyret ble lagt tilbake igjen og når dette eventuelt skjedde (sporing). RFID kan
anvendes på tilsvarende måter innenfor hjemmebaserte tjenester, for eksempel
ved at brikker festes til medisiner. RFID kan også erstatte strekkodeskannere
slik at varer, paller eller kolli identifiseres og registreres automatisk når de lastes
på og av lastebilen eller varevognen. På denne måten kan avvik – feilleveranser,
mangelfulle leveranser eller manglende leveranser – oppdages og korrigeres.
I renovasjonsbransjen kan RFID-brikker støpes inn i beholdere (avfallsspann) slik at hver enkelt beholder blir identifisert og registrert når de tømmes
i renovasjonsbilen. Informasjon om hvilke beholdere som ble tømt hvor og til
hvilket tidspunkt kan dermed loggføres, og eventuelle avvik (beholdere som
skulle vært tømt, men som ikke ble det) kan oppdages.

Viktig funksjonalitet
Nedenfor følger en kort oversikt over øvrige standardfunksjoner som feltteknologiprodukter vanligvis inneholder:
POI (Point of Interest): Dette innebærer at arbeidsgiver har anledning til
å markere/utheve bestemte lokasjoner i produktenes digitale kartverk. Disse
lokasjonene kan for eksempel være kunder, klienter, grossister, lager, elektriske
anlegg, osv. Systemet kan registrere hvem som har besøkt de ulike POI-ene,
når dette skjedde og hvor lenge vedkommende oppholdt seg der.
Geo-sone (eller geo-fence): Dette innebærer at arbeidsgiver har anledning
til å sette opp et virtuelt gjerde rundt bestemte områder i produktenes digitale
kartverk. Slike områder kan for eksempel omfatte parkeringsplasser, terminaler, byggeplasser, veier, osv. Systemet kan registrere når og hvor personer eller
fysiske gjenstander (kjøretøy, anleggsmaskiner, utstyr, osv.) krysser de oppsatte
gjerdene, og hvilke personer/gjenstander det dreier seg om.
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No-Go soner: Dette innebærer at arbeidsgiver har anledning til å markere
lokasjoner eller områder i produktenes digitale kartverk som arbeidsgiver ikke
ønsker at de ansatte skal besøke. Hvilke lokasjoner/områder dette kan være
snakk om avhenger av hver enkelt arbeidsgiver (for eksempel anleggsområder
hvor det foregår sprengningsarbeider eller kiosker, kafeer, kjøpesenter, vinmonopol, osv.). Systemet kan registrere hvem som har besøkt hvilke no-go soner,
når dette skjedde og hvor lenge de oppholdt seg der.
Statusmeldinger: Dette er enten forhåndsdefinerte eller fritekstbaserte meldinger som den feltansatte sender til arbeidsgiver (via dataskjermen i kjøretøyet eller fra den håndholdte dataenheten), og som gir tilstandsrapporter om
progresjonen i arbeidet, for eksempel «ledig for oppdrag», «tar oppdraget»,
«på vei til kunde/klient», «hos kunde/klient», «ferdig hos kunde/klient», osv.
Varsler: Dette er meldinger som automatisk sendes til arbeidsgiver (enten
som pop-up-melding på dataskjerm eller som SMS/e-post) når forhåndsdefinerte tilstander, hendelser eller aktiviteter inntreffer. Varsler kan for eksempel
sendes til arbeidsgiver når bevegelsessensorene i kjøretøyet eller den håndholdte dataenheten registrerer støt, slag, rykk eller sideveis bevegelser av et
visst omfang, eller når dører/porter åpnes/lukkes. Varsler kan også sendes når
ansatte (eller fysiske gjenstander) krysser oppsatte sonegrenser (geo-fence, nogo soner) eller når de ankommer/forlater en POI.
Rapporter: Dette er visuelle presentasjoner av informasjon som registreres
av og lagres i feltteknologiproduktene. De fleste leverandører kan tilby rapporteringsverktøy som omfatter 30–40 ulike rapporttyper. Her kan det for eksempel dreie seg om rapporter på tomgangskjøring, drivstofforbruk, snitthastighet, aggressiv vs. myk kjørestil, kjørerapport (turer pr dag, start- og stoppsted,
distanse og tid), besøksrapporter (for eksempel hvem, hvor, når og hvor lenge),
tids- og kostnadsrapporter på oppdrag, sporingsrapporter (varer og utstyr),
osv. Rapportene kan brytes ned på individnivå, men de kan også presenteres i
aggregert (anonymisert) form.
Historikk: Dette er visuelle og sammenstilte presentasjoner av all informasjon som er lagret om ansatte og deres feltaktiviteter i datasystemet (i tillegg
til all informasjon om fysiske gjenstander som er blitt registrert i systemet –
aktiviteter, tilstander og hendelser). Her kan arbeidsgiver gå tilbake i tid for å
analysere endringer og utviklingstrekk på individnivå eller på aggregert nivå
(endringer i responstid og leveringspunktlighet, tid hos kunde/klient for ulike
typer jobber/oppdrag, endringer i drivstofforbruk og kjøreatferd, osv.).
Fotokart: Dette er visuelle presentasjoner av satellittinformasjon som viser
flere detaljer enn de vanlige digitale kartene som brukes til dette formålet gjør.
Ved å anvende fotokart er det mulig å se nokså nøyaktig hvor en ansatt eller en
fysisk gjenstand befinner seg akkurat nå (eller har befunnet seg på et nærmere
bestemt tidspunkt).
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Eksterne tilganger: Dette innebærer at arbeidsgiver kan gi aktører utenfor virksomheten tilgang til informasjon som registreres i datasystemet (via
innlogging over internettet). Her vil det typisk dreie seg om viktige kunder.
Informasjonen som det kan gis eksterne tilganger til kan for eksempel være
sporingsdata: oversikter over hvor kjøretøy, varer eller utstyr til enhver tid
befinner seg og når de kan forventes å komme frem til kunden.

Feltteknologi og bruksområder
I den siste delen av dette kapitlet vil jeg gi noen korte eksempler på hvordan
produktene diskutert ovenfor blir anvendt i ulike yrker/bransjer.
Nettselskaper (energiforsyning): Mange store energiselskaper benytter seg
av feltteknologi. Her dreier det seg spesielt om elektronisk kjørebok og flåtestyring. Ovenfor har vi sett at elektronisk kjørebok registrerer all kjøring
døgnet rundt: start- og stopptidspunkt for hver tur, start- og stoppadresse for
hver tur, distanse kjørt for hver tur og formålet med turen (som den ansatte
må fylle inn manuelt, for eksempel ved å velge mellom forskjellige formål fra
en forhåndsdefinert liste). Formålet er å unngå skjønnslikning for privat bruk
av firmabil i tilfelle bokettersyn fra skattemyndighetenes side.
Innføringen av elektronisk kjørebok synes å føre til en del misnøye og forvirring mht hvilke skatteregler som gjelder for bruk av firmabil. For eksempel:
Har vi lov til å kjøre innom butikken eller barnehagen på vei tilbake fra jobben – vil dette utløse full skatteplikt eller er det ok? Samtidig som de ansatte
gjerne er fornøyd med at de slipper å føre kjørebok manuelt, er det til dels stor
misnøye med at elektronisk kjørebok fører til at firmabilen overvåkes døgnet
rundt, også etter arbeidstid. I enkelte energiselskaper er det derfor inngått en
egen avtale mellom fagforeningen og ledelsen om bruken av opplysningene
som registreres. Her defineres vanligvis formålet med bruken av elektronisk
kjørebok, spesielt at opplysningene ikke skal brukes i personalsaker, hvem
som kan få tilgang til opplysningene, eventuelt også når, hvordan eller i hvilke
situasjoner tilgang kan gis.
Flåtestyring innebærer at de ansattes geografiske posisjon oppgis på et
digitalt kart som ansatte på driftsentralen har tilgang til (enten på sin egen
datamaskin eller på storskjerm som henger på veggen). Tanken er at når det
oppstår feilrettingssituasjoner i strømnettet, så skal driftssentralen kunne se
hvem som er nærmest feilsituasjonen og tildele vedkommende oppdraget (tildeling av oppdrag skjer vanligvis ved bruk av mobiltelefon). Enkelte selskaper har satt opp flåtestyringssystemet slik at de ansattes kompetanse vises når
man klikker på ikonet i skjermbildet (det digitale kartet) som symboliserer den
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enkelte ansatte. Hensikten med dette er at nærmeste ansatt med den riktige
kompetansen skal tildeles oppdraget.
I energiselskaper har flåtestyringssystemer vist seg langt mer kontroversielle enn elektroniske kjørebøker. Det skyldes trolig at verktøyet har et tydelig
styringsformål – og at styringen baserer seg på kontinuerlig overvåking. Men
også her er det ikke uvanlig at bruken av flåtestyring reguleres i en egen avtale
mellom fagforeningene og ledelsen. De mest omfattende avtalene inneholder
bestemmelser om formål, spesielt at opplysningene ikke skal «brukes mot» de
ansatte, om opplysningene skal lagres eller ikke (eventuelt hvor lenge), hvem
som skal ha tilgang, om skjermbildet med geografiske posisjoner skal vises
hele tiden eller om det bare skal tas opp når feilrettingssituasjoner oppstår (for
deretter å lukkes igjen), osv. Omfanget av og kvaliteten på avtalene varierer
imidlertid ganske mye, og enkelte selskaper har ikke slike avtaler.
Renhold: Renholdsansatte i enkelte kommuner og i en del private renholdsselskaper benytter smarttelefoner som arbeidsredskaper. Den ansatte logger
seg inn på smarttelefonen ved hjelp av brukernavn og passord. Smarttelefonene
har satellittsporing/posisjonering, men så vidt jeg har fått opplyst, er det ikke
vanlig at denne funksjonen brukes for å kartlegge de ansattes posisjoner og
bevegelser. Smarttelefonene er i tillegg utstyrt med RFID-lesere, og det er satt
opp RFID-brikker ved inngangen til bygninger eller rom hvor renhold skal
utføres. Når den ansatte kommer til bygningen eller rommet benyttes smarttelefonen til å lese av RFID-brikken, som inneholder informasjon som unikt
identifiserer bygningen eller rommet. Dermed blir det registrert hvem, hvor og
når renholdet startet. Deretter registrerer den ansatte hvilken type renhold som
skal utføres: daglig renhold, periodisk renhold, vindusvask, osv. De ansatte
kan også anvende smarttelefonen til å melde avvik, for eksempel at rommet
ikke er ryddet og at daglig renhold derfor ikke kan utføres. De kan dessuten
benytte kameraet på telefonen til å ta bilde av avviket eller til å dokumentere
gjennomført renhold. Når den ansatte forlater bygningen eller rommet, brukes
smarttelefonen til å avlese RFID-brikken som er festet ved utgangen på nytt.
Dermed registreres hvem, hvor og når renholdet ble avsluttet. På denne måten
fungerer kombinasjonen av smarttelefon og RFID-teknologi blant annet som
et elektronisk stemplingsur.
Hensikten med bruken av denne typen feltteknologi oppgis å være dokumentasjon av utført renhold. Det oppgis at renhold er ferskvare – to timer etter
at gulvet er vasket kan det se ut som om renhold ikke er utført på flere dager. Men ved hjelp av smarttelefon og RFID kan renholdsavdelingen/selskapet
godtgjøre at renholdspersonell har vært der (og hvem det var), når vedkommende kom og gikk, hvilken type renhold som ble utført og eventuelt legge
frem bildedokumentasjon på arbeidet.
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Enkelte private renholdsfirma har eksperimentert med bruk av elektroniske
skrittellere (skrittellere kan fås som applikasjoner for smarttelefoner eller som
en egen enhet). Hensikten med dette er å kartlegge og effektivisere utførelsen
av renholdsoppdraget. Det gjøres ved å sammenlikne det antallet skritt som
den ansatte faktisk brukte for å rengjøre rommet med et på forhånd definert
estimat på det optimale antallet skritt som bør brukes for å utføre oppdraget.
På denne bakgrunn kan hver enkelt ansatt få opplæring i hvordan oppdraget
kan utføres på en mer effektiv måte (gå mindre, men rengjør mer). Tanken er
også at dette kan bidra til å forebygge belastningsskader.
Så vidt jeg har fått opplyst, er avtaler som regulerer bruken av feltteknologi
ikke like vanlig i renholdsbransjen som hos nettselskaper.
Renovasjon: Flåtestyring benyttes også av en del renovasjonsselskaper,
blant annet til ruteplanlegging og for å dokumentere utført arbeid. Dette innebærer at satellittloggen brukes til å dokumentere hvor renovasjonsbilene har
vært på forskjellige dato/tidspunkt dersom det for eksempel skulle komme
klager på at beholdere ikke er tømt. I tillegg har enkelte renovasjonsselskaper
tatt i bruk RFID. Her støpes RFID-brikker inn i beholderne, og brikkene inneholder informasjon som unikt identifiserer hver beholder. På renovasjonsbilen
monteres det så en RFID-leser. Leseren registrerer brikkene i beholderne etter
hvert som innholdet i beholderne tømmes i bilen. På denne måten kan selskapet ikke bare dokumentere hvor og når bilen har besøkt ulike tømpunkt (vha.
satellittloggen), men selskapet kan også dokumentere hvilke beholdere som
ble tømt og dato/tidspunkt for tømming. Denne informasjonen sendes over
mobilnettet til selskapets datamaskin (eller leverandørens datamaskin), hvor
den lagres.
Løsningen med bruk av RFID kan også anvendes til ruteplanlegging. Det
kan gjøres ved at frekvensen for tømming av beholdere i ulike deler av en by
eller et tettsted kan sammenliknes med hverandre: i hvilke gater/områder tømmes beholderne oftere enn andre steder? Dette spørsmålet kan besvares fordi
RFID-brikkene unikt identifiserer hver beholder, inkludert hvor de er plassert og hvilke typer beholdere det dreier seg om. For at denne informasjonen
skal fungere til planleggingsformål, forutsettes det at selskapet har en policy
som for eksempel bestemmer at beholdere som er mindre enn halvfulle ikke
skal tømmes. Hvis denne policyen følges av de ansatte, kan selskapet se hvor
behovet for tømming av beholdere er størst, og legge opp ruter i henhold til
dette. Men hvis de ansatte tømmer beholderne uavhengig av hvor fulle de er,
så vil ikke informasjonen som samles inn kunne brukes på denne måten (ifølge
leverandøren av løsningen, er det dette som ofte skjer).
Heller ikke i renovasjonsbransjen synes interne avtaler som regulerer bruken av feltteknologi å være like vanlige som hos nettselskapene.
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Oppsummerende diskusjon
Den bruken av feltteknologi som er skissert ovenfor, kan bidra til å øke konfliktnivået på enkelte arbeidsplasser. I enkelte elektrikerbedrifter har for eksempel ansatte sagt opp bilavtaler som reaksjon på ledelsens planer om innføring av flåtestyring. I andre bedrifter har de ansatte levert inn håndholdte
dataenheter, eller de har krevd tilgang til parkeringsplass ved arbeidsstedet
fordi de ikke ønsker å kjøre bilen hjem etter at elektronisk kjørebok ble tatt i
bruk. Det er heller ikke uvanlig at konflikter oppstår når ivrige mellomledere
kontakter feltansatte for å korrigere atferd, for eksempel at bussjåføren får
telefon fra trafikklederen med beskjed om at han kjører for fort, eller at lastebilsjåføren får melding om at motoren må slås av fordi den har gått for lenge
på tomgang.
Poenget er at feltteknologi ser ut til å bringe ledere og ansatte i tettere kontakt med hverandre over større deler av arbeidsdagen enn hva tilfellet var tidligere. Samtidig kan maktrelasjonen mellom ledelsen og ansatte bli mer asymmetrisk: ledelsen kan få tilgang til opplysninger om ansatte i felten uten at de
ansatte har samme mulighet til å kontrollere ledelsens bruk av opplysningene.
Det betyr blant annet at forhold som før ikke var konfliktmateriale nå
kan synliggjøres – oppdages og adresseres – på en helt annen måte enn tidligere. Dette kan bidra til at uheldige forhold korrigeres og forbedres, men
det kan også føre til at nye motsetninger og konflikttema utkrystalliserer seg.
Resultatet kan bli at både ledelsen, tillitsvalgte og de ansatte må bruke mer tid
og energi på å håndtere konflikter som de tidligere var relativt skjermet mot.

… AND STILL WE ARE LEFT WANTING:
MALTA’S WHITE PAPER ON DIGITAL RIGHTS
Emily M. Weitzenboeck1

Last month, the Government of Malta published a White Paper for public
consultation, proposing the introduction of four so-called “digital rights” in
the Constitution of Malta.2 The proposal is indeed a step in the right direction
but lacks punch where it matters most.
The proposed digital rights are the following: (1) the right to Internet access; (2) the right to informational access; (3) the right to informational freedom and (4) the right to digital informational self-determination. Put briefly, the
White Paper proposes that such rights be included within Chapter II entitled
“Declaration of Principles” of the Constitution of Malta, in other words as
mere declaratory, non-enforceable “rights”.
While the government’s efforts are commendable, the White Paper is riddled with misconceptions and does not go far enough.

The notion of human rights: Beyond perceptions
The White Paper unfortunately bundles the so-called “right to Internet access”
– on which there has been extensive academic debate as to whether it should
even be recognized as a legally enforceable right (let alone a fundamental human right) – with the other three “digital rights” which have a human rights
pedigree, being facets of or closely linked with the fundamental human rights

1

2

This article first appeared on CircleID on 16th November 2012 at http://www.circleid.com/
posts/20121116_maltas_white_paper_on_digital_rights/ Emily is a member of the Igov2 project – see project home page at http://www.jus.uio.no/ifp/english/research/projects/internet-governance/ (accessed 16 November 2012).
The White Paper is available in English at https://mitc.gov.mt/MediaCenter/PDFs/1_
Digital%20rights%20White%20Paper%20Doc.pdf (accessed 16 November 2012).
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to freedom of expression, freedom to receive and communicate ideas and information, and the right to privacy and informational self-determination.
The White Paper discusses whether access to the Internet is a fundamental
human right. A curious – and rather dangerously demagogic – argument is
made in the White Paper based on what it calls “the people’s perception”.
Basing itself on a 2010 BBC (UK) survey, the White Paper argues that there
seems to be a widespread perception in the general public that “fundamental
human rights play a part in the discussion” whether access to the Internet is a
human right and that indeed, “it would be politically inadvisable to ignore this
perception” because “the people have so dictated” (p.7). This perception, the
argument continues, is bolstered by “(1) the sense of liberty which the Internet
itself has promoted, coupled with (2) the people’s broad interpretation of their
existent fundamental rights and (3) their limited understanding of Internet
governance and regulation” (p.8). Indeed, the White Paper continues, this perception “can only grow stronger” and “indeed evolving into an expectation
that access to the Internet should be recognized as a right if not a fundamental
human right” (its emphasis, p.9). The same argument that fundamental human rights play a part in this discussion “because the people have so dictated”
is repeated on page 11 of the White Paper.
I disagree strongly with this argument. Technology is an enabler of rights,
not a human right itself. What gives certain basic – indeed fundamental –
rights the status of human rights is not the fact that “the people” have such
a “perception” which then develops into an “expectation”. It is the fact that
certain rights are inalienable rights to which each human being, by virtue of
being a human being, is inherently entitled. This is a high bar and, as Vinton
Cerf puts it, “[i]t is a mistake to place any particular technology in this exalted
category, since over time we will end up valuing the wrong things.”3 Indeed,
the UN Special Rapporteur on the promotion and protection of the right to
freedom of opinion and expression, though recognizing that “the Internet has
become an indispensable tool for realizing a range of human rights, combating
inequality, and accelerating development and human progress,” stopped short
of declaring that access to the Internet is itself a human right, but encouraged states to consider “ensuring universal access to the Internet should be a
priority.”4 (para. 85).
3

4

See “Internet Access is not a Human Right” in the New York Times, 4 January 2012 at http://
www.nytimes.com/2012/01/05/opinion/internet-access-is-not-a-human-right.html (accessed
16 November 2012).
Report presented to the Human Rights Council, 16 May 2011, doc ref A/HRC/17/27 at
http://www2.ohchr.org/english/bodies/hrcouncil/docs/17session/A.HRC.17.27_en.pdf (accessed16 November 2012).
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In spite of the abovementioned criticism of the demagogic undertones in
the White Paper, it is however laudable that the Maltese Government considers
universal access to the Internet to be a priority issue for Malta, both through
government policies and by itself taking and encouraging the private sector
to take the necessary infrastructural measures. The discussion whether this
should also be done through the enactment of a legally enforceable (though
ordinary) right to Internet access is also timely.

Rights to receive information and freedom of expression already exist
Freedom of expression and the right to receive information are already protected as legally-enforceable human rights in the Constitution of Malta.
Moreover, article 41 of the Maltese Constitution is technology-neutral. Its first
sub-paragraph provides, in clear and unambiguous terms that: “Except with
his own consent or by way of parental discipline, no person shall be hindered
in the enjoyment of his freedom of expression, including freedom to hold opinions without interference, freedom to receive ideas and information without
interference, freedom to communicate ideas and information without interference (whether the communication be to the public generally or to any person
or class of persons) and freedom from interference with his correspondence”.
Thus, the right to freedom of expression, including the freedom to receive
information and ideas, is not dependent or conditional on the type of medium
used to exercise or enjoy this fundamental human right. The manner in which
Article 41 of the Maltese Constitution is drafted is broad enough to encompass
new technologies and new media. There is thus no need for repetition, especially through some declaratory provisions in the Constitution which are not
enforceable. Such rights already exist: what holds offline, holds online.

The proposed right to digital informational self-determination and
privacy
The fourth proposed right is the most interesting, though it does not go far
enough. The White Paper proposes the introduction of the following provisions: “The State recognizes and shall promote and protect a culture of informational self-determination and privacy of the individual on any form of
information and communication technologies, including electronic communi-
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cations networks, and shall take such appropriate measures to eliminate any
unnecessary restrictions thereto that are justifiable in a democratic society.”
However, the White Paper seems to have gotten the wrong end of the stick.
The right to privacy, though recognized at a European and international level
as a fundamental human right, is not a constitutionally enforceable right in
the Maltese Constitution. The Constitution of Malta, in section 32(c), does
recognize that “every person in Malta is entitled to the fundamental rights and
freedoms of the individual” including “the right … to respect for his private
or family life”. However, section 32 is not an enforceable section. It is merely
declaratory. Indeed it is the only section in Chapter IV of the Constitution
entitled “Fundamental Rights and Freedoms of the Individual” which is
not enforceable before a court of law. Nor is the right to privacy elaborated
further in any of the subsequent and enforceable human rights provisions in
the Constitution. However, the right to privacy is recognized as a fundamental
human right in the European Convention Act, section 8(1) of which reads:
“Everyone has the right to respect for his private and family life, his home and
his correspondence.” However, it is important to highlight that while the fundamental human rights provisions in the Maltese Constitution are entrenched
and thus require a two-thirds majority vote in Parliament for their amendment, the European Convention Act, like any other ordinary piece of legislation, may be amended or repealed by a majority vote in Parliament.
It is commendable that the Maltese Government sees the need of recognizing and promoting a culture of informational self-determination. However,
it would be more effective if this were done through a legally enforceable and
constitutionally entrenched right. The right to informational self-determination is, as the Federal German Constitutional Court in the famous 1983 Census
Case stated, the individual’s right “to determine for himself whether his personal data shall be disclosed and utilized.” It is inextricably linked with the inviolability of human dignity and the individual’s right to the free development
of his personality insofar as he or she does not violate the rights of others.
It is thus high time that the right to privacy and the right to informational
self-determination are enshrined as an enforceable and entrenched right in the
Maltese Constitution. What we do not need is another declaratory provision in
the Maltese Constitution, let alone one which is tied only to information and
communication technologies. Such a right should be technology-neutral, apply offline as well as online, and constitutionally entrenched and enforceable.
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Tailpiece: A hotch-potch of Internet governance, regulation and
jurisdiction
The White Paper makes an unfortunate sweeping statement when it claims in
one fell swoop that “the Internet is regulated and governed” (p.8). It does recognize that there is a difference between the notions of “Internet governance”
and “Internet regulation” and indeed states that entering into a discussion on
such a distinction is beyond the scope of such document. However, it then
states that “[t]he idea that Internet is an unregulated sanctum emanates from
an old school of thought that sought absolute independence from earthly laws
[sic] for citizens of cyberspace. Such a concept has long been defeated because
the Internet is regulated and governed.” Indeed. Such sweeping statements
ignore the chequered history of Internet governance, the role of ICANN, the
WSIS multi-stakeholder approach to Internet governance, and so much more.
They also overlook the difficulties of applying traditional legal notions of jurisdiction and enforcement to cross-border acts (which could be criminal or
civil in nature) and transactions.
Further on, the White Paper states that these four proposed “digital rights
apply across borders, apply to individuals but also businesses, while posing an
obligation on the State to take appropriate measures to eliminate any unnecessary restrictions to such rights that are not justifiable in a democratic society.”
(p. 23). While forgetting for a moment that, being declaratory in nature, the
proposed digital “rights” do not impose any obligation on the state, the White
Paper seems to be claiming that such rights will have extra-territorial application. The wording used is unfortunate because it gives the impression that the
White Paper is overlooking the basic notion in public and private international
law that a state can, in principle, only legislate for matters that occur or have
an effect on its territory or citizens. If a statute is to have effect beyond Maltese
borders, this must emanate from the provisions of some international treaty
that both Malta and the other sovereign state are parties to.

